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Fishing

are now open for business.
We intiure all vesuri* ownrd in the Mtate of Maine and engaged in the Cod and Mackerel Fisheries.

®y*Sen<l for blank applications
tion.

or
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.62 and .75.
DRESS GOODS, 12-12 to 1.25, former prices 25 to 3.25.
PIANO COVERS, 63,25, former price, 66.00.
PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .121-2 worth .25.
LOT CLOAKINGS, less than half price.

prices, .50,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

DRESS BUTTONS
VELVETEENS and CORDUROYS, half price.
CHILDREN’S WOOL HOSE,
CASSIMERES at very low prices.
BLACK WORSTED DRESS BRAID, 4 cts. per

INCOME.

an

For Premiums.. ..$2,179.5^2.36
For Interest. 1,194,570.97

Total..$ 3,374,133.33

VESTRY SECOND PARISH CHURCH,

5th.

Wednesday Evening, April

Tickets 25 cents, for sale at Hoyt, Fogg & Donmh20dtd*
and Carter Bros.’

Death Losses.$816,435.50
Matured
Endowments
575,060.41
and
Surrendered
Lap-ed Policies... 110,908.25
Dividends to Policy

Holders. 768,610.86

kam’s

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,

CONCERT

expressago and all
other expenses.

—

Schubert Quarcette,
assisted by

Mrs. Pratt and New Church Choir.
Hiu Fanny Jordan, Accompanist.

JERUSALEM CHURCH,
Wednesday Evening:. April 5tii,

VESTRY NEW

o’clock.

Commencing at 8
Children 10 cents.

cents.

ap3d3t
CONCERT

VOCAL

GRAND

A

Admission 26

-BY THE-

CLUB

WEBER

GRAND CONCERT
—

CITY

AT

FOR-TUE BENEFIT OF THE

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL,
which the following artists have generously volunteered :
MISS ANNIE LOUISE

CAR Y,
and the celebrated

OP BOSTON,

QUARTETTE

MB. HARVEY MURRAY,

Accompanist

Sold at Stockbr dge’
TICKETS 1*1.0©.
Music Store I hursday morning, March 30th, at 9
o’clock. Numbers given out at 7. Only six tickets
sold to one person at the opening salo.
dtd
mar29

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank Cnrtis
.Proprietor & Manager.

NEW

TWO TVIGHTS;
Friday and Satnrday, April 7 th & 8th,
UNIVERSAL FAVORITES,
Tbe Celebrated

THE

283,779.35

distinguished organization in
America comprising ihe most accomplished Artists
of the English and AmeriCelebrities
and Leading

January 1st, 1882.

from

Stage.

_

POSITIVE NOVELTY.
production on any stage of the New and
Double Stage
Original Burlesque, introducing the
and all the moderrUmprovementB, entitled
A

5,811,479.76
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28
policies.

the Mascot.
Haze-L-Kirke. or the Revenge ofMusic.

$46,138,353.20

I

AGENTS,

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

"business cards.

novb

ABF, LEAVITT.General Agent

APRIL 13th,

BOSTON ENGLISH OPERA CO. M'oofoj Job
Opera,
Gilbert and Sullivan’s Aesthetic

In

With Full Orchestra and Uherus.

Tickets at Stockbridge’s Music store Monday
morning, April 3d. Reserved seats 36 and 50 oents.
Admission 25 cents.
Matinee—Reserved seats 2u am. 35 cents; Children 15 cents,
Half fare to

BERRY,
and (laid Hdndoij

JOST & JTIOBTON.

FRESCO PAINTERS,
(3 Market Square. Porlland.
Pricer reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

MEETINGS

_

Matinee on Maine Central. Grand
mli31dtd
Trunk and Portland & Rochester B. B

Annual Meeting.
Annual Meeting of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals will be held in
Fraternity Hall, tfree street Block, on Wednesday
evening April 5th, at 7 V« o’clock, for the election
of officers and the transaction of other business.
Collections from those who have so generously
responded to the postals sent out have not been
m »de yet, and will not be till about 1st of May, but
all are earnestly requested to be present at the annual meeting and join in the organization.
LOUISA TITCOMB, Sec. pro tern.

THE

65
Gilbert’s

Programme.

Thursday Evening.
3. Waltz. I 6.Waltz
2 ..Galop. 7.Polka
3 .Newport. 8.Galop
4 .Waltz. 19.Waltz
5 .TLo “German.” 10.The “German/
dtf
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appointed.

lEFORETAKIIO.

addrcMing

the Relief Association

H_

A

PUPS.

PUPS.

bred blue Yorkshire TERRIER PDFS for
sale. Very small and will mane capital Hatters. Mother weighs eight and a half pounds. Can
be seen after 5 p. m. at 4 Maple Street.
mh31dlw*

FINE

Tor Sale.
A Bargain.
A Neat Birch Office Desk.
Apply at 193 Federal St.
d3t*

mar31

BILLIARD TABLES
FOR SALE.
Carom aud one Pool Table, in good condi
tion, made by O. L. Briggs, Boston, Mass Also
Cues, Bails, Racks and every thiug ihat goes with
Also, one good barber’s
the tables when new.
Chair. Inquire of Q. H. BRIGGS, Mechanic Palls,

ONE

_mar2Fdlf

Maina.

TRESSES aud Dies for the manuiacture
Enquire of
Rl'RSlIiJI A IHORKIbl;.
rob20dtf

of Corn Cans for sale.
SCREW

FOB SALE.
the fixtures and good will of a first-class
restaurant, located in business part of the city.
For particulars, call on J. BREWER, Jr., No. 40V2
m»r21dtf
Exchange street,

ALL

city._

EDUCATIONAL
Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

J. W.

pupils by the subscriber

J.jr.v 4

A-

ati

1)1 R ECTORY

Book Binders,
4DIKCY, Koom II,

Primers

WM.
Bicbnntr fl*. Ill Rirhan*. turret.

I.

n«.

at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, to see
if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen to
hire money temporarily for the use of the t wn in
anticipation ot taxes, and to act on other articles in
the
AS B. HASKELL,) Selectmen of
STEPHEN SC AMMAN, J Cape Elizabeth.
mli2ydlw
March 28,18 2.
Elizabeth,
Cape

Maine Bible Society.
mHE annual meeting of this Society will be held
JL at the Y. M. C. A. Rooms on THURSDAY,
April 6, 1882, at 4 o’clock P. M.
H. W. SHAYLOR, Ree. Sec.
mh31dl\v

|

Pattern and Model Maker.
BiRVl'B, 3a Crw*. »t., PortlamJ

Dyspepsia,

notice will be doomed
laws of the State, and
make application to
for any abatement of
that ho was unable to
n no »ase

where She

Assessors have

times the

Cyrus K.

Ladd,

[ Assessors.

strength

with Starch, Avr.
and is tin

DR.

r-:

NERVOUS

v

root

sions,

fl, BAKER &

CO., Dorcnester, Mass.
nF,M&W4»*,'t
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Nervous

!

Other Work in Proportion.
These Teeth are POMTIVEKIjY OF THE YEltV BEST
k

PMATERIAL, on the Best Rubber or Celluloid, and are equal
made in this city for
We warrant them to be
a perfect fit, and satisfactory
in every particular. Call and
see specimen sets.
to any

Headache,

Mental

Depression,

22S 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,'
i«bS

Portland, Mi lat

«od2m

objections

no

great difficulty,

to the more accurate

tion of Greek words.

£
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Warranted to Cure

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
o
M
SCALY ERUPTIONS,
5S ALL ROUCH
H
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
n
PIMPLE8 and
« SCROFULA ULCERS,
o
TENDER ITCHINCSonsUpsrtaof tlie

n
»

sort ana smootn;

tan and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up,
internal
bottles in ono package, consisting of both
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price $1. per package.

CHAS. N. CRITTENTON, 115 Fulton St. New
City, sole agent for Dr. C. W. Benson’s remedies, to whom all orders should be addressed.
MWF lm
mchl7

tWAIIUK

A.

W. JORDAN,

Portland,

Chicago.

Me

S. II. LARMINIE & CO.,
Commission

Grain,

merchants.

Provisions,

Seeds,

137 Commercial St., Portland, me.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold

Margins. Correspondence

122 La
on

Salle St

C-cago Market

invite

on

mar3dtf

DRY HEMLOCK BOARDS
FOR SALE.

800,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Beady
for immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

B. C.
febae

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
dtf

THE

GREXT^CURE FOR

mmpiLES

at

Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, about
seems as if pin-worms were crawling
As a
tho rectum; the private parts are often affected.
Swayne s
pleasant, economical and positive cure,
marke..
Ointment is superior to any article in the
d
8old by druggists, or send 60 eta. in 3-ct. Stamps,Pa.
Boxes, J1.2&. Address, Da. Swayne & Son, Philo.,
d&wly3
jftnl 8
worse

night;

a law office in Portland, near my place
of business, and both being members of the Rifle Corps and lovers of pictures, we became
friends. Mellen put out the sign of an attorbut
ney to please his father, the Chief Justioe,
he never sought clients. His own tastes were
for painting and poetrv, and he turned his

opened

into a study. He was contented to work
his easel during the day and to write poetry
in the evening.
On his return from Europe Longfellow was
to occupy a Professor’s chair at Bowdoin, although only 24—this with his natural neatness
rooms
at

of dress caused him to assume a personal dignity, which Mellen had no taste for. He painted
in his shirtsleeves with bare throat, and sang
his own or other’s songs, charmingly thewhlle.
When a friend (of whom he had many) went
into his room, his first thought was to get his
opinion of some picture or poem and said so,
“Look here, what do you think of this—honest,” when perhaps he would produce from his
vest pocket a piece of crumpled paper on
whioh he had written lines, usually on some
pleasing yet serious subject, that would have
been creditable to Longfellow. But after read-

ing them to his friends they ware usually
tbiowu aside and finally loaf.
Longfell'w'a
productions got into print, even when a boy,
but Mellen never seemed to think of making a
name and fame for himself. He had no encouragement in his favorite pursuits from his

father, who instead was continually trying to
impress him with the dignity of the law.
The honors of poet to the Rifle Corps were
divided between Frederick Mellen and James
F. Otis, an assistant editor of the Advertiser
under James Brooks. The two poets were fast
friends. Mellen finally went to Boston and
died there in art life, in 1834. At the anniversary dinner of the P. R. C. the same year, in

response to the tune "our departed comrades”
Otis who was a fine singer, gave one of Mellen’s songs in the author’s serious vein, which
he had sung on a similar occasion, and then
supplemented it with one of his own, whioh he
sung to the air of “A Soldier’s Tear,” with the
company standing. I must give you the second and third stanzas as a sample of its style,
and to show the sentiment of the company for

their departed associate:
Where is the manly voice
That cnee so freely gushed,
In songs we all so dearly loved?
Alas! in death ’tis hushed!
Ah! never more those notes
Shall charm the ravished ear!
amid your mirth,
Nor check the rising tear!

Many

"soldier’s tear”
at its close.

was

shed

during

the

wept the while—my heart was tender then.”
There are several of Mellen’s landscapes in
town of decided merit, the owners of which
would do the lovers of painting a favor by
loaning them to some art store for exhibition.
His favorite subjects usually were kindred to
“I

those scenes described in his poem

which

I

send you.

My own intercourse with Frederick Mellen
will always remain a precious treasure in thb
W. G.
3tore house of memory.
Windham, March 31.

transla-

speak good English.

want of harmony among the Philadelphia
Democrats, and especially in his own ward.

Lieutenant Todd writes that there are
three times as many officers in the navy as
it needs, and altogether too many seamen
for the number of ships. He thinks that
$1,000,000 a year might be saved by discharging men who are not of the slightest use.
Secretary Kirkwood says that he is going to Iowa after he leaves the interior department to try and be a good private citiHis friends suggest that he will be
zen.

Venetian Moonlight.
BY

The A. T. Stewart estate is gradually and
purposely releasing its hold on business, in.
tending to relinquish it altogether.

passes into the hands of men who are tally
identified with the Western Union Telegraph
Company. Perhaps it would not be exactly
accurat eto say that the sole purpose in forming
the Mutual Union was to sell out to'what is
called “the great monopoly.” But it is quite
certain that the projectors of that corporation
which is about to follow all its predecessors in
to a very capacious receptacle, could not have
acted without giving some consideration to the
well-ascertained fact that they were perfectly
safe in expecting favorable offers of purchase
and absorption as soon as they began to make
anything like real competition with the greatAccordingly the mater telegraph company.
ter may be treated as though the original and
of the new compafor
the
creation
reason
only
ny was to force a consolidation. Furthermore
it may be predicted with all possible confidence
that as soon as this enterprise has baen safely
extinguished, there will be a fresh attempt to
start a new telegraph company. It will be said
as it has always been said on such occasions,
that the new venture is to be areal competitor.
It is to bo kept to itself and not sold out. And
be
a
only
question of
yet it will
it
will
be
sold
when
time
out, and
of
the
to
swell
capital’stock tbelgiant corporgo
ation.
There is at present no better or safer business than that of organizing telegraph companies. The cost of uniting the chief cities of the
country by wire is not great. When this has
been done it is entirely feasible for the new
comer to obtain a liberal share of business by
Thus the creaui is skimmed
reducing rates.
off the patronage of the Western Union Comcannot
make so low prices for telpany, wnich
egraphing over its long lines as can a company
which has no long lines and no non-payiDg offices.
By and by it becomes necossary for the
Western Union to buy off the opposition in order to stop the leak in earnings. This is precisely what the projectors of tho opposition
company have been expecting and hoping for
all along, and they accept the proposition for a
consolidation with eagerness. In a certain
sense this is a perfectly legitimate business.
The object of the men who get up a new telegraph company is to make money, and that
they are sure of doing whether they sell or not.
When they find that (hey can make more by
selling than by continuing to operate as asepar
But while
ate company, they sell, of course.
such is the inevitable fate of all new compadoes
it
not
seem
to be worth while for the
nies,
public at large to take great interest in the proceedings of the speculators, or to hail the creation of new opposition lines as anything more

alent.

If tbe aforesaid treaties be abrogated, then,
by the law of nations, the vessels of those nations may bring to our ports the productions of
their own countries, and return to their respective countries, laden with our products, and
vice versa with our vessels; but, when wo permit them to bring to our ports, direct from the
ports of other countries than their own, the
products of those other countries, and we admit them at the saipe rate of duty as if
brought in our own vessels, we then do a
great wrong to our own people— and here we
have tbe cause of the decline of our shipping.
H, in addition to the foregoing, we impose an
export duty on our products exported in foreign vessels to other countries than those to
which such vessels belong, we ought to consider our foreign carrying trade well protected.
The remedy, then, is found In the abrogation
of the treaties, and the imposing of discriminating or differential duties. Let Congress adopt
these measures, and our ship-builders and shipowners will need no other protection and no
subsidies.
This done, then the internal arrangement
and government of our merchant marine must
be attended to and set in order—regulated.
Congress has power by the Constitution "to
regulate commerce”—and commerce is sadly

demoralized for want of a head.
We have a Secretary of the Navy, who is a
Cabinet officer, who has some two hundred
vessels to look after, most of them small, and
of which there are, now, but 23 fit for active
service, while, in our mercantile marine, there
are 21,036 enrolled and classified vossels, withIf our commercial marine
out any head.
needs any one thing more than another it is a
This want, in
“Department of Commerce.”
England is supplied by their Board of Trade,
whose President is a Cabinet officer.
In matters pertaining to our shipping, the
State and Municipal authorities along our sea
coast, the shipping-merchants, ship-owners,
ship-mastors, officers, sailors, sailor’s landlord’s—all in any way connected with vessels,
sadly need “regulating,” and this can only be
accomplished by power invested in a separate
Department of the Government, created by
W. R.
Congress for the purpose.

It may safeiy be said that no city in tho
world possesses a monument equal in historic
For 800
interest to the Tower of London.
years, as palace, fortress and prison, it has
Recent discovbeen continuously inhabited.
eries have justified the ancient tradition that
this same site there stood an important
Roman fortification, and the fact stands proved that important Roman works occupied the
spot for 1000 years or more before Gundulf, the
weeping monk of Bee. in Normondy, whom
on

the Conqueror summoned to act as his builder,
laid one stone of the great white tower on
another. Gundulf was said to have tempered
his cement with the bloodjof beasts, and to
have watered with his tears the theatre of so

Probably he ponnded
many future tragedies.
up the old red tiles and bricks of the Romans,
and so gave to his mortar the rod color which
the common folk regarded with so much
awe.

Successive kings, notably William Rufus,who
•‘pilled and shaved the people with tribute es-

FREDERICK MELLKX.

about the Tower of London
the Great hall at Westminster,” auu
Henry III, the first deviser of a Thames embankment, added to the Tower of Londonnot without many murmurings on the part of
their subjects, who saw in the Tower a standing menace to their liberties.
In the 16th century the Tower of London
with its outer and inner ballium, the great,
keep of the White tower, and tne grim portal
of the traitor’s gate, must have been looked
upon from the river as a most imposing monuUnhappily, under
ment of the feudal system.
the Stuarts and their successors, the glories of
On the
to
suffered
were
decay.
the Tower
south side the inner wall with the Lantern
tower became ruins, and during the latter part
of the last century their places were filled by a
huge and hideous brick building, with all the
unwieldly ugliness of a Thames street warehouse, by which the view of the Tower from
the river was effectually blotted out.
During the last 25 years better judgment aad
better taste have been shown in the treatment
of this great standing record of the history of
England. The prince consort was one of the
the antiquifirst|to take an active interest in Mr.
Saivin,
ties and beauties of the place.
a
short time
who died last year, and who only
tower
in
order
to
the
visited
death
his
before
see the work that had beon done, and the discoveries that had been made at the Cradle
tower, Was called in as consulting architect.
Under his advice the chapel of St. John in tbe
White tower was restored, and is now perhaps
the finest specimen of Norman architecture in
the kingdom, and the ruinous tumble-down
warders’ quarters were replaced by appropriate
buildings in the style of the Tudors. For some
time, owing to the pressure of work in other
directions, little was done beyond mere mainSix years ago, however,
tenance and repair.
the work of restoration was actively begun
again. The chapel of St. Peter and Vincula,
the burial place of Queen Anne Boleyn, with
the other illustrious victims of royal displeasure or political necessity down to the time of
the Jacobite lords of the ’45, had fallen into a
most discreditable state of decay. The interior
was choked by the ugliest of modern galleries,
with tall unsightly pews; a sinking of the
pavement of the altar was becoming more and
more apparent, and it became necessary to take
immediate steps to prevent the whole building
from falling into ruins. When this chapel had
been repaired and purged of the monstrosities
by which it was defined, the next work of importance to be undertaken was the restoration
of the outer wall on the south or river side,
to gather with the Well and Cradle towers.
This has now beeu done, and in the mean time
certain mean buildings on the east side of tho
White tower, which were used by the Royal
engineers as stores, showed such unmistakable
signs of an immediate intention of falling in
bodily that they had to be swept away. On
that side, therefore, the White tower is unmasked and clear as it was erected by Gundulf.
it was in course of this removal that the
Roman remains, to which allusion has been
made in the early part of this paper, were disAt the same time the dirty slums
covered.
known as the Irish barracks were cleared away,
and the space between the inner and outer
fortifications on the eastern side being thrown
open, the Salt and Broad Arrow towers stand

pecially to spend
and

The midnight chime had tolled from Marco-* towers;
O’er Adria’s wave the trembling echo swept;
The gondolieri paused upon their oars,
Mutt’ring their prayers as through the night crept
Far o’er the wave the knell of time sped on,
Till the sound died upon its tranquil breast;
The sea-boy startled as the peal rolled on,
Gazed at his star, and turned himself to rest.

throbbing heart that late had said farewell,
Still lingering on the wave that bore it home,
At that blight hour sigh’d o’er the dying swell,
•
Aud thought on years of absence yet to come.

The

’Twas moonlight on Venetia’s sea,
And every fragrant bower and tree
Smiled in the golden light;
The thousand eyes that clustered there
N’er in their life looked half so fair
As on that happy n.ght.
A thousand sparkling lights were set
On every dome and minaret,
While through the marble halls
The gush of cooling fountains came,
And crystal lamps sent far their flame
Upon the high-arched walls.
But sweeter far on Adria’s sea
The gondolier’s wild minstrelsy

In accents low began;
While sounding harp and martial zel
Their music joined, until the swell
Seemed heaven’s bread arch to span.

Then faintly ceasing, one by one,
That plaintive voice sung on alone
Its wild heart-soothing lay;
And then again that moonlight band
Started as if by magic wand,
In one bold burst away.
The joyous laugh came on the breeze,
And ’mid the bright o’erhanging trees,
The mazy dance weni round;
And, as in joyous ring they flew,
The smiling nymphs the wild flowers threw
That clustered on the ground.
Soft

as a

Summer’s evening’s sigh,

From each o’erhanging
Low, fervent whisDerings fell;
And many a heart upon that night
On fancy’s pinion sped its flight
Where holier beings dwell.

balcony

Kach lovely form the eye might see;
The dark-browed maid of Italy,
Wiih love’s

own

sparkling

eyes;

The fairy Swiss—all, all that night,
Smiled in the moonbeam’s silvery light,
Fair as their hative skies.

governor.

1 than a temporary boon.

a

there were in port so many Hamburg and Bremen vessels, which could carry cargoes at lower rates than we could afford to do.
Norway and Sweden, Denmark, the German
and the Italian States, seeing what a splendid
bargain the free cities of Bremen and Hamburg had got out of us, followed suit, and with
equal success on their part, as they had no
more to give us in exchange than Hamburg
and Bremen had.
Thus we ceased to protect our foreign carrying trade, leaving it open to competition with
the cheaper built, cheaper manned aDd cheaper
provisioned vessels of the before mentioned European nations. Those neutrals have improved
their opportunity to the utmost, especially during and since our war, buying our vessels and
building vessels themselves to the utmost extent of their ability, all which has tended directly to the increase of their tonnage afloat far
beyond the requirements of the ocean carrying
trade.
The effect on our ship owners of opening our
foreign carrying trade to this competition, is
the same as would be tbe effect on our manufacturers, of repealing tbe tariff upon manufactured articles, admitting them duty free, and
thus bringing the labor ef our own mechanics
and artisans into direct competition with the
pauper labor of Europe.
Now what shall we do? This is the question
about which so much is said and written. What
I would do, or recommend, may be inferred
from the foregoing, viz.Abrogate every commercial treaty from which we derive no equivalent, say those with Norway and 8weden, the
North German States (which now include Bremen and Hamburg) and the Italian States. On
the treaty with England I am not so clear. We
derive benefit from participating in her carrying trade—some may say we have a full equiv-

[London Times.]
The Tower of London,

Where is the friendly hand
So often clasped in our*,—
The hand whose cunning art could cull
Sweet nature’s fairest flowers!
No more its cordial gra*p
Shall ever greet us here!
Then, comrades, pause! and o’er his grave
Let friendship drop a tear!

words, Dean
new rendering

Farrar chiefly supports the
with the simple argument that it is better
Greek. As to its English, Dean Farrar expresses a pious conviction that two Bishops,
two Deans, and two Canons, “not to speak
of all the other revisers,” may be depended
to

Then,- comrades, pause

In other

The Telegraph Opposition Comedy
Probably nobody is so innocent as to be surprised at the information that the control of
the new Mutual Union Telegraph Company

Loss

§20.

E. B. & F, W. EOCKWOOU,

tail and shown, with
be

to

[Boston Advertiser.]

SKIN CURE

d&wly4B

oovlb_
S. H. LARM1NIE,

PER SET.

fiUM TEETH, 810.
“
PLAIN
8T.

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Memory. Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, InvoluntaEmissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertiou, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will core
recent cases Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxesj accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H. H.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents n Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
of
ry

economi-

for

UJ
(C

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

orj3ugar,

persons in health.
Sold by tirocers everywhere.
as
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W. BENSON’S

ment: a

]i i.

well

Cure

A

of Cocoa mixed

f„rt far more

g
M

v.

York

delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, e asily digested, and
admirably adopted for invalids os
cal.

been

George C. Burgess, )
Blank schedules will be furnished at the room
of the Assessors.
mai-31
dt Aprl6

mh27

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoat from which the excess of
Oilhas been removed. Ithas three

with this
to a tax according to the
be barred of the right to
the County Commissioners
his taxes, unless he shows
oiler such lists within the

put to the disagreeable necessity of making a
doom will the possession of Government bonds
or deposits in the Savings Banks be allowed as a
plea in mitigation of such doom.
Stephen Marsh,
)

HA1NE STATE PRISON.
dim

JreaM Cocoa.

City of Portland hereby

time hereby appointed.

who have skin diseases or bad eompl \:on. An
excellent toilet dressing.
Sold by all druggists. Price, EO cents a box.
Depot 100 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mail, two boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.60, to
any address.

removes

single and double, to be sold at once, singly or in
lots, for WHAT THEY WIIL BRING, at

BAKER’S

Notice.

secular day from the first to the fifteenth day ot
April next, inclusive, at their room in City Hall,
from ten to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
from three to five o’clock in the atlernoon, for
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and
estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors tsue and perfect lists of all their polls and estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee, or otherwise, on the first
day of April, 1882, and he prepared to make oath
to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator,
^>r other person interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in default of
such noi ice will he held under the law to pay
the tax assessed, although such* estate has been

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.,
the course of his practice discovered what now
acombina
are renowned in-medical practice, viz:
tion of Celery and Chamomile in the shape of Pills
They are used by the profession at large and cons tantly recommended by them.
It is not a patent medicine. It is the result of his
They are a sure cure
own experience in practice.
tor the following special diseases, and are worthy
They are preof a trial by all intelligent sufferers.
nervous
pared expressly to cure sick headaohe,
headache, dyspeptic headache, neuralgia, paralysis,
sleeplessness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and will
The Doctor’s great remedy for Skin
cure any case.
disease, called Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure is ex .’eedingly
valuable and greatly sought after by all persons

In

body. It makes the skin white,

WAGONS,

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Assessors of the

CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS

eodiewly

marl

ADVERTISEMENTS

Assessors^

Phaetons,Open & Top Buggies,

Hervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
icoompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.
Cures

wholly distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply

COLCOltl),

843 PearS Street.
p,t Ml N EtSS

TOWN MEETING will be held at the Town
Hall, Cape Elizabeth, on WEDNESDAY,

THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation
in said city that they will ba in session every

Corn Packers !

iliven to t»rirate

NEW AND SECOND HAND,

April 6, 1882,

CITY

OBAT MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

m

10(T CARRIAGES,

mch29dtd

Meeting.

AFTER TAHIRS.

A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
S^^Sold in Portland, by Fred. and
Green bts.
rouaj7 tf Stone, cor. Congress
attg^tMl yr___

j

contributed to the
Contemporary Review a strong article on
the Revised Version, in which he stakes his
reputation as a scholar and his faith as a
man on its final success, and roundly comthe
pares the criticisms made upon it with
assaults leveled at King James’ Version on
its appearance. Dean Farrar’s article is devoted chiefly to the criticism of Sir Edmund
Beckett, whose attacks are taken up in deDean Farrar has

been

and

April 3fli, at 8 o’clock, for the choice of
1« Trustees and such other business as may legally
come before the meeting.
WILLIAM HENNESSY, Sec’y.
Town

TRADEMARK

««« io
tar-Fuil partiemara in our pompmcv, w men
scwTfree by mail to every one. gSB^The
Specific Medicine is
told by all druggists at *1 per package, or Bix packages for *5
of
tnc
moil
on
free
receipt
be
will
Bent
money,
or
by
by

x>.

jug

FOR SALE

inarSOM&F3w

The Great English Remedy. An
unfailing cure for
Seminal Weakness.
Impotency, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
1/ftssitude, Fain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a
Premature Grave.

TRAD! MARK

Engineer’s

at

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

Meeting
of the Portland Fire Department will be held
THE
oiiice Wedneada* Even
the Chief
Annual

ar-

threatened to send you some personal recollections of him, with some of his productions.
After leaving college, he, with several others
of his class, read law with Stephen Longfellow.
He was admitted to the Cumberland bar, and

singing and

Ex-Speaker Randall, who has recently
telling his brother Democrats at Washington that the Democrats will<eweep Pennsylvania this year, on account of disagreements among the Republicans, has declined
to serve as a member of the Democratic city
committee in Philadelphia on account of the

desire to make

Montreal, March 17th, 1882.

j

Mr.

panies for a line of first class
steamers to run between Portland
and Halifax N. 8., and another
line between Portland and St.
John, N. B. for the carriage of pasFor
senger and freight traffic.
particulars apply to the under-

Company

signed.

THOMAS B. HASKELL, )
STEPHEN SCAMMAN, } Assessors.
)
PEABBLES,
Cape Elizabeth, March 25th, 1882.
dtd
mar27

remittances.
unnecessary.

com-

The

rangements with steamship

M. J.

fractional

measure seems

ted into foreign languages. He is a member
of medical societies in England, Scotland,
Norway, Sweden and Austria, and has received the degree of LL. D. from Harvard
and of D C. L. from Oxford.

OF CAUL ADA.

although

■

61

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

from any cause, the executor, administrator, or
other person interested, is hereby warned to give
notice of such change; and in default of such notice
will be held under the law to pay the tax assessed
such estate has been wholly distributed
and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice, will be doomed to a tax according to the
law s of the State, and be barred of the right to
make application 10 the County Commissioners fo/
that he
any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows
was unable tc offer such lists within the time hereb

Je2dly

mands for

Phelps’s

medical college, Philadelphia, on account
of his age. He is 77 years of age and is regarded as one of the foremost physicians in
America. His medical works which are numerous, are standards iu this country and
abroad, and some of them have been transla-

GO,

To the Editor of the Press:
When writifig yesterday of Longfellow as a
soldier, I said that ha was not the only poet in
his class, mentioned Frederick Mellen, and

obtained by forwarding a note to tne treasand payury through the money order office,
ing an additional three cents. It reduces
the money order fee on sums more than $5
and not more than $10, from ten to eight
cents. The time limit of three months will
prevent the general circulation of these orders as currency, while they answer all de-

Dr. Samuel D. Gross has tendered his resignation as professor of surgery in Jefferson

oolO__dtf

Town.
An .VI such persons are hereby notified to jrake
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, as on the first day of April,
1882, and be prepared to make oath te the truth of
the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year or have chan* ed bands

No. 37 Plum Street.

PATIENCE !

C. E. JOSE &

committee has framed a bill to cover the exto
igencies of the case and at the same time
avoid the evils of paper fractional currency.
The feature of this bill is the introduction of
a postal note at a fee of three cents for the
at
sum of $5 and under, payable to bearer
from the date
any time within three months
of issue, after which the amount can only be

on

and Harvard Burners.

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

The Assessors of the Town of Cape Elizabeth
hereby give notice to all persons liable to taxation
in Baid Town, that they will be in session at their
office in Town House on the 3d, 4>h and 6ih days
of April, inst., from 10 o’clock in the forenoon till
five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said

STEPHEN

eodeow&eowlynrm

ap3

Duplex, Oxford

English

■

ASSESSORS’ AOTICE

_dlw
CITY HALL,
Fast Day Afternoon and Evening,
ap3

it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. rW It works woflders, curing
NERVOUS end GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. tlTFor sale by all Druggists. 81.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.

Fitted complete with the

201 MIDDLE STREET.
__dtf
CAPE ELIZABETH.

_

Boston.
d!2t

With Iseautfnl Pottery
Centre*).

a

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS

eodtf

Building,

Limoges,
Loagwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemlnes*
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

New York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscnliu' structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism

PORTLAND

{3TA SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDICINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK, jfcl Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
A

TABLELAHPS

,

1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving chronic
infirmities of long standing It has been a new revelation to me and other medical friends.
C. Peckhnm Fitcb, 31. D.,

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,

FOR BLOOD, BRAIN AND
NERVES.

ELEGANT

Buffalo.

GOBHA1I.

OOl

as

It is the most perfect compendium of exercise imaginable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred veakneseca.
f jawson A. liong, 31. D.,

McLELLAN,

febl7

Minimous
war29

Brooklyn.

STATE ACT., AUBGBN.

LIQUID

55 CONGRESS STREET,

me, and possesses all

David Wooster, 31. D.,
San Francisco.
I do not hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the
Lifter
to all pe sons suffering fro a dysReactionary
peptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, 31. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exerc ise nbic
I nave found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
R. C. in of fat, 31. D.,

members have given insurance And paid au average
of 41/6 per cent, compound interest on the money
invested. For insurance apply to

Great

AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CO.,

Saratoga Springs.

ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
The §3.318,815 matured endowments paid living

THE

SALE BY-

POU

Robert Hamilton, 31. D.,
It is entirely satisfactory to
the merits claimed for it.

bulky and its transmission too expensive.
The objections to the old “shinplasters”
and the
were tJieir raggedness, dirtiness,
ease with which they were lost, about $750,000 disappearing every year. The Post Office

mortgage

Due 1905.

the peo-

and the withdrawal from circulation of the
same amount of legal tender notes, so there
shall be no inflation. There is a demand for
fractional paper for remittances through
the mails, where silver change would be too

eod&wly

This security is a first mortgage upon
this road and its properties.

matter that so much concerns

The “shlnplaster” fractional currency, It
was supposed, sank beneath the weight of
Its own iniquity forever, but a member of
Congress has turned up who wishes to revive these noisome issues. Mr. Phelps has
introduced a bill providing for the issue of
$25,000,000 of fractional currency from the
old dies still in the Treasury Department,

Weakness, and relieve all
Lung and Kidney diseases.

feb24

a

ple of Maine.

pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,

6 cpeenrt. BONDS

fully satisfied with your machine ana its ef-

ain

fects.

than for 1880.
There was an increase of over $500,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,657 insurance. The
now insurance amounted to §15 038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been §2.901,348 in excess of premiums
In 1878 payments were §1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

Superb
in every detail. Beautiful
Costumes and all necessary Auxiliaries.
Reserved Seats secured Two Days in advance at
Box office. Usual prices.
M. B. LEAVITT.Sole Proprietor
E. ROSENBAUM.Manager

up-

FIXTURES,
Portland, Maine

1st

New York.

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300,000 more

Complete

»uu

NEW ENGLAND

prominent Professional Men.*

Horatio Gomez, 31. D.,

invested for them
46,138,353,90
Received for premiums. 39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to pol'cy
holders and invested assets,give
interest gain over all expenses
of..
6,506,567.73

OFFICE:

x

of

—AND—

Clayton Keith, 31. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.

Total.$27,278,894.24
Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96

LOCAL

xl

NEW YORK

Caroline B.Winslow, 31. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary lifter,
Its effect
I am a physically regenerated woman.
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.

3,318,815,64

First

«

M.WdsFlm

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

Received for premiums.839,631,785.47
Paid for death

The finest and most

can

-

MANN’S

Financial Record from Organi-

LEWIS

**

AGENTS,

MARSTON,

—FOR—

Total.. 15,836,847.35
8nrplua Over 4 per cent.
Reserve.
3,099.611.61

Novelty & BHrlesque Company,

*,

Brief Extracts from Testimonials

T.T.Merry

RENTZ-SANTLEY

&
Street,

Exchange
°
mar3

LIABILITIES.

uiiups, oiu.

biuhh

from him again, and trust that his communication will provoke an edifying discussion

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
composed of Iron insoluble
form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dys-

by kOuLCICHEB, 8CHCUI de CO., 3045 Chestnut 81., Philadelphia.

128

Amount paid policy holders and

MISS RETH C. LONG, Contralto,
THE CECILIA CLEB,
THE WEBER CLUB,
TEMPLE

288,468.53

losses.$9,628,549.55

II

Bniit

DEALERS IN GAS

295,954.01

actuaReserve,
ries, 4 per ct... §16,553,068.09
All other liabili-

endowments...
Paid for surrendered and lapsed

Started

CLEVELAND

1,364,422.97

Paid for matured

HALL,

Working Without Boiler, Steam
Coal, Ashes or Attendance.
Fall Power Iinit

printing, venumuing, running

wards.

Total..18,859,458.96

zation to

f

lastaaly by a Match,
(ire.
I
mediately. When Stopped, all Expense Cease..
r
no
nor
no
fires
No explosions,
cinders,
gauges, no pumps, no engineer cr
other attendant while running. Recommended by insurance companies.
for hoisting in warehouses,
IN
EVERY
RESPECT
UNSURPASSED
|

bonds, (market
value). 2,486,491.66
Cash on hand and

—

Tuesday Evening, April
at

3.891,385-90

Loans on bonds
& mortgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,074.45
Real estate. ^.,720,219.30
U, S. and other

ties.

Of this city at
OF THE
MESSIAH,
CHURCH
Corner Congress and India Sts., on
APRIL
6th.
EVENING
THURSUAV
Admission 25 cts.
Commencing at 8 o’clock.
10
6
under
cts.
Children
10
cts.
Children
years
cod3t
apl

620,270.88

Total.
ASSETS.

in bank.
Acerued interest
and rent.
All other assets.,

Mansfield, Ohio, Nov. 26,1881.
Gentlemen:—I have suffered with
pam in my side and back, and great
soreness on my breast, with snooting pains all through my body, attended with great weakness, depression of spirits, and loss of appetite. I have token several different
medicines, and was treated by prominent physicians for my liver, kidneys, and spleen, but I got no relief.
I thought I would try Brown's Iron
Bitters; I have now token one bottle
and a half and am about well—pain
in side and back all gone—soreness
all out of my breast, and I have a
good appetite, and am gaining in
strength and flesh. It can justly be
called the king of medicines.
John K. Allender.

NEW OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINE.

Total.$2,271,015.02

to the controversy over t&e shipping question. The recommendations made by our
correspondent deserve the most attentive
consideration by all interested in the revival
of our merchant marine. We hope to hear

piece,

CO., 511 COWORESS ST.

J. in. DYER &

traffic,

ocean

was

War. The statement he makes is a strong
condemnation of our neglect to protect our
merchant marine and a plea for more enlightened self-interest in future.
Mr. Frye’s speech in the Senate the other
day was a clear and forcible exposure of the
burdens under which our coasting trade is
laboring. The letter upon which we are
commenting is another valuable contribution

How? By getting one
bottle of Brown’ Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly
according to directions.

one of the best makes.
fail to interest allpurcha*This is not trash, but first class goods. We have made prices whioh cannot

TrtMBlJRSEMENTS.

Young: Iflen’s Library Association,

THE

You can continue feeling
miserable and good for nothing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired of that kind oflife,
you can change it if you
choose.

“

under the auspices

BY

feeling tired and
of aches
instead
out,
and pains, wouldn’t you
rather feel fresh and strong ?
Instead of

worn

FRENCH and ENGLISH CRETONNES, .25c former

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Orchestra, Harrey Murray Accompanist,

—

health and avoid sickness.

Out Sale,

with

for many years a ship-master, and
who, since he has left the deck has been intimately concerned with shipping affairsThe facts he presents and the arguments he
advances are the fruit of wide experience
and intelligent observation. The force of
the reasons he gives for the decadence of
our carrying trade will be readily recognized
by the older men in the business, though
they may surprise the juniors whose recollections do not extend beyond the Civil

former

and

Mutual

thoroughly acquainted
who

_uu

JAW. 30th.
615,
price, 650.
DEKKA SHAWLS. 610
former
628.00.
65.00,
price,
CLOAKS,

THE

The letter we publish this morning on the
decline of our shipping is from a gentleman

SEEK

Me.

Square, Portland,

dud Iruarj
Closing
COMMEWCIWO MONDAY,

Twenty-Third Annual Statement, January
1st, 1882.
Choir,

Parish

9

H Dm id

other informa-

GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

CONCERT
assisted by

fel>25

Gr.u, Orchard Gram,
Garden, Flower, Bird Heed., Ac.
l.nwn

Market

Hall,

Market

Fishing Insurance Company

X

IV

Painter.

in Timalhy, Clover. Flax, Hun
ssarian, Millel, Bed Top, Blue Gram,

T

all

PORTLAND MUTUAL

ENTERTAINMENTS-

First

p

a

a

Rates of Advertising; One Inch of apace, the
,ength of oolnmn, conBtitntes a “square.”
$1.5(> per square,daily first week; 76 oents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00; eontlnu
Ing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
after.
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week
Special Notices, one-tliird additional.
and “Aucno*
“Amusements”
of
Under head
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation In every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 6€ cents per square for each subi nent
Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.
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Recollections of Him as a Poet and a

The Revival of Our Shipping.

Dealer,

A

Tlie books of the

Frederick Mellen.
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MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 3.

KENDALL& WHITNEY,

Insurance

PK1CE 3 CENTS.

MaBflMW

_MEDICAL._

MISCELLANEOUS_

INSURANCE
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PORTLAND.
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moon went down, and o’er that glowing sea.
With darkness, Silence spread abroad her wing;
Nor dash of oars, nor harp’s wild minstrelsy
Came o’er the waters in that mighty ring.

The

Ail nature slept—and, save the far off moan
Of ocean surges, Silence reigned alone.

The Decline of Our Shipping.
The Causes Thereof and the Bemedles
Indicated.

To the Editor

of

the Press:

Suppose we first consider how our commercial marine attained to its position ot second
among the nations in magnitude in I860.
Up to about 1845 we built vessels to carry

our

cotton, tobaeco, lumber, &c., to market, returning with such foreign products as we could
get on freight, or buy to make a profit on, and
the supply of vessels about equalled the demand. About this time, 1843, tho guano trade
began to open up—tho famine in Ireland
caused a great demand for our breadstuffs, and
vessels to

carry—vessels

too

that

were

more

strongly built than the Cotton ships—then
camo the Mexican war and a demand for government transports, followed by the discovery
of gold in California, tho emigration thither,
and the demand for the clipper ships adapted
to the trade. Just previous to this time, say
1845 or 6, the British navigation laws wore re

pealed, which opened up to us a participation
in the carrying trade between Great Britain
and all her colonies and dependencies. These
causes combined to create a very great demand
for vessels, so that our sea coast from New Jersey to. Maine was one vast shipyard up to the
breaking out of the war, or to the revulsion of
1837, and by that time the supply of vessals
was fully equal to if not greater than the deI
mand and ship-building was checked.
think it would have gradually declined, or our
had
from
have
declined
would
1860,
tonnage
there been no war.
Now let us go back to the decade between
1830 and 1840. During this period the seeds of
decay in oxir commercial marine were sown by
the Administration of Jackson and Van Buren
when they made the treaties with the cities of
Bremen and Hamburg which gave those cities
the privilege of free trade to every port on our
long extent of coast. And what did they give
us in exchange? Simply the privilege of free
trade with their one port each. The effect of
those treaties on oar freighting ships was felt
was in
as early, certainly, as 1844, for then I
New Vork in command of a ship for which
could
not
be
business
because
procured,
paying

fully revealed.

The great wors oi ail, nowever, remains.
The Tower of London is etill screened from
the Thames by tho great warehouse of which
mention has been made. Fortunately, there is
be found for the
a prospect that a remedy will
eclipse. An arrangement has at last been come
to between the Secretary of State for war and
the first commissioner of works, by which the
former will give uu the warehouse, which is no
longer required by the war department, and
the upper stories of which are so rotten and of
such llimsy construction that no bulky goods
Tho first commissioner of
can be stored there!
works, on his part, will remove these buildings,
and then proposes to complete the restoration
of the inner wall of the Tower and the Lantern
tower, of which, no doubt, the foundations will
The whole
be found beneath the warehouse.
circle of the Tower of London will thus again
reappear, and the Central Tower will stand
out, unincumbered by other buildings, in all its
pristine grandeur. Ample authorities exist for
the restoration, and, though it is impossible to
give back the very stouos, it is easy to reconstruct an exact and authentic presentment of
tho old fortress as it Btood in those days. Careful drawings have been prepared at the office
of works, together with models of the Tower
as it is and as it will be when the work is accomplished, and these have received the apauthorities on archproval of some of the chief Nor
need tho public
and architecture.
fear lest they should be “pilled and shaved”
for the purpose, for the total cost of the work
is only estimated at 'about TtioOO, of which
some £2000 or more will bo recouped to the exchequer by the sale of the old materials of the

aeology

storehouse.

Rufus Bessey, an aged citizen of Albion, was
to death by a bull Thursday night. Mr.
Bessey, being infirm and nearly blind, had
been forbidden going near tho cattle, but that
night, he went to the barn and found that the
bull was loose. The bull at once attacked Mr.
Bessey, who, although being wounded quite
badly managed to make his escape and creep
into the house and tell his brother what had

gored

happened.

He died in a short time.

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 3.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Damaged by Fire.
Bath, April 1.—John B. Swautou's dwelling house was damaged by tire and water this
morning to the amount of 31,000. Insured.
The Ice In the Kennebec Breaking Up.
Gardiner, April 1.—The ice in tho Kennebec is rapidly breaking op, and has already
moved down river for several miles below this
city. In a few days the river will be open to
navigation, and the shipment of ice will be

immediately commenced.
Ice Crop on the Kennebec.
Gardiner, April 1.—It is estimated there
million tons of ice stored on the
Kennebec, most of which will be shipped during the coming season.
are

now

over

a

Postal

Changes.

Washington, April 1.—Following are the
postal changes in Maine during the nast week:
Established
Trenton, Hancock county,
Abraham C. Millikeu, Postmaster.
Postmasters appointed—John E. Halsen,
Casco, Cumberland county; Geo. B. Hall,
Edes Falls, Cumberland county.
—

MARINE NEWS.
Collision of a Calais Schooner.
Nkw York, April 1.—The schooner Cook
Bordou of Calais, Me., which sailed from this
port on Thursday last for Bermuda, was in
collision off Barnegat with the brig Curacoa,
The schooner loit
from Curacoa for this port.
her bowsprit, jibboom, foretopmast, and much
of her rigging and her bulwarks amidships
were stove for about twenty feet.
The damThe steamage to the Cnracna was slighter.
ship Perkiomen, from Philadelphia for PortThe
land, towed the schooner to this port.
brig came into port without assistance.
The Abby Ingalls Collision,
Boston, April 1.—In tbe United States
Court in the cross-libels of sloop Alfred A. of
Rockport, Mass and schooner Abby Ingalls
of Machias, for collision on the night of July
30th, 1875, Judge Nelson ordered the libel of
the Alfred A. to be dismissed with costs and
and interlocutory decree to be entered in favor
of the

Abby Ingalls.

American Ship In Distress,
Sx. George, Ber., March 29.—Ob the 18th
the American barkentine Norah, Capt. Leavitt, from Cape Coast Castle, Africa, bound for
Boston, arrived in Five Fathom Hole in disShe
tress, leaking, with spars sprung, etc
lost both anchors in 1 Five Fathom Hole, one
immediately after the other, and was subsequently towed into port by the tug Britannia.
Collision Between .Steamers.
London, April 1.—The Spanish steamer
Yrurac Bat, Capt. Hearts, from Liverpool for
Porto Rico, collided with the Royal Mail Company’s steamer Douro from Brazil off Cape
Finisterre, Spain, Saturday night. Both sank.
The Wilson Line steamer Hibalgo rescued 17
persons from theDuoro and 67 from the Yrurac
Bat and landed them at Corunna.
London, April 2.—A dispatch to Reuter’s
Telegram Company from Corunna says, “Thirty of tbe crew of the Yourac Bat, including
tbe captain and pilot, were drowned. Thirtyfive of the Douros’ passengers were saved. The
number of drowned is unknown.
An

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
A Flret.Claaa Fish Story.
Portsmouth, N. H., April 1 —The receipts
of fresh fish at this port for the week ending
April 1, show seventeen arrivals of vessels
and market boats, with aggregate fares of
21,530 pounds of cod and haddock, against 16
arrivals the week previous, with 35,650 pounds.
There have beeu no receipts of frozen herring
the season for which is now considered ended
but netters have landed about 12,000 spring
h-rring, schools of which have struck in during ilie past few days. Small fares of salmon
have beeu brought in, finding quick sales.
Prices of fish of all kinds, exclusive of salmon,
have ruled remarkably low, considering tbe
The summary of receipts for the
scarcity.
month just closed foots up 665,480 pounds,
against 440,178 pounds for the month previous.
Tbe ';otal receipts at this port for the quarter
ending March 31, gives 1,251,358 pounds, and
the highest wholesale price reached in that
time being $5 per hundred.

NEW YORK.
One of the Vanderbilts Suicides.
New York, April 1.—The police were notified to-night that Cornelius J. Vanderbilt, the
brother of William H. Vauderbilt, who contested tbe probate of the will of the late comdore Vanderu i
had committed suicide by
shooting himse t through the head at the Glenham hotel. A coroner was notified and he
gave a permit for the removal of the body.

WASHINGTON.
Guiteau’s Case.
Washington, April 1—Mr. Charles H.
Reed states to a reporter that he may appear
in tbe court in general term to argue the exceptions in the Guiteau case. There are five
or six points in them which he thinks worthy
of consideration. Speaking of Guiteau’s bitterness against Scoville, Mr. Reed said he
thought Guiteau had good cause. The proposition to sell Guiteau’s body, and tbe Chicago
in which Mr. Scoville said he
interview
thought it would be a good thing to have his
client hanged, Mr. Reed thinks, justify Guiteau in his abuse of his brother-in-law.
A Fortnight's Respite for Lamson
Secretary Freliughuyseu received a cable
dispatch from Minister Lowell, this afternoon,
announcing that, in deference to the request of
President Arthur, a respite of a fortnight had
been granted in the case of Dr. Lamson, who
Crimi
was sentenced to death in the Central
nal Court of London on tbe 14th ult, charged
with having intentionally caused the death of
his brother-in-law.
Tbe Chinese Bill.
It is reported to-night Attorney-General
Brewster will read at the Cabinet meeting tomorrow an opinion with regard to the Chinese
immigration bill, in which he will take the
that the bill is is violation of treaty obigations. It is also reported that tbe signing
of the bill will be opposed by Secretary Frelinghuysen. Various rumors are in circulation
as to the President’s own views upon the subject founded on remarks he is said to have
made to members of Congress but nothing
definite is known as to his intentions.
The Post, to-morrow morning, will say:
“There his hardly any douht that the President has made nn his mind to return the Chinese bill to the Seuate with his disapproval."
A Marked Reduction.
The recommendation made in tbe annual reof
port
Supervising Inspector-General Dumont, to reduce the license fees of officers of
steam vessels from $10 to $5 each, the present
fees tor such licenses to fifty cents all around,
having been approved by both houses of Congress, tbe bill authorizing such reduction has
been sent to the President, and it is expected
that it will receive his approval on Monday or
Tuesday next.

f'round

Miscellaneous.

All the hands of the bureau of engraving
and printing employed on internal revenue
stamps have been furloughed because the appropriation for that purpose has been exhausted. This will throw about 500 persons,
mostly females out of employment.
The payments made from the treasury by
warrants during March were: On account of
civil and miscellaneous, 85,014.332.73; war,
83,248,090.72; navy 8838,133.28: interior, Indians,

8414,160.36; interior, pensions, 82,313,139.-

40; total, 811,827,860.49.

In Memoriam.

Brooklyn, April 2.—Kev. Dr. Theodore L.
Cuyler, pastor of the Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian church preached this evening on the
Dr.
poet Longfellow to a large congregation.
Cuyler devoted considerable attention to the
eight religious poems of Longfellow which he
read and commented upon.
Boston, April 2.—Longfellow memorial ser-

vices were held in several churches in Bostou
and vicinity to-day.
At the Church of the Redeemer in East
Bostou, Gov. Long delivered an address upon
the poet’s life and works.
London, April 3.—Rev. Moncure D. Conway, at the service in Frisbury Chapel yesterday, referred to incidents in the life of Longfellow, and all the music at the service was
sung to the words of the late poet.

A Young Thief in Limbo.
Baltimore, April 2.—Friday last James
Coleman, aged 12 years, a negro boot black, attempted to sell a United States treasury check
for 850, dated Washington, and payable to a
party in this city. The person to whom the
check was offered took it to deputy city marshal Frey yesterday afternoon. Marshal Frey
learned the same boy was offering to Bell another check for #75, drawn in New York and
payable here. The boy was arrested to-day
and after examination and questioning confessed having stolen letters from boxes in the
post office from which he had obtained the
checks. With a thin strip of iron about 2J
incrs long and a ouarter of an Buch wide be
had opened Yale locks and abstracted letters.
He admitted having taken twelve letters from
different (boxes which he had burned and othwiso

destroyed.

Besult of the Anti-Polygamy Blit.
Salt Lake City, April 1.—County conventions for the appointment of delegates to
the coming constitutional convention are being
held. Only monogamists are being selected.
The convention meets April 10.h, just as the
spring conference closes.

WALL STREET.

FOREIGN.

What was Said and Done Saturday.
New York, April 1.—Wall street reports
state that the bulls have been a good deal surprised by tbe strength of tbe market. Parties
having inside information put out long and
short stock early in the week, expecting quite
the
a decline, but tbe street took tbe stock and
insiders had to hammer the market yesterday
to get it back. It was evident that the afternoon attack was mado for the purpose of buystoc*5
ing. There was somebody to take
offered and no uneasiness was felt. Mr. Gould
is quoted as saying that he intends to make the
market popular by letting the public make
that we Bliall
money. Mr. Woerishoffer says
He thinks there has
soon see higher prices.
not thus far been general buying of stocks for
foreign account, bat lie expects a rush of baying orders soon.
The last loan yesterday was made at 6 per
cent. Money was manipulated up to 1-82, but
it remained there only about three minutes.
All the genuine bids for money were supplied
at from 5 to 6 per cent. Time money is becoming easy at 5 per cent. The bank statement is
expected to be unf avorable on account of Jhe
movement of money attending the April settlements. There will probably be a call of
bonds on Wednesday or Thursday next. The
borrowing demand shows an increased short interest.
Friends of Western Union are very confident
that the July dividend will be increased to seven per cent aud ijiat by January next tbe company be in a position to pay eight per cent and
accumulate a surplus of $1,000,000 a year. It
is said that Western Union will not be allowed
to go much below 90, despi le the assertion that
t is to be put to 85.
The strength of Denver yesterday was said
to have been caused by large pnrehases for
the account of an Exchange place operator.
German houses were also buyers. Bull points
ou the stock are said to come from Gould

Liberal Victory in England.
London, April 1.—The election in East Corn
well, to fill the vacancy in the House ot Commons caused by the succession of Mr. Agar
Robartes to the peerage of his deceased father,
Lord Robartes, has resulted in the election of
Mr. Acl»nd (Liberal), who obtained 3740 votes,
against 3515 for Mr. R. Tromayne (Conserva-

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.
HOUSE.
Washington, April 1.
On motion of Mr. Crapo of Massachusetts,
the Senate bill.was passed to facilitate the payFroeameat of dividends to creditors of the
Tue
Trust Company.
man’s Saving and
appointment of
Speaker announced the
and
Singleton
Messrs. Sballenberger. Demotto
on the
(Illinois) as abiimmittee of conference
■>ill providing for additional accommodations
for the department of the interior.
Mr llisoook of New York, chairman of the
committee on appropriations, reported a bill
milking an appropriation of $170,000 to supply
deficiencies for dies, paper and stamps in the
iuternal revenue bureau for the current year,
and an appropriation of $150,000 to continue
work on the Washington monument for the
uext fiscal year. Ordered printed and recommitted.
Mr. Springer of Illinois, from the committee
the joint resolution for
on printing, reported
printing 7000 copies each of the first, second
and third volumes of the official records of the
After some discussion the reso.nrebellion.
tion was withdrawn.
The following bills were referred: By Mr.
Willetts of Michigan, supplementary to the
with the
apportionment bill iu accordance
ninth census, so as to accord an additional reOrdered
presentative to the state of Nebraska. business.
printed and laid over as unfinished a minorMr. Hammond of Georgia submitted
of Mississippi,
ity report; by Mr. Muldrotv
from the committee on private land claims,
Private
McGarrahan.
William
of
relief
for the
calendar.
The Speaker laid before the House a communication from the Secretary of the Navy,
ransmittiug additional papers and maps in
Foreign affairs.
relation to the Chiriqni strip.
On motion of Mr. Towneliend of Ohio, the
bill to proHouse
the
Senate amendments to
mote the efficiency of the life-saving service
were not concurred in.
The House then went into the committee of
the whole, Mr. Haskell of Kansas in the chair,
on the army appropriation bill.
Mr. Holman of Indiana opposed that portion
of the bill which makes an appropriation for
the transportation of troops by land grant railroads, contending that the transportation
should be free of tolls or other charges.
Mr. Burrows of Michigan spoke in support
of the clause of the bill transferriug to the
court of claims the claims now pending in the

quartermaster-general's department, arguing
that they needed the scrutiny and examination of a judicial tribunal.

Mr. Bntterworth of Ohio addressed himself
especially to a defence of the compulsory retirement feature of tho bill, and quoted statistics to show that whenever youth aud vigor
met age and experience iu the battlefield, the
He was unvictory rested with the former.
alterably opposed to any officer being made
an exception to the provision, however great
his ability or meritorious his services.
After some further debate, the bill was read
by paragraphs for amendments. The provision relative to compulsory retirement having
been read, Mr. Holman of Indiana raised a
point of order against it.
Pending a decision, Mr. Calkins of Indiana
offered an amendment, excepting from the
provision the general and lieutenant-general
of the army, bat providing that they may be
retired at the age of 65, in the discretion of the
President.

Pending action, the committee rose, and the
House at 3.10 adjourned.

sources.

Tbe annual meeting of tbe Denver and Rio
Grande Company will be held at Denver, Col.,
It is again alleged that the April
ou Monday.
dividend will be paid.
Tbe Chisago Stock Exchange, whioh opens
to day, expects to deal in the securities of roads
centering at Chicago,mainly those not listed on
the New York Stock Exchange. Grangers are
likely to be the cards. The exchange is expected to develope a new speculative interest in
this market.
Assurances in connection with the quarterly
dividend of Lackawanna are understood to be
very favorable.
It is stated on very good authority that Mr.
Vanderbilt expects to bring about closer relations between New York Central and Lake
Shore before he leaves for Europe. Bull points
are circulated on Omaha common, Ohio Central and Michigan Central. It is said that
the Wabash stocks will begin an upward
movement next week. A strong movement in
St. Joe is on foot, The new steamers of the
Pacific Mail Company are expected to be finished July 1.
It is probable that Commissioner Fink will
be tendered some office in the Louisville and
Nashville Company, but he does not think it
will bo the Presidency.
The nools in Ontario and Western and the
Rochester and Pittsburg are understood to have
sold out. Mutual Union bonds are in demand
The stock and bonds are selling at figat 75.
ures which enable original subscribers to get
back their money.
A combination has been formed to push an
adjustment of South Carolina non-fuudable

bosds._
SPORTING.

THE FLOODS.

Oxford Wins the University Race.
London, April 1.—1.30 P. M.—The annual
inter-university boat race has just been rowed
over the usual course on the Thames from Putney to Mortlake. and has resulted in a victory
for the Oxford crew by six lengths. The weathless
er was beautiful, but the contest created
A telegram saDt from
interest than usual.
Pu'ney at noon reported that the water was becoming rougher, and that the wind was blowing right across the course from the southeast.
The sky had occasionally been overcast. A
crowd of specatators lined the tow-path. Just
before the boats started the wind quieted and
shifted Bomewhat. There was then a good
breeze behind the crews, bat the water was
fairly smooth. The Cambridge'crew was the
first to conic out on the river. They took the
Middlesex side. The final betting was five to
The boats started at one
one on the Oxfords.
minute past 1 o’clook. Cambridge was the
first to take the water and immediately led by
half a length, but were caught and passed by
the Oxford boat before fifty yards had been
traversed, at the soap works, A mile and a
half from the starting point the Oxford orew
were leading by three lengths. At Hammersmith bridge,two furlongs further on,they were
four length in front of Cam bridge,and off Chiswick Mall the latter seemed to be fairly done
The Oxford crew finished in good form.
with
They won as thev pleased. The Cambridge
exhausted at the finish, and their
men were

rowing

was

irregnlar.

2.30 P. M.—The Cambridge boat won the toss
for position and took the Middlesex side. Oxford rowed 38 strokes to the minute at the start
and Cambridge 39 strokes. Oxford continued
The result
to row a steady stroke all the way.
of the contest was apparent after a quarter of a
the
Oxford
mile had been rowed. The time of
of the
crew was 20 minutes, 12 secouds, and
Tide
20
37
seconds.
crew
minutes,
Cambridge
and wind were both favorable for good time.
Among the spectators were the Prince of
Wales and the Duke of Edinburgh, xhe official return of the distance by which Oxford
beat was twenty lengths.
Hanlan and Boyd.
New Castle, Eug.. April 1.—This morning
Hanlan put off in his Toronto built boat, which
filled with water and almost sank. Boyd rowed five miles at good pace. This afternoon
Hanlan rowed four miles, working hard. Boyd
rowed about three miles. Both men are in
capiatl condition.
London, April 3.—Hanlan rowed 6 miles on
the Tyne to-day in splendid style; .he spurted
brilliantly. Boyd rowed 4 miles in excellent
form and with great dash, taking a long,sweeping and powerful stroke. Large crowds witnessed the oarsmen. If the water Bhould be
rongh to-morrow they will nse English boats,
batifsmoothwilla.se Canadian boats. Betting at New Castle is 5 to 2 and 2 to 1 on Hanlan. Both men are remarkably ConfidentHarvard and Yale Race.
New London, Conn., April 2.—After three
hours)diBcas8ion representatives of the Harvard
and Yale boat clubs coaid aot agree on the
date of this year’s annual race. Harvard namThere
ing June 30th, and Yale, June 29th.
will be another meeting April 11th, when the
date of the Harvard—Columbia race will
also be agreed upon.

Devastation and Destitution Increasing.
New Iberia, La., April 1.—The Teohe is
still rising rapidly, and has risen 11 inches in
24 hears. Fr. Coughlin, parish priest at Sorenaville, in Bis Forche point, on the east side
eight miles from here, reports that 1200 persons are now homeless on acconnt of the flood,
and applications for shelte r in his chnrch and
stables are numerous. He is asking for local
contributions. The distress is represented as

appalling.

The Bed river water, through Bayou Courtablen, as well as that of the Mississippi,
through Atchafalaya and Grand Lakes, will
certainly bring us to the level of the lake. It
is now past the high water .mark of 1874, and
will probably exceed two feet or more.
The Mississippi Overflow.
Franklin, La., April 1.—At a meeting of
the citizens of 8t. Mary’s parish held to-day a
committee was appointed to confer with the
Governor, State engineer and President Morgan of the Louisiana and Texas Railroad
Com pany relative to the alarming aspect of
the water threatening the inundation of the
west, as it has of the east, side of the Bayou
Teche, and that an engineer be detailed to examine and report whether or not there exists
any artificial obstructions to the free passage
of the water to tide level, and whether or not
the removal of suah obstructions' in the parish
of St. Mary's Terre Conne or Assumption, or
either of them will not prevent the overflow of
the land on the west side of Teohe in St.
Mary and the destruction of the crops thereon.
A Dubious Report from Louisiana—Newspaper Offices and Stores Flooded.
New Orleans, April 1. -A St. Martinsville special says the water here on the eastern
side of Trechen, parish of St. Martin, is higher
than in 1874 and reaches nearly to the bank of
the Trecbe.
Houses, fences, stock, corn, fodder and provisions of all sorts have been partly
swept away. Hundreds of citizens with their
wives and children, are without shelter and
The destitution in the overflowed secbread.
tion of the parish is unprecedented.
A Morgan City special says the water has
risen 5 inches in the past 24 hours and is now
13 inches above the hightwater of 1874. Many
families are leaving the city and in other cases
women and children are being sent west to
high laads. Several bailing are in great danStook is being moved to
ger of floting off.
Belle Isle on steamboats. The railroad company announces no more trains will arrive
from New Orleans and this causes considerable anxiety. The stock of provisions is very
limited and unless relief comes by boats in a
few day there must suffering. People here exThe
pect at least two feet more of water.
Both
post office will be flooded by morning.
the Review and Free Press offices have raised
their floors and issues of this Week by both
journals will be made under serious advantages. Several merchants have removed their
goods and closed their stores.
Additional reports have been received ol
the distressed condition of people living along
Bayou Boeuf. The water rose two inches in
nine hours yesterday.

TROUBLES.

THE STAR ROUTES.

The Lawrence Strikers Still Firm.

Lawrence, April 1.—About 1,200 people attended the mass meeting at City Hall, co-night
A numcalled by the weavers and spinners.

All advice to
ber of addresses were made.
compromise or discontinue the strike was received with hisses and other manifestations of
disapprobation, while the speakers counseling
holding out were loudly applauded. A resoluion was adopted reciting that the citizens of
Lawrence were in sympathy with the strikers.
Among the speakers was Hon. John K. Tarbox, who, in his address, generally approved
the continuance of the strike.
Another Strike at Fall River.
Fall River, April 1.—At a special meeting
of the spinners’ uniou to-night, it was decided
that the spinners at the Sagamore mill who
did not join the strikers to-day should strike

Monday. Thirty-two spinuers are employed
there, thirteen of whom struck this morning.
The cause assigned is too heavy weights on
the males, causing the yarn to break, and thus
reducing weekly earnings. Efforts to persuade
the management of the mills to reduce the
weight were made this week, and were still in
progress when to-day’s strike, which was premature, took place, but by its action to-night
The strikers
the union sanctioned the strike.
wilt meet to-morrow afternoon to decide upon
a plan of future action.
Fall River, April 2.—The spinners at the
Sagamore mill met this afternoon and decided
unanimously not to go to work in the morning,
and as there is bat a small amount of tilling
on hand this will throw the weavers out of
work and compel the mill to shut down unless
While the spinnew spinners are secured.
ners allege that the mules have been too heaviof the mill give
the
management
ly weighted,
another explanation of the difficulty. Until
recently, the spinners at that mill have been
permitted to use wrenches and regulate the
draft of the males themselves. It is claimed
the spinners have abused this privilege, and
they were forbidden to nse wrenches, aud that
duty was restricted to the second band; hence
Cotton brokers say the
the dissatisfaction.
cotton used at the Sagamore is equal to that in
The
spinners’ union will
general use here.
hold a special meeting Tuesday night.
Lock Manufacturers on a Strike in Ohio
Canton, O., April 2.—About 220 skilled
workmen at Diebold’s safe and lock factory
struck yesterday against a reduction of wages.
•

BOREAS’

BLAST.

Several People Killed by

a

Tornado In

Pennsylvania.
Reading, Penn., April 2.- This place was
visited by a furious wind aud rain storm this

afternoon which resulted in the loss of life and
destruction of property. About three o’clock
George Shelborne and family, consisting of
They
wife and two children were out riding.
under
were ovenakeu by the storm aud drove
stood
near
a
shed
fThis
a ehed for protection.
large water reservoir about ninety feet higher.
The force of wind blew the reservoir over on
the shed, crushing the Shelborne family and
George
one or two others who were under it.
Shelborne, Rose Shelborne and John Cruse
Shelweie takeu from the ruins dead; Mrs.
borne was badly injured and will likely die;
were
Shelborne
Frill
aud
Charles
R.
George
more or less injured but will recover.
A milk shed was blown down on the track at
Ackworth station on the Chestc Valley railroad and trains had to be stopped until the deBarns and fences wore
bris was removed.
blown and trees uprooted
The Mississippi Disaster.

Memphis, April 1.—The coroner’s jury toof a
day rendered a verdict over the remains

found near the wreck of the Golden
City, that she came to hor death through neglect of the mate and other officers of the boat
John Sull|van, who murdered his wife at
in not having the jute, tar and other inflamDedham.Saturday week and attempted suicide, mable matter properly protected from accident.
died from his wound in jail Saturday mornAlso censuring the watchman for criminal
i carelessness by which the fire was occasioned.
ing.
woman

She

jail.

jail

was

or-

for six

Mr. Bradlaugh’s £500 Fine.
London, April 1.—A committee has been
formed to collect the £500 which Mr. Bradlaugh lias been ordered by the court of the
Qneen’s bench to pay within a fortnight under
its judgment for voting illegally.
Gen. Strelmkoff’s Murderers.
Odessi, April 1.—The murderers of Gen.
Strelmkoff received copies of the indictment
against them yesterday, and the council of war
met at 9 o’clock last evening to try the prisonSentence of death was pronounced at
ers.
midnight- The body of Gen. Strelmkoff was
buried this morning will military honors, and
a large concourse attended the funeral.
Foreign Notes,
An extra police force has been placed iu the
because of anonyat
Manchester
Town Hall
mous Fenian threats to blow it up during the
Easter holidays.
Dr. Armstrong, who has been 'appointed referee in the coming race betweeu Haulau and
Boyd, is a well known amateur sculler of New

castle-on-Tyne.

A report is current iuDubliD that Mr. Mitch
ell Henry, Liberal member of Parliament for
Galway county, is about to be raised to the
peerage, with the title of Baron Eylebore.
Complete .confidence has been restored at
Barcelona.
Saturday the Emperor of Austra opened the
international art exhibition at Vienna.
William McArthur, a sugar merchant of
Liabilities
Greenock, Scotland, has failed.

£80,000.

A sensational story published at Paris is to
the effect that a meeting has been called of all
the continental sovereigns to assure the peace
of Europe,
Three passengers ou steamer Scythia, whioh
sailed from Liverpool,
Saturday, for New
York, were arrested on arrival of the steamer
at Queenstown, Sunday, charged with being
implicated in the recent murder of Arthur
Herbert.
A St. Petersburg dispatch says Sukhauoff,
who was condemned to death at the recent Nihilist trial, was shot at Cronstadt Friday

morning.

The Observer says that it was reported in
the London Clubs that Boyd was amiss, hence
the betting of 3 to 1 in favor of HanlaD.
A quantity of dynamite placed on the window sill of the police barracks at Limerick

yesterday, exploded, destroying

a

warehouse.

neighboring

Opening of Congress—President Gonzales
Delivers His Address.
City or Mexico, April 1.—The Congressional session was formally opened last evenPresident Gonzales read his address,
ing.
which was answeied by the president of the
Honse of Depbties. President Gonzales stated
the Guatemala difficulty remains in the same
unsettled condition as whon Congress ad
jonrned, but Guatemala must speedily renounce the idea of acquiring the states of
Chiapas and Soconusco or war will be inevitable. He congratulated the country on the
great progress made in the building of railroad
increase
of
and telegraph lines,
public
revenues and emigration of natives of the
Latin countries of Europe to Mexico. He defended the government’s action in the J alisco
state trouble, and stated that the time has arrived when all interior strife mast be settled in
the same peaceble manner.
One of Maine’s Rivals.

Paducah, Ky., April 1.—News has just
been received from Ballard county of the fifth
murder in that county iu the last six months.
Parker, agent of the Mississippi Central Railroad at Wickliffe Thursday way-laid, shot and
killed Henry Henderson with whom he bad
over a game of poker the night beore.

_

A Western Insane Asylum Burned.
Yankton, D. T., April 1.—The territorial
insane asylum was burued this afternoon. It
was a wooden structure used while the brick

building now nearly completed was beiug constructed. There were fifty four insane patients
in the asylum, and of these t^ree were burned
to

death.

The Small Pox Scourge.
So. Bethlehem, Pa., April 2.—Six new
cases of small pox were reported to-day and
of
three deaths, making the total number
deaths to this time fil. There are yet 125 cases
town.
of small pox in
Is It a Canard?
New York, April 2.—The editor of the
World has bean notified by Mr. Trescott that
Gen. Hurlbut, U. fa. Minister to Peru, died
suddenly of disease of the heart March 28th at
Lima.
_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A large meeting called by the liquor dealers’
league of Cleveland, Ohio, Saturday night,
passed resolutions condemning the action of
the legislature in passing the Pond liquor law
as asact subversive of free dom and liberty.
The Philadelphia, Pa.,
sewing machine
building was burned Saturday. Loss 822,000.
The blockade on the Humboldt division of
the Pacific railroad, caused by high water, is
raised, and the first train since last Monday arrived at Ogden Saturday evening.
A new schoolhouse in Denver has been named the “Longfellow School.”
Judge Blatchford will take the oath of office

to-day.
The proposed prize fight between Sweeney
and Donohue did not take place at Fleetwood
Park, near New York, Friday night, Donohue
failing to appear.
It was snowing hard at St. John, N. B., at
took command of the
Admiral Coop-

retiring.
By the casting vota of the speaker the dry
dock measure passed the lower House at Victoria, B. C. Saturday night, amid the wildest
confusion.
Victor Eloi of New Orleans, convioted of
murdering his wife, was Saturday sentenced to
be hanged at such time as the Governor may
er

on

sharp oolloquy ensued Detween Mr. Bliss
and Mr. Wilson, (of Brady's counsel) as to
which side was responsible for beginning newspaper abuse and

personalities,

but

was

stopped

by Judge Wylie, who remarked, "Gentlemen,
this thing has gone far enough; this is not the
place for arguments of that character." Mr.
Bliss concluded his argument at 2 o’clock,with
the assnrance to the defence that if, upon tne

presentation of the evidence for the prosecution it should seem to him insufficient, he (Mr.
Bliss) would most cheerfully move to dismiss,
witli the additional satisfaction arising from
the fact that he had heretofole enjoyed with
one of the defendants social relations of the
pleasantest character.
Mr. Bliss was followed by Judge Shellabarger for the defence, it being the closing arguAt its conclusion Judge Wylie Baid he
ment.
would decide upon the arguments, and gi ve
the counsel two or three days’ notice of the
time of his decision.
Adjourned.

THE IRISH SUSPECTS.
Minister Lowell Explains His Course in
the Matter.
New Yoke, April 1.—The Tribune’s London
special says as to the Irish-American su’pect*.
It is considered here that Minister Lowell has
already made every effort consistent with
diplomatic usage,and it is amnch more delicate
subjoct than the Irish party in America can
Dossibly know. Dablin Castle has been more
exacting as to the evidence against suspects ol
American
birth thau in any other cases.
Forster is the last man to move a finger to
disturb the good relations between the United
States and
England. Testimony against
S weeney is so strong that if he be released
nearly every other suspect must be released
also.
Sovereign states are usually careful to
avoid questioning another’s criminal Jurisdiction in its territory. Whenever that policy is
adopted influence is exercised privately and
that has been already done with great tact.
Public diplomatic remonstrances are obviously
meant to favor the Irish party in the United
Stales from whom come the sinews of a
Socialist campaign and they will do more
harm than good, and perhaps lead to diplomatioal retaliation.
_

The truckmen in the employ of the Nauga-,
tuck railroad at Waterbury, Conn.,struck Saturday morning for an advance of 20 cents per
day. Tbe company will not accede to their de-

decide.
A Memphis despatch says all hope of recovering the dead bodies from the wreck of the
steamer Golden City has been abandoned. No
farther attempt will be made until the river
falls sufficiently for.divers to work with some
show of success.
Longfellow memorial services were held in
the Unitrian church, Portsmouth, N. H. yesterday forenoon by Rev. James DeNormandie,

pastor.
A snow storm which prevailed in
blocked all the roads to the
several feet.

yesterday

Quebec
depth of

Territorial treasurer McVey of Yankton, D.
T., Saturday, cashed the last outstanding territorial warrant, and has 833,590 cash on hand.
Bishop Bowman of the M. E. church, London England, is dangerously ill.
A Bremen steamerjwhich^arrived at Baltimore

Saturday,

bound west.

70%
70%
70%
71%

72

71

46%
47%
48%

quoted at 136.

brought 1,058 immigrants

Henry Burroughs and Peter Foger of Harperville, N. J., while driving through the streets

Fmh Beef Vlurket.

Rumps.13%@16

Wheat higher;
ST Ixruis, April 1. Flour quiet.
1 18 April; 1 31%
No 2 Bed Fall at 1 27% cash;
3 at 1 20%;
1
08V*
July;No
for May; 1 17% June
at 71c for cash
No 4 at 1 30% bid. Corn higher
June;71%c
71%c
for
May:
70%o for April 7l%c
cash 6" for April,
July. Oats hi her at 53%c for
s better a:
Pork
60% May: 49 June 39% July.
17 67% bid April. Lard norainat
17

Dry Oa«<U Wholesale 9larbet.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storer Bros, ft Co., Dry Goeds,
Woolens and Fanoy Goods. 144 to 162 Middle street:
The

UNBLEACHED

Heavy 3b m. 7Vi® «Vi
Med. 36 in. 6Vi® 7 Vi
Light 36 in. 6 ® 6
Pine 40 in. 7Vi® 9

52% bid cash;

rtecoipt*—4,000

■me 7-4.14® 17
Fine 8-4..18.322
Fine 9-4.22®2H
Fine 10-4....27Mi®32>A

Bf.BACHED

Had. 36 in.. 8

f'KTROrr April 1.—Wheat very dull; No 1 White
2 Bed
spot and April 1 30; May 131; 1 28% ; No
1 32% bid. No 2 White 1 26Va.
Receipts 7,000; shipments 2,000 bush.

COTTONS.

Fine
Fine 6-4....11

@23

Fine 7-4.19

@11
& 7V4
@14
@17

6
42 in..10

Jght361n..

Fine 8-4.21
@28
Fine 9-4.26
@80
Fine 10-4 ..27’A@82V4

TICKINGS. KTC.
Drills.
Corset Jeans....
@18

Tickings,
Beet.16
Medium... 11
Light. 8

8®

Havana market,
(By Telegraph.)
Havana. April 1.—Sugar market generally quiet
but firm, closing moderately active; Molasses Sugar
84 to 88 degrees polarization at 6Va o 7 reals gold
at 7@7%
per arrobe; Muscovado, common to fair
and
reals; Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 90 deg. In boxes
hhds 9
9%.
61

9

7a 8
Satteens. 8® 9Mi
Cambrics. 6@ 6^

@14
@10

Silesia*...:.10.®20
Denim*.laMiflOMi
Cotton Flannels. 7 o/15
9

,Stocks in warehouse at Havana and Matanzas
800 boxes, 93,8*8) bags and 133,600 hhds; receipts
for the week 9900 boxes, 13,860 bag* and 19,668
9,278
hhds; exports 1< 60 boxes. 1160 bags and States.
hhris, ^ 50 bags and 9170 bhds to the United
reals
60
8@8Vi
Molasses active;
deg. polarization

Dneke-Brown
@12
Fanes 12'A@1HV4 Twine & Warns 18®28Mi
Batting-Best.
•
Good.
8%<gl %
..

..

Brceipu of Tluiae (Vurral.
PoBTLAND.March 81.
For Portland, oars 27 miscellaneous raarohanrfi efor "eoDnoet.ing roads 77 oars raiscelianeoa* roerohau 5 »>«

W keg.

Freights active and vessels in demand; loading at
Havana for the United States ^ hhd Sugar at 3 50
hhd Molasses % 50:a2 75: load(a>3 76 currency;
ing at ports on the north coast (outside ports) for
hhd
UnitedStates
Sugar 4 00(g4 76; $> hhd Molasses 2 75@3 00.

Hally Dsni(«iic (tsceipu.
ifv water of JiTayano**—1000 b«»b Oornmeal to G
W. True A Go.
Mtork Ultirkn.

stocks are received
following quotations
and corrected dally by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
the
bers of
Boston Stock Exchange), comer of Midol

dle and

Exchange a’re*-1:

Land.
Flint A Pere Marquette

common

United
London, April
bonds, 4s, 120.
LIVMFOOI.. April 1—12.80 P.M.—Ootton market
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied; Uplands at
6%d- Orleans at« 13-16o: sale# 8,000 hales; specolai.lon and en-ort 1,000; futures steady.

6%

6
25
101
62%

5
26 Va

0.8. AClev.78.101
Hartford A Eric 7s. 62%
91%
A.T. A 8. F. 91%
144%
Boston A Maine...144%
64
Norfolk A Western pref
97
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 97
52%
523,4
UR. A Ft. Smith....
69
Marquette, Houghton &Ont....
11
11
Summit Branch.
66%
66Va
Denver A Rio Grande.
86%
Mexican Central 7s. 85%
80%
Northern Pacific preferred. 79
••
«*
40Vs
Common.. 38%
■'Bales at the Broker's Board, Boston, April l.t
Maine State 6s. 1889.H*
Bath City 6s, 1882.R. L. 99%
Hill Manufacturing Co.103%
Androscoggin Mills.103%

MABBUOER.

—

In Brownfield, March 30, by Rev. W. H. Trafton,
Charles Sands and Miss Miranda Moulton, both ot
Brownfield.
(n Bath, March 16, Edward E. Cook and Miss
Sarah Grace.
In Augusta, March 29, Jonn F. Miller and Miss

■

Marla

New Verb Check and ffloney
(By Telegraph.)
New York, April 1.—Money closed at 3 per cent,
on call.
Sterling Exchange quiet: we quote bankers asking
rates, 60 days bills, 4.86% per per £ (of $4.8665
par value), and on demand 4.89%, against 4.86%
@4.89% one week ago. Commercial bills 4.84%
@4.84 V2 gold.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex .101%
102%
United States 6*s ext*
United States new, 4% s, reg. 116%
United States new, 4% *8 coup.115 Vs
United States new, 4’s, reg...118
118
United States new, 4’s, coup*.
Pacilic 6’s of 96...130
Ilia following are the closing quotations of stocks:
131%
Chicago A Alton.
...

8£%

New York Central.*.133%
131%
Rock Island
Milwaukee A St. Paul. .113Va
St. Paul preferred .121
116%
Union Pacific stock.
Western Union Tel. Co
90%
*£xdiv.

[special bulletin.]
High winds prevailed daring Sunday on the
Atlantic coast from Eastport to Cape HatterasLight rains are reported along the Middle AtFair weather prevails in all othlantic coast.
er districts. Temperature has fallen 10 to IS
Lake
the
in
region and New England
degrees
aud risen slightly in the Middle, South Atlantic and Gulf States.
Fsir weather is indicated for New England,
Middle and South Atlantic States daring
_

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Dally W holeenle market.
PORTLAND, Apri 1.
There continues to be a very strong maraet In
aud
we
qute prioes lc higher
Corn, Oa's and Meal
to-day. The demand for Sugar is large and the
market is strong at 9%c lor granulated and 9%e
for Extra C. Eggs are firm and higher with light
receipts. Jheese is unchanged here. At Liverpool
sheese has advanoed again and is now quoteu at
84s.
Potatoes.

Early Bose. V bush:—
Houlton.-.1 00® 1 06
MalneCentral.f OOBl 06
Grand Trunk.1 00® 1 06
@86
ProUflca. Eastern..

Burbanks.@86

@86
Grand Trunk..
.laeksons and White Brooks.76@80
Scoteh.
76®80c
The above prices are for car loti of Potatoes; small
ols about 6c higher.
Brain market.

PORTLAND, April 1,
following quotation? of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larmlnle
& Oo., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.—Wheat—. .—Com—. ,—Oat*—,
Time. May. dune. May. dune, May, dune.

00

Warren & King.
Sch Teaser, Wallace.

HAS CEASED
TURITY.

INTEREST

Principal.........$

SINCE

PSch Sami

McManemy, Baker, Boston,
West Indies.
Scb Mary Jane, Wallace, Bristol.
BELOW—Scb Minnesota, light.

MA-

12.665,615 26

612,275

Interest.

15

Old deftiand and legal tender
notes.$ 346,740,851 00
Certificates of deposit......
11,14< >,000 00
Gold and silver certificates.
73,522,290 00
Fractional currency, 16,440,832 67
Less amount estimated
as lost or destroyed, 8,375,934 00
-7,0G4,895 67
67

6,630 51

Principal .$1,965,886,354 93
Interest.
13,671,829 14
Total debt.$1,979,568,184 07
Total cash in treasury.
253,291,761 72
less cash in Treasury, Apr.
1,1882.1,726,26C,422 35
cash in Treasurv, Mch
1, 1882
1,742,729,369 10
Decrease of debt during the month $16,462,946 76
Decrease of debt since June 30,
1881.
114,333,339 63
Debt

Debt less

fishermen.
Sid fm Newport let, soh Eddie Pierce, (from Poitland) bound south.
Ar at New York 30th, sch Wm H West, West, fm
Psrtland for sonthern shore.

CURRENT LIABILITIES.

_

1,313,292 66

has

12,665,617 26

612,275 16

73,522,290

00

154,038,281 65
253,291,761 72

AVAILABLE ASSETS.

253,291.761 72

BONDS ISSUED TO THE PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANIES, INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.
64,623,512 00
Principal outstanding.
Interest accrued and not yet paid
169,362 68
Interest paid by United States..
53,406,977 38
Interest repaid by the transportation of mails, Ac.
14,887,476 95
By cash payments, 6 per cent, of

655,198 87

earnings..

Balance of interest paid by the
United States.

37,803,301

56

fkc Wool market.

BosTOir.'Aprtl 1—[Heporled fortht Prcst].—Tfce
ollowiag la a list of prices quoted this afternoon:

‘Jhlo ana Pennsylvania—
Piekloca and XXX.44
@ 47
Choice XX.42Va®43
@42
Fine ..41

Medium.45

supertlne.30

No 1.15
'Jouabing and delaine—
Me<tiuin and No 1 combing.46
Fine delaine.~. 43
35

Low and coarse.

47

@
($37
@

@

41
4 »

@45
@ 35
@40
@ 44
‘it

@
@
@

35
44
60
26

@48
@ 47
@40
@ 32

Medium unwashed.29
unwashed.23 @26
10
@34
California.
.17 @ 32
Texas
30
@ 40
Canada pulled.
*.38 @40
Do Combing..
23
@ 25
Smyrna washed...
16
Uunwashed.
@ 17
23 @29
Suenos Ayres.
30
@ 36
Montevideo.
.29 @33
Cape Good Hope.
.,...40 @48
Australian
25
fonekoi.
@30
All grades dull and difficult to sell oscept at low
and unsatisfactory prices.
Low

...

Dsoieaur Qarketa.

fBf Telegraph.)
New York. April 1.—Cotton closed quiet at 12%
for middling uplands and at 12% c for middling Orleans.

Flour—market closed strong; No 2 at 2 90@
3 80;Snpertine Western and State 4 (>0@4 66; ity
Mills extra tor the West Indies at 6 70@6 90^ for
South America 6 85@7 16; low extras 4 70@o 20;
Winter Wheats 4 80(5)7 OO; fancy do 7 15@8 0";
Winter Wheat patents at 7 00a’8 60; Minnesota
102,000 bbl-.
patents 7 00@8 «>0; sales fo** weekand
Wheat—market closed strong
higher; No 2
Red Winter on spot at 1 42%@1 42%; 1 42%@
l
26 for July;
at
l
sales
for
June;
37%
1 42
May;
117@1 21 year; No 2 Chicago nominally at 1 30@
2
ilwaukee
1
at
No
I 31;
32@1 86; sales for the
week 11,677,000 bush.
and
active
Corn—closed
higher f No 2 on spot at
82@84c; April at 81%(g82%c; sales at 80%@81c
for
sales at 80%c for
June;
for May; 79%@8<»%c
July, sales for the week 6,688,000 good.
and
active.
Oats—linn
Pork—market closed firm; old mess on spot 16 75;
17 76; March and April at 18 Ou
new do 17 6<i%
asked: sales for the week include 3200 on spot.
Lard—closed firm; prime steam on spot 11 30;
II 30@11 35 for April; sales at 11 37% for May;
sales at 11 46 for June; 11 60@11 52 July; 11 56@
60 August.
)
Tallow—firm 7%@7%.
Butter—Arm; creameries 42%@45c.
Cheese firm and more active: State factories at
13%@13%c Western 12%@12%.
Wheat is
Chicago, April 1.—Flour is steady.
weak; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 36%@1 36 cash;
1 30% for May; 1 28 for June 1 24%@1 24% for
July; No 3 do 1 08@112%; rejected 78@82c. oom
higher at 67%@69%c cash; 67%c for April: 72c
May; 71%c June; 71%o for July; rejected at 69c.
Oat* higher at 46%c for cash; 46%@46%c April;
,48%c for May; 47%@48c for June; 44% for July.
m

1

_

m

DOMESTIC POETS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 31st, ship Sintram, Woodside, Boston.
Cld 31st, ships Tacoma, Kelley, Liverpool; P G
Blanchard, McIntyre, Havre.
APALACHICOLA—Cld 24th, sch M A McCann,
Brown. New York.
MOBILE—Ar 23d, sch Ring Dove. Ward, Ruatan.
Cld 31st. sch Benj B Church. Kelley, Saeo.
Off the bar 30th, sch Robt H Rathburn, Crowell,
from Boothbay.
KEY WEST—In port 2utb, sch Fannie L Child,
Hart, disff*
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 29th, soh C H Macomber,
_

11,140,000 00

Cash in the treasury.

April Investments.
7’s
7’s
Cleveland
“
6’s
St. Louis
•
6’s
County of St. Louis
5 1-2’s
City“of Fort Wayne, Indiana,
■
5’s
Akron, Ohio,
6’s
Portland Water company
8’s
Akron, Ohio
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
fi’s
Portland & Ogdenaburg R. R
)
8’s
New York & New England R. R,
•
tt’s
Southern Pacific R- R.

City“of Chicago,

•

■

_

_,

New York.

FERNANDINA—Ar 27th, sch Anita, Small, from
Philadelphia.
DARIEN—Ar 26th, barque G Reusens, Leighton,
Morehead City.
Cld 31st, soh Etta A Stimpson, Fountain, for New

Savannah—Sid 31st, sch Hattie Turner, MeIn 30th, ship Union
lDFORTRESSUN??>NROE—Passed
Bremen for Baltimore.

Barstow, from
BALTIMORE—cld 30th, soh Enoch Robinson,
Blake. Boston, (and sailed.)
phti.aiik.I.PHIA— Ar 30th, barque Holeyon,
Gay Matanzas; sobs D A J Lee, Smith, Kennebec;
Colin 0 Baker, Bake', and Sunlight, Hodgdon, do.
Ar 31st, sebs Rinnie J Carlton, Basset, Gun PoiDt;
w Kay, SteelSpartan. Hodgdon, Kennebec; Sallie
man. do; J H Leeds. Cranmer, Boothbay.
Cld 31st, sobs Ella A Warner, Holbrook, MayaWm E Lee.
gnez; Julia Baker, Lewis, Baracoa;
Weeks, Portland.
--

BV WJWHdie

—--

—

iek. Ames, Matanaas.
Sid Rlst. scbs Mary A Power, Smith, (from Philadelphia) for Matanzas.
NltW YORK—Ar 30th. scha A Richardson. Patersball, Parker’s Head; Robert B Smith, Spaulding,
and Laconia. Crockett, Rockland; Oregon, Henshaw
Oorvo. Drmkwa er; Ked Jacket, Ginn; S J Lindsey,
Lewis; J G Stover, Arey; Goo E Prescott, Guptill;
allie Oakes, Pillsbury, Olive Avery, Arey; Wm MoLoon, Thornoike; Nellie E Gray, Snow; Laconia,
and Telegraph Thorndike, Rockland; Addie Jordan, Hernman, Ssco or Philadelphia; Georgie D
St George for Virginia; J S LampLoud,
_

Murphy.

Wiscasset; Percy, Holmes, Eastport;
Warren, St John, NB; Thomas Clyde,
Fisher, Kennebec; Sedona, Holbrook, Boothbay;
Albert Jameson, Caudago. and John Somes, Wall,
Fall River; July Fourth, Wood, do; Pnshaw, Wall,
Provldenc; Prudence. Fickett. and John Mayo.
Drink water, do; Isabella Thompson, Pendleton, do;
Abigail Havnes Grant, do
Ar 31st bug Geo Burnham, Staples, Matanzas 14
Baracoa ll dayB;
dais; schs N E Kzmouds. Keene,
Florence P Hall, Kelley. Musquash NB. DiSawyer.
and
J W Woodrull,
Kelley do; Spartel, Hallowell,
Barbour do; Sassauoa, Lewis, Boothbay; Stephen
Morgan Rogers, Kennebec; Onward, Lowell, Rockland Sallie B, McGathlm,Wiscasset; Salde W Kay,
Smith, fm Boothbay lor Philadelphia; Island City,
Mitchell, Eastport; Zeila. Hallowell, Whiting; Empress Kennedy. Rockland; A K Woodward,Jordan,
Portland; W P Parker, Daniels, Belfast; E M heed,
Parker, Kennebec; Lucy D. Handy, Gun Point, Me;
Senator, Bonsey, Providence; Maiy Augusta, Holt,
Providence ; William Penn, Dixon, Jacksonville;
Dexalo, Robbins, Fall River.
Ar 1st. ship Criterion, Brown, London; sell Bowdoin, Randall, Sagua.
Cld 31st, ship Clarissa B Carver, Nichols, Anjier;
schs Charlotte Brown, Brown, St Anna’s Bay; Annie R Lewis, Lewis, Ponce; Reuben S Hunt, Pinkham, Baracoa.
Sid 31st, barque Fred W Carlon, for Singapore;
rey Oould,
Fannv Flint,

_

sch Reuben S Hunt, and others.
Passed the ate 31st, ship H H McGilvery, Blake,
New York for Yokohama, schs Richmond, do for
Rockland; G W porter, do for Boston; Wm Butman, do for Newburyport.
FALL RIVER—Sid 31st, sch H T Hodges, Crane,

^DUTCH

ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 30th.schB Freddie L Porter, Sherman, Mt Desert for Philadelphia;
W B Darling, Kendall. Wi.-cosset for Stamford. Ct;
Lugano, Clark, Calais for New York; S S Bickmore,
Long, Belfast for Charleston; T S MeLellan, White,
Portland for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 31st, sch TS MeLellan, White,
Portland for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 31st, sch Prinoeton, Johnsod. Deer Isle.

VINEYARD-HAVEN Ar 30th, schs Jed F
Duren, Cook, fm Elizabctbport for Boston; J M Morales, Roudout for do; Clara E Rogers, New York
—

for do; Isiuisa Smith, Raritan River for Portland;
Wm O Pendleton, New York for do; Oregon, Amboy
forDanver ; E U Cornell, Georgetown for Bath;
joeCarlion, Amboy for Rockport; Flara Condon,
Belfast for Jacksonvil'e.
Sid 30th, schs Jas O’Donohno, Kendnskcag. Abby
Charlotte Buck, K W Den-

Thaxter, Benj Carver,
ham, Prospect, Willie Luce, Cyrus Chamberlain,

Congress St.
iotf

492 & 494
fnar29

V
M

—

AXD

33 Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.eodtf
FROM

QUOTATIONS

J. B. Brown & Sons.
We

Cleansed

or

Pre««e«f by Tailor-*
JPre»MD>ea, at a trifling
expense, and ex*
pressed C. O. D.

and

Ladies

FOSTER’S

—

FOREST GITY DTE HOUSE

Gentlemen

18 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Glove! oleuue' every Oay at 10 cent*
1sb23

p*r^«ir

Easter Cards.
|ysviai
"
M

lv V

_-

SPECIE

Dyed

beautifully

Secured by Land Grant and

Bank Stocks Wanted.
II. M. PAYSOY & CO.
ap3

Can bo

•

are now

I

_—

READY,

Our usual romplrir nHortmrnt. in hundred. wf
deund
elrgant

n*

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
rod3w

mchl7

paying far

Victoria Sovereigns .$4.86
Spanish Doubloons.16.60

Mexican Sc So. Amr. Doubloons...16.46
German Twenty Mark.a. 4.70
Canada Notes. .*.99y2
N. B. & N. S. Notes.99
American Silver Vi and Va Dollars.....99Vi
Canada Silver.96
English Silver, per £. 4.76
Trade L ollars.98
87
Mexican
Prince Edward Island notes.98
Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of

Europe.

Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most
marl7eodtf
favorable rates.

Western Bonds
regarding

Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

Municipal
lers of

sales.

Also

buyers and sel-

same.

JOHN F. ZEBLEY & CO.,
St.,(Drexel Building,) New Ynrk.
m,w&e2m
auglG

Notice.

Special

We would call special attention to the .»■«■>*•re’ Nwtic', which appears in onr columns to-day
with reference to Taxes, that all persons Interested
may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the last clause with reference to the U. S.
Government Bonds, and Deposits in Savings Banks,
and thus save hard thoughts and possibly hard
mar H Id tap 1 '"go
words, when too late.

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution of Copartnership.

THE partnership

heretofore existing between the

undersigned, under the name of C. G. JTHW LNG
& CO., is »hia dav dissolved by mutual consent. All
accounts due the firm are transferred with the business and good will of the firm to BABB <& COWEE,
who are alone authorized to make collections tf accounts due C. G. Thwlng & Co., and to whom all
debts due from said firm must be presented for pay0. O. THWINO,
ment.
Portland, March 24,1882.

GEORGE COWEE.
mh31d3t*

CHANGE OF FIRM NAME.
W. o. OOBB tfc Co.

CALL and SEE

Pianos,

indorsed Dy ANNIE LOUISE CARY,
Also

a

oholoe

SAMEL

stock of Urlt-class

Dressing.

Messrs. C. W.

Belknap

& Son

Manufacture aud keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in ihe world;
every article of which it is composed is food for
grass. It also eOectually drives earth worms from
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which is often so
After applying stable
troublesome in old lawns.

to lawn*, also Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a lot g time
before -he children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all
times.
jyTry it and you will use no other.
Put up In bags of 10, 25, 60 and 100 pounds.
BEE^Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney's. Market Square. W. C. Sawyer Sc Co.’s, No. 7
Preble street, Geo. Blanchard Sc Brothers, No. 46
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner High and
manures

Commercial Street.

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
143 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

ME.

dtf

mh20

(Established 1848.)

HEM KILLAM CO,
M AXUFACTUBEBS

OF FAMILY

CARRIAGES
THE LATEST DESIGNS.

STANDARD QUALITY,
ELEGANTLY FINISHED,

anti

DISSOLUTION NOTICE.
heretofore existing be

of J. DevTHEus,Aco-partnership
doing business under the
dissolved by mutual consent March
ween

name

Co.,

was

JOHN I. GREENLAW,_ I
JONATHAN DEVERKCX.)
marSOdlwBrownfield, March 2dtb, 1882.

THURSTON, BLACK
dtf

FROM

LEWIS A. GOUDY.
marSldlw
Portland, March 30th, 1882.

23, 1882.

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND,

Lawn

fllBE general bakiDg business conducted by me
J. since January 1,1882, under the name of W.
C. Cobb & Co., will be continued under the style of
L. A. Goudy & Co.

ereux

sep29

NIEWORANDA.
Barque Woodside, which arrived at Adelaide, SA,
Burrard
from
Inlet, had heavy weather on
Jan 24th
the passage and sprung aleak.
New York for Lynn,
from
sch Andrew Peters,
strokes per
put into Newport 31st leaking 2000
and an effort would
fiats
on
the
was
run
Sbe
hour.
be made to stop the leak where she lay.
Sch Cook Borden, of Calais, from New York for
Bermuda, was in oollision 31st, eff Barnegat. with
brig Curacoa. and lost jibboom, bowsprit, forotopAc.
mast, and damaged rigging, stove bulwarks,
She was towed back to New York by the steamer
Perkiomen, from Philadelphia for Portland.
Sch J W Woodruff, Barbour, from St John, NB,
latwas ashore 31st, on Lawrence Reef, below the
ter port. Was lying easy and was expected to float
next tide.

TOTAL DEBT.

.$

to load for

[FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Liverpool 31st, ship Oracle, Moriieon, from
Astoria, O.
Sid fm Bremen 30th, barque Regina Tolck, Dixon,
New York

DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.

$438,468,035

New York-ooal to Jos H

Children.

CLOTHES!

Sch Jas Barrett, Jones, New York, with coal to

14,000,000

very

a

fine line of Cotton,
Lisle, and Silk Hosiery
for Ladies, Misses and

YOUR OLD

542,360 00

Total principal.$1,514,762,760 00
Total interest.
13,063,017 43

Total.$

FINANCIAL.

_

Arrived.

to show

_

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

250,000,000 00
738,8u6,450 00

pre-

now

26. lat 34 20. loa 62 20, barque N Boynton, Mason, from Lendon for New York.
March 30. SE of Jersey Highlands 60 miles, sch
Ellen M Golder, from Maianzas for Boston.

109,9001,00 00
401,603,9 0 00

DEBT.

pared

are

March

Blake.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Traverse, Lane, Boothbay—master.
SUNDAY, April 2.

1

Public Debt Statement.
Washington, April 1 .—The following is a recapitulation of the public debt statement for the
month of March:

interest

for New York.

Hamburg

Decker Bros’

9%

....

......

which

news.

to

1
6

Sierra Nevada.....
Union Con .*
Yellow Jacket

on

SPOKEN.
10, in Straits of Suuda. barqne Jaa G PenHollo for New York.
from
dleton, Nichols,
March 24, lat 42 26, Ion 66, ship Alexander, from
Dec

SATURDAY, April 1.
Arrived.
Eleanor*, Bragg, New York—mdse

2%

.•—..

ceased.....
Interest thereon.
Gold and silver certificates.
U. S. notes held for redemption
of certificates of deposit.
Cash balance available March
I
1. 1882..

0.00

Moon rises.

We

to load for New York.

Steamship
Henry Fox.
clay to
Sch S S Kendall. Kendall, .New York
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Sarah Louise, Hickey, New York—iron to Me
Cent HR.
Soh A Hammond, Simpson, Saco.
Cleared.
Sch Alice Oakes, Merrill, New York—Rumery,
Birnie & Co.
Sch Fred Gray, Foss, New York—Berlin Miils.
Sch Sunbeam, Mayo. Bar Harbor—N Blake.
Sch Freeman, Torrey. Bass Harbor N Blake.
Sch Nauseag. Fitzgerald, Prospect Harbor—N

..

Interest due and unpaid

High water, (A m). ll.ui

HOSIERY.

John, NB, 31st, barque Alex Campbell,
Bunker, Portland, to load for Cienfuegoe.
Cld 31st, sch Afton, Watts, Portland.
Ar at Lepreaux 31st, sch Decora, Berry, Machiaa,

ALMANAC.APRIL 3.

.B 37
....6 29

'

more,
Ar at St

Information furnished

PORT OF PORTLAND.

6
6%

1
22
.*..
Eureka
2%
ould A Curry..
1
HaleA Noroross..
6
Mexican...
Belle.
7%
Northern

Debt

McIntosh, will
o’clock from

SPECIA L NOTICES.

unc.

regarding litigation and

tbp

are

*odie.
C >
Virginia.

...

PORTS.

FOBKIliN

3 Broad

Best A Belcher...

Total Principal
Unclaimed Pacific R. R. interest

Its

I

marine

Hiscki.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS FOB THE NEXT' TWENTY-FODB
Was Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
>
April 3, I A. M. )
For New England,
Fair weather, northeast shifting to southeast
winds, higher barometer, and .lower temperature.

MINI A

Son rl«»•<*.
San eetB......

_

DEBT ON WHICH

Bath, March 31, Horace Wilson, aged 76 years

r-gr—iumeral services of Ethel May
take place Monday afternoon at 2
No. 395 Cumberland street.

Northwestern.131 %
Northwestern preferred.140%

42
Medium.
fVmmAa
r---^ R435
Pulled—Extra.

HODBS.

xu

6 months.
In Topsham, March 24, Effie May. daughter of
Geo H. Dearborn of Harpswell, aged 6 years.
In Bath, Maich 31, Addie H., wifr ot Stillman 3.
Small, aged 26 years 4 months.
In Phipsbnrg. March 31, Mrs. Lydia, widow of the
late Capt. David Cutting, aged 80 years.
In Arrowsic. April 1, James Wheeler, aged 82
years 6 months.
In Richmond, March 26, Andrew, soil of Andrew
D. and Maribah Alexander, aged 16 veare 3 months.
In Dresden. March 26, Alfred G. Lithgow, aged
86 years 6 months.
In Woolwich. March 24, Benj. Trott, aged 79 yrs.
In Brunswick. March 20, Lebbeus B. Ward, aged
66 year* 10 months.

B/Quincy.134%

Bonds at 4 per cent.
Refunding certificates.
Navy pension fund.

Bird,

At Yokohama Feb IStli, ship Freedom, Lawrence,
from New \ ork.
At Hong bong Feb 11, ships Adam M Simpson,
Call, and W J Kotcli. Bray, for Victoria; Oneida,
Carver, une; barque Wakefield, Crowell, at d Aldeu
Besse Noyes, for Portland, O; Edwin Reed, Gill-

(Payable in Gold Coin.

T6&T8i

Chicago A Alton preferred. loO
C.
Erie... .. 37%
7 7%
Erie preferred....
136 %
Illinois Central...
118%
Lake Shore,ex-dv.
Michigan Central.
82
New Jersey Central

Bonds at 6 per cent, continued
fct3% percent.$
Bonds at 6 percent, continued.
Bondsat 4% per cent.

_

In this city, April 1, Annie M„ wife of George C.
Felt, aged 28 vears 11 months.
[Funeral this Monday forenoon, at 10 o clock,
at her late residence. 419V2 Congress street.
In this city, April 1, James IV. Emery, formerly
of Standish. aged 72 years 7 months.
at
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
No. 48 Bramhall Btreet.
In this city, April 1, Sarah E., daughter of John
and Mary J. Main, aged 10 years 9 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 62 Melbourne Btreet. Burial private.
In this oily, 2d i st. Peter J. Deebam, aged 33
years 3 months 16 days.
taw-Funernl Tuesday morning from his late residence No. 129 York street, at 8.30 o’clock.
In Ashby, Mass., March 31st, Edward H. Gates.
In Topsham, March 29, David Patten, aged 81

4

INTEREST-BEARING

,,,

Sinking Fund.)

Douglas Mining Company.60c
Sullivan Mining Co .1%

iTlasiM
(By Telegraph.)
8an Francisco. April 1. -The following
•osine Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

.lameson.

deaths

Eastern K. R.. 4%s.106%
Eastern Railroad. 38%
Deer Isle Mining Company. 16o

California

Bridgeport.

PORTSMOUTH—Sid 31st, sch Addie M
Falcs, Rockland.

FOR

Bv Telegraph.)
1.—American soenrittes

States

8

...

Aspin wall

casset for

Eanfema Jlarkeia.
•

Cloting.

Opening.
Boston Land....7%
WaterPower.
6%

30th scbs Kate Walker, Herrick,
Herbert, Pbllbrook, Bangor.
SALEM—Sid 31st, scbs Emma Green. Scott, Belfast tor Kappftannock river; Nancy J Day, ManWisroe, Brbtol lor New Vork; S D Hart, Burgess,

Spanish gold 1.69V4.
Exchange declining;on United States 60 days gold
at &8A@6% prem; snort sight do 7@7Vfe.

_

The

BS.aLKM—Sid

and Frank

Bariev. O.OCO hnsb rye

riuou-*±..

ueei

15,000

bbls Hour

£';„*’-***.
gg.iH'O ousn corn. 38 000 bush onts, 0,00 bush ye,
00 0(K) bush bar lay.
Uan.
s heat,
twh
Sbipments-l2,000 bbls Hour, 12,000
i/us*.
49.0* 0 hush corn, 00,000 tush oat*. 00,000

COTTONS.

35
Coarse.
Michigan—
Extra and XX.40
Fine.30
43
Medium.
34
Common.
Other Western—
39
Fine and X.

The

1

@19
@17

Loins. .14
Rump Loins. .14

late Saturday night missed a bridge over the
canal feeder and were precipitated into the
water. Both were drowned.
Steamer Orinoca from St. Georges, Bermuda,
brings intelligence of the death of Sir Robert
Michael Laf an, Governor of the Bermudas ou
March 22.

Monday.

higher

48

Storer, Prescott Hazeltine, Veto, S P Adams
Manitnu. Mary Lymburner, May Day.
BOSTON Ar 21i-t, scbs Messenger, Falker, Beanfort, SO. Eldora Godfrey. Macblas.
Old 21st sobs Sami McManeiny, Baker, Portland;
Geo Neviuger, smltn. aud J M Flanagan, Simpson,
Georgetown, Me, anti New York; Hannah Black
to
man. Burdi k. and White Foam, Dlx, Frankfort,
load for New York.
Ar 1st, scbs Prescott Hazeltine, Swett, Jacksonville; Helen Mar, Low, Weobawken; Kenduskeag.
F
Whitney do; Abbv Thaxter, Hutchins, aud Jed
Duren, (look, Elizabetbport; Prospect, Powers, Amboy May Day, Hewett, Rondout; Oriental, Wilson.
Macblas, D P. -trout, do; Radiant, Hardy, Camden;
Fleetwing, Johnson, Red Beach.
W AbCld 1st brig Hattie. Linnell, Arecibo; sobs
rahams, Snow, Damariscotta and Baltimore; Isaaac
do
Lilian,
Ryan, for
do;
T Campbell, -Matthews,
Lena K

Bariev is firmer at 105.
at 17 25(417 30 cash and fo
Pork is shade
April. 17 45 17 47% May; 17 66S17 67% June;
Ijurd Is higher at 11 06 for
17 82 a 17 H5 for July
cash; 11 20 for viayjll 32%@11 36 June 11 42%
ulk Meat* higher; ‘boulder* at
@11 45 for July.
b 70: short ribs .) 76; snort clear LO 00.
Keteipts— lo.OOO bbls ttotii. 13,000 bush whta
61 (;(g) hush corn, 63,000 butt. o .ts, leOO hueb
y
C.600 bjsb barley.
•ibH.inentt-9.000 bbls Hour, 6 600 ba»h wheat,
n**b corn, 26,000 bush oat*. 11C0 hutb
65 000
r if 11,000 bush barley.
Rvoflrm at 82@84%c.

46%
4G%
46%
47%

47
47 Vs

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
ft Go., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dre» std
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 9 @10% Hinds. 11%@13
fa 7
Fores.7 @8
Rattles. 6
9
Backs. 8%@9% Rounds..
@ 9%

Qphir....
Savage

_

Upshur

18
128

70%
71%
71 %
71%

market.

MEXICO.

?;uarrelled

127%
128%
128%

Twin Lead

_

Commodore

A

mands.

coinmou, not to pay their rents.
dered to find bail, or to go to
months. She elected to go to

Brooklyn navy yard Saturday,

the Motion to Quash the
Indictments.
Washington, April 1.—Proceedings in the
star route cases, upon the motion to quash the
indictments, were resumed in the criminal
court this morning, Judge Wylie upon the
bench. The defence having yesterday occupied above three hours ot the fire to be allowed them, concluded not to consume any more
time in their opening, and Judge Shellabarger
will therefore make his argument for the deMr. Kerr began the
fence upon its close.
opening for the prosecution, and discussed at
length the Bubject of conspiracy, both under
the common law and the statute law.
Mr. Kerr was followed for the prosecution
by Mr. Merrick, who began bis argument with
a review ef the
point raised by the defence,
that the finding of the indictment was irreguol
a
failure to comply with the
lar, because
requirements of the Maryland statute of 1722,
which they claimed to be still in force in the
District of Columbia.
Mr. Bliss, on behalf of the prosecution, began the closing argument upon the motion to
quash the indictment. He took up the question already discussed by Mr. Merrick, which
the defence had raised, and contended that
Brady's position accorded him no exemption
for his acts; that, if the dootrine advanced by
the defence should be accepted by the courts
and the country, it would only be necessary for
to escape absolutely
a public officer to resign
from all liability for criminal acts done while
ia office: for he eonld not be impeached alter
he bad resigned, and could not be tried by the
courts because the acts were done while an executive officer, and, as the defence claims, in
the exercise of a discretion which was his by
law.

Arguments

Plucky Daughter of Erin.
Dublin. April 1.- Mary Power O'Connor,
sister of Mr. Power O’Connor, member of Parliament for Galway borough, wa< prosecuted at
the Athloue petty sessions to-day for advising
tenants of the parish of Drum, county Ros-

midnight Saturday.

•

LABOR

tive.)

9.47 .130
10.81 .130%
11.3.. 130%
12.30 .130%
1.04 130%
April Wheat

warranted in every particular. SPECIAL TOCS—

I.A1VDAUM. LANDAl'LETS,
COAUHE8 €Ot)PE8, BROUGHAMS.
No finer carriages are made in this country. From
10 to 20 per cent, saved by ordering direct from the

LACE

FRENCH

BUNTINGS
—

IN

—

Very Choice Styles
RECEIVE!*

JUST

New

Cloakings, Dol-

and Ulster
Cloth in New Spring

mans

Styles now open.
A job lot of Hamburg
Edges in choice
styles at lower prices
have
been able to
them before.
than

ever

we

sell

lot of choice
Plaid Ginghams at
12 1-2 cents.

A large

Factory.

47 Chestnut St., New Haven, Conn.

mar 2

dlaw6m

7

Another Lot Pique

only 10 ets.
Usual
cheap.

Remnants

Wedding William S. Lowell, Very
price
AND
Visiting
Cards.

CARO PLATE ENGRAVER

We

AND

Stationer.

of

rnchll

dtf

have

English, German,
Prang’s, American, and HandA large lot of

Painted Easter Cards. Call and
see them before bujing.

STUBBS BROS.’ ART STORE,
16
mch-9

Temple Street.

_dlw

FIRST ARRIVAL,
—

OF

—

several

Styles to
offer in Fancy Black
Dress Goods at prices

please

close

sharp buyers.
Our

of

remnants

Colored

Easter Cards.

goods

very choice

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recepthat will
tions a

Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.

these

gO ets.

Silks

and

Satins are very cheap.
Call and sec them.
Our Handkerchief
Sale of Hlanufacturers's Seconds will continue one week longer.
In this sale wc arc
offering Gents' very
Fine, all Linen Handkerchiefs for lO ets.,
usual price 35 ets.
Visit our Store before purchasing Dry
Goods of AAV K1AD.

SEW CROP BARBADOE8

MOLASSES.
!|S7 Pl'SN.
) Now landing
ir«l Wh.rf,
iil TIERCES,
10 BBLA
) “Althea.”

at
ex

Cen&rhe.

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,
AM,Commercial street;,

STUDLEY,
25? Kiddle Street.
mar!7

dtf

PBESS.

THE

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 8.

VICINITyT

CITY AND

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

Snow-squalls
day. Clouds and

terday afternoon.
steamer while the Eleanora and Franconia
are refitting for the summer business.
The new automatic cash ball system at
George C. Shaw & Co’s drew an interested
a

subject, especially during

the winter months, and I have, in many instances, recommended it to my friends, and all
have been benefltted by its use. We think it
has no equal as a cough mixture.
U. L. PETTENGILL,
No. 10 State street, Boston.

ap3-mw&s&wlw
From Edward G. Newell, Chicago.
“I consider the Health-Lift one of the
Commencing its
world's greatest blessings.”
use in January, 71, for dyspepsia and severe
headache, and woighing 115 pounds, I found
myself, in less than a year, entirely free from
disease and my weight increased to 150 pounds.
Health-Lift rooms,
mar20dtf

_

Revitalizing the blood is absolutely necesS»ry for tbe cure of general debility, weakness,
lassitude, &c. The best euricher of the blood
is Brown’s Iron Bitters.
From John D. Rockefeller, Esq., Clove
land. O.
I have used the Health-Lift you represent
for about three years at my home, and it has
I Gheerbeen a great benefit to my health.
fully recommend it, and could not be induced
Health-Lift
to discontinue its daily use.

mar20dtf

rooms, 201 Middle St.

crowd of spectators Saturday.
Seven hundred dollars have been already
raised toward building the chapel in district
No. 2, Cumberland.
A broken axle was the result of the collision
of two teams, corner of Franklin and Congress

streets, Saturday.
Fields
and
Officers Hanson, Burnham,
seized a lot of contraband liquors at Johnson’s,
Fore street, yesterday.
The annual meeting of the Portland Y. M.
C- ^. for the election of officers occurs on
Wednesday evening, April 5th.
The pulpit of Pine Street M. E. Church was
acceptably supplied yesterday afternoon at 3

on

by Mr. H. P. Winter, general secretary of the Portland Y. M. C. A.
There will be a young men’s religious meeting at the rooms of the Young Men’s Christian
o’clock

Association this evening at 8 o’clock.
Topic;
“Our power for good or evil”—Gal v:9.
The Chase Brothers are making preparations to rebuild the fish houses, which were
burned on Long wharf, and during the past
week Mr. Samuel Teague, the contractor, has
been driving the piling for the same.
It is said a man makes $15 to $25 construct
ing hiding places for liquor for the dealers, and
that a band of boys patrol Centre street and
give a peculiar howl of alarm when the officers
appear.
Our wholesale merchants are signing a petition to Mr. Hickson of the Grand Trunk re.
questing that road to issue mileage tickets to
salesmen. The present ticket system is claimed

How Now? What Is It?
The great system renovator is Burdock
Bbood Bitters.
Try it and be convinced.
Price 91.00; trial size 10 cents.
ap3dlw

to he unjust to them.
Montgomery
The entertainment by the
Guards at Lewiston, Easter Monday, will con.
gist of the manual and company movements

From W. W. Morland, M. D.,
Fellow of tbe Mass. State Medical Society.
After a daily trial, under your directions, of
th eHealth-Lift, during two months, it gives
me great pleasure to express to you the very

both by command and music, a grand military
band concert and ball.
Officers Field and Burnham seized ten halfbarrels of beer at the Boston boat Saturday;
the marshal and deputies seized a barrel of ale
at James Cady’s, on Fore street; Officer Pride

favorable impression it has made npon me
Lifting, as I now do, five hundred pounds, I
have never felt the least strain, nor any other
injurious effect. On the contrary, the sensations, after lifting, are only those of exhilaration, lightness, increase of muscular force, and
acceleration of the circulation.
Those whom I have sent to you bear the same
testimony. In fact, every one who gives the
Reactionary Lifter a fair trial becomes fasci.
Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle
nated with it.

pleasant

a

mar20dtf

St

Treat Your Teeth
Let your denrather than have them pulled.
You desire to have troutist save all he can.
ble, because you have not used SOZODONT.
When properly fixed, then rub on the SOZODONT, and keep them all right for time to

ap3eod&wlw

come.

From Gen. A. B. Nettleton, Philadelphia.

Having used the Reactionary HealthLift
several years, I would not dispense with it for
It is the “condensed milk'
any consideration.
of

physical

Health-Lift rooms,

exercise.

201

_mar20dtf

Middle St.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
is a welcome visitor to the parlor

publication

circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 653 Congress, corner
of Oak street.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Saturday.—John Field.
and costs.

Intoxication. Fined $6

Doyle. Nuisance. Bound over in the sum
Of $1000 to grand jury May term.
Mary Sullivan and Elisabeth Conley. Search and
seizure. Fined $luO and costs each. Appealed
Patrick

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Y.

M.

L. A.

The Young Men’s Library Association concert next Wednesday evening will prove a
The
most attractive musical fentertainment.
First Parish choir’s reputation as a vocal quartette is not excelled by any musical organization in New England.
They will be assisted
by an orchestra, and by Mr. Harvey Murry>
the fuvorte accompanist. The tickets will be
found at Carter Brothers’ and Hoyt, Fogg &

Donham’s.
NOTES.

The Weber Club will give a delightful vocal
concert at the Church of the Messiah, Thurs-

day evening.

....

Only few seats are left at Stockbndge s for
the Cary concert.
’61-’65 is the name of the play to be produced
by Bos worth Post, G. A. R., soon.
The sale of tickets for the performances of
“Patience” by the Boston Opera Company, on
Fast afternoon and evening, will commence at
Stockbridge’s this morning.
Miss Sadie Martinot will not be a member of
the Boston Museum Company next season,
having been engaged by Mr. D’Oyley Carte.
She will shortly sail lor England, and will
probably make her London debut as Lady Anin “Patience,” a role in which she has
ad the most pronounced success the past sea'
son.
She is in Boston at present, making arrangements for an early departure.
Mrs. M. B. Curtis (Albina de Mer) has been
obliged to relinquish her part in “Sarn’l of
Posen” in consequence of severe illness.
The choice of seats for Patti’s farewell performance in New York to-night was put up at
auction, and about 500 seats were disposed of
The premium on the seats
at a premium.
amounted to about $2000, the highest price
paid being $7 50 premium over the regular
price, $8, making the total figure 815.50 for
Patti has cleared over $100,000
each seat.
from her American tour.
The ladies of Bosworth Relief Corps have
arranged for a May Day festival at City Hall.
The charming operetta of "Red
May 1st.
Riding Hood” will bo produced, with Leila
Farrell as Red Riding; Hood, Miss Emma
Pond as Mama, and Miss Annie Greeley as
The High School Cadets will also
Grandma.
give a fancy drill at both entertainments.
a

fela

Dirlgo No. 8.
The Cumberland Morning Globe of Satur
day says: The recent order of Chief Cloyes
that Hose No. 8—the West End companybe manned exclusively by Portland men
has stirred up a lively breeze and the most absurd stories and rumors are being circulated as
to its cause. Many of the Deering members
have been attached to the “machine” for a
number of years—the retiring foreman, Mr.
must

Thornes having boon a member for twenty.-one
of Engineers
years. The action of the Board
is based on the principle that the Portland Fire
Department must consist of citizens of Portland, as they are paid by Portland taxes, but

they have no objection to Dirigo Hose compa"
Elizny having volunteers from Deering, Cape
abeth or Saccarappa if they wish.
Easter Cards.

Boring, Short & Harmon display

superb

a

collection of Easter cards from Marcus Ward,
Itaphael Tuck & Sons, and Prang. One of
Prang's, a blue Easter egg, partially imbedded
in Marguerites; another of Tuck’s, children’s
faces peeping out of blossoming geraniums;
still another a silver Roman cross, entwined on
one

side with

passion,

and on the other

cherry blossoms; and still another

a

witj,
Latin

both sides with Easter lilies,
are exceedingly lovely. These cards far sur.
and
pass in artistic desigo, beauty of color,
delicacy of treatment, anything we have yet

cross entwined

seen

on

in this line.

West Congregational Church.
The Society voted unanimously at its last
meeting to invite Rev. Dr. Holbrook to continue his labors as acting pastor through the
summer.

The young men interested in the prosperity
of tne church gave a very successful entertainment at Harmon’s Hall last week with a supabout 840.
per, and the net proceeds being
School Vacations.
the City
A. petition will be introduced into
Government tc-night signed by about thirtyfive of cur physicians and a thousand parents
vacation in our
urging that the summer
public schools shall begin about June 23d and
end about the samo time in September. We

hope

it will meet with the serious attention of

both boards.

Memorial

A

PUBLIC

Services at the First
Parish.
TRIBUTE TO

THE DEAD

POET.

Saturday.

The Odd Fellows will celebrate their anniversary April 26th, in fine shape.
Mr. J. A. Lidback will probably build a
large towboat’s engine for Cuban parties.
The Maine Steamship Company will charter
A cold north-west wind started up late yes-

It gives me pleasure to Bay that Adamson’s
Botanic Balsam cured me of a severv cold to

I continue its use daily.
201 Middle St.

mer-

Foreign exports la6t week, $272,111.03, including 383,531 feet lumber.

a

sprinkler

ners, on

full of beer from Patrick H- Con.

Commercial street.

Prof. E. S. Morse will speak this evening be*
fore the Society of Natural History upon the
changes of form in Bhells and molluBCan life
generally which have taken place in our New
England species during recent geological
times.
The party of Boston wreckers that went to
the wreck of the Allan line steamship Moravian, ashore at Mud Island, Nova Scotia, returned Saturday morning. It is understood
that, through their representations, a bid to
take the steamship from her resting place will
be made by Boston parties.
Tbe fourth lecture of the course before the
Teachers’ Association will be delivered this
evening at 7.30 in Reception Hall. The speaker, Prof. C. C. Bounds, principal of the Farmington Normal School, will address the associAll ination on the subject of arithemetic.
terested are invited to attend.

Leroy A. Foster.
Mr. Leroy A. Foster, formerly of Portland,
died in Denver, Col., on Wednesday afternoon

last.

A

telegram

from Dr. Stedman of

received in Portland Saturday
and the information was forwarded at once to
that

city

was

Testimonial of Harvard’s and Bondoin’s
Sons.
Last evening, the old First Parish church,
the first church established in Maine east of
Wells, where Drs. Smith and Deane presided
for so many years, and were followed by Drs.
Nichols, Stebbins and Hill, and where the
family have worshipped from gen-

Longfellow

eration to generation, was the scene of a memorial service made remarkable from the fact
that it was held in this ancient edifice under
of the two colleges—Harvard and
the

auspices

Bowdoin—with which the great poet was identified, as student and teacher, and also from

the fact that one of the speakers was an ex
president of the former celebrated institution

of learning.
At an

early

hour the

public began

to Beek

admittance, forgetting that the published hour
for the service was half-past seven, or else
afraid, if late, they could not secure seats. At
half-past seven there was a tremendous crush,
and, in consequence, only a portion of the

members of the two societies under whose auspices the service w as held, were able to obtain the seats reserved for them, but contented
themselves with places elsewhere. The church
Christpresented a beautiful appearance in its
suitmas dress of evergreen garlands, whioh
ed well the soft gray tint which is the prevail-

Every seat was occuing oolor of the walls.
pied when the voluntary commenced, and the
b,ck of the church filled with people standing.
The usual vesper services occupied the first
The responsive reading,
part of the service.
and New Testaprayer, readings from the Old
ments, and hymns, all had reference to Longfellow, or were especially selected from his
The hymns sung were the 19th vesper,
"Behold the Western Evening Light,” the
"Psalmjof Life”; the 629th hymn, "Take this
O death, and bear away”; and the 401st hymn,
“We have not wings and cannot soar.” At the
close of the reading of the New Testament,
Rev. Dr. Hill arose and delivered the following address:

poems.

KEY. DR. HILL

S

ADDRESS.

The four elements, talent, fortune, industry
and inspiration, which must combine to produce the highest success in life, were all con.
spicuous in the poet whom our city delights to

The inheritor, or at least
the recipient from nature, of fine powers, he
had favorable opportunities for cultivating and
developing them; but, wbat is far more important, he opened his heart devoutly and reverently to holy influences; and gave himself

claim and to honor.

with steadfast, conscientious industry to the
improvement of his opportunities, and to the
exercise of his powers. To such a man all circumstances become, as it were, favorable; he
is, in great measure, independent of fortune;
he increases his native talent; and be ensures
the co-operation of that Inspiring Presence
which is always ready to enter the heart opened
to receive it.
It is this peculiar moral nobility which has
given our poet so strong a hold on the affection
and respect of all who know him, either per-

or by report and tradition. His seniors and equals in age bear testimony, that
from his boyhood he held to his earnest purhim to be reposes; he left nothing behind
gretted—nothing to be covered with a veil.
The devout solemnity of that early Psalm,
“Life is real; life is earnest;”
was nothing assumed or put on; it was no surface emotion, expending itself in words; it

sonally,

of the way of duty;
manifesting itself in a course of steadfast fidelihis youth to
ty to the precepts of Jesus, from
his old age. Duty is not satisfied with professions, or with promises; it demands an unconditional, total surrender of the whole man,
and the whole life, to the eternal principles of
piety, righteousness and love; to this demand
he unceasinglv yielded his reverent obedienee.
Ir «e«med as though he had secretly said to
was a

deep, inward choice

himself.

of his death from inflammation of the
bowels, must have proved a great shock. His
last moments were characteristic of the man.
“Bury me,” he said, in Denver, at as little

“That I am true, my life alone can show;
My words are all unequal to the task.”
All that is told us of his private life confirms
ns in this view of the practical reality of his
religion; and all his published writings bear
witness to it. It is not simply their innocence;
the absence of lines which on his death-bed ho
might wish to erase; it is the unconscious betrayal, in every part, of the writer’s ownofmoral
his
earnestness. The deepest fountains
heart were opened early, by great sorrows; but
the streams which issued were clear, and lifeof
giving. The flow often begins from a vein
sadness, but it never degenerates into melanwith
ends
almost
and
invariably
hope,
choly
faith and charity. Those blessed Christian
of his soul.
graoes were the characteristics
And it was this moral earnestness, which (in
combination with his sweet, courteous dignity,
and his exceptionally high attainments as a
scholar, and achievements as a writer) made
him so valuable as a teacher; first in his
the
afterwards in
and
Alma
Mater,
where his services
cnair at Cambridge;
his
of
the
outshone
glory
fame
and
remarkable predecessor, and of bis highly gifted successor. The young men who met him
were as much impressed and inspired by the
moral influences which flowed unconsciously
from his presence as by the direct teaching in
his class room. No wonder that the alumni of
both institutions have desired to take part in
these solemn services of thanksgiving for his
life and labors; and for the inspiration which
has left us such valuable fruits, for our inheritance and that of our children. For, through
the grace that was given him, he has left a
precious legacy to many succeeding generations.
At the close of Dr. Hill’s address, Eev. Asa

trouble and expense as possible,” and his wife
his
have
dying wishes
telegraphed to

Dalton, lector of St. Stephen’s church, and
vice president of the Harvard Club, spoke as

his Btep-mother in Massachusetts. Lsroy A.
Foster was born in this city in 1843 and was
therefore 30 years old at the time of his death.
He was the only sou of Newell A. Foster, one
of the founders of the Pbess, and the one to
whom of all the others, the firm establishment
of thiB journal was due on account of his great
business capacity, his untiring energy, his intelligent and firm political oonvictions. Leroy
came from a noted old anti-slavery family,
Stephen S. Foster being an uncle.
Mr. Foster was a graduate of Cornell University, and soon after graduation, becamo
Treasurer of the Portland Publishing Company in 1872, a position he filled for several
He afterwards accepted a position in
years.
the post office, but his health had become
much impaired, and he left after a service of

several months. He was never a thoroughly
well man after his first serions illness in 1873
He
which was followed by others later.
sought relief in Florida but without much advantage to himself, and a little while ago he
went to Colorado thinking the western air
would build him up. His wife, who resides in
Worcester, received letters from him speaking
of his improving health and therefore the
news

respected._

It seems that at the last election of
the company, Capt. C. H. Chase (the Tabulator) was superseded by Daniel Chase, of Chase
This course has proBrothers, as president.
voked the ire of the great man, and ho has
now forbidden the company to use the railway,

just

now.

going so far as to write a threatening
letter to the engineer in charge, warning him
In
not to "fire up” under any consideration.
spite of this, however, the railway was used,
and a vessel hauled on to it yesterday morning
by direction of a prominent lawyer*of this

eve n

it is said, Capt. Chase, heard
the railway was in use, and visited the Cape in
a towering rage, and is going to make matters
hot; says the vessel is on but she shall not

city. Yesterday,

off. Evidently the Captain doesn’t like
Chickens come
the “counting out” business.
home to roost, you know.

come

Personal.
Mr. John Loveitt is seriously ill.
Mr. John Dennis of this city has returned
from California.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lamson start for Florida
next week to be absent about a month.
Mr. W. T. Dodge of the Manchester Union
is in town.
Union
Mr. J. E. DeWitt president of the
Mutual Life Insurance Company, and wife, returned home from Florida Saturday.
I. P. Farrington and wife and M. P. Emery
and wife are at the St. Charles Hotel, New
Orleans.
Mrs. Paulina Deshon’s funeral took place
Saturday and was attended by many citizens.
The body was
Kev. Mr. Lowden officiated.
taken to Saccarappa for burial.
Mr. John Lindsey, formerly of the Preble
House, will erect a new hotel at Lancaster, N

H., this winter.
Lost at Sea.

Capt. Samuel Greenleaf, of
Maggie Willard, was drowned at

the schooner
sea

Saturday,

while setting his traw Is. He was out alone in
which capsized, and no trace of him
a dory,
could be found.
Capt. Greenleaf was a resident of Ferry Village, was about 35 years of
age, and leaves a widow and three small children. This was his first trip as captain of the
Maggie Willard, although he had commanded
other vessels. The schooner arrived here yesterday with her flag at half-mast.
That Handsome Window.
One of the handsomest store fronts in town
is that of the enterprising drug firm of Guppy,
Kinsman & Alden. The large plate glass at
the corner of Congress and Preble streets, ex-

arranged and admirably managed
The
store
pharmaceutical establishment.
thrives under the fierce light of publicity, and
those who come to gaze go in to purchase.

poses a well

The Mutual Benefit.
To those desiring life insurance we call attention to the statement eisewhero printed of
the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company
of Newark, N. J.
The company bas 46,652
policies in force, insuring $127,411,077, and

with

surplus
910,649.06.
a

as

regards policy-holders of $2,-

Longfellow.

More read

in

England

than

their

own

country be is facile
princeps. Not that we wonld ordisparage
Whittier
Bryant whom also we have lost,
who still lives to sing the ballads of New England as they should be sung,in a manner ail his
Laureate, in this

one

and with a tenderness and pathos which
find a response in every New England heart.
Whittier is racy of the soil,to the manner Dorn,
no “traveled man," not "having seen many
lands or men of diverse manners,” hut a poet
of home-like aptitude, tastes and sympathies.
Longfellow loved New England nointoess,
all
but his culture carried his thought
lands and literatures, from which he derived
treasures to adorn his own verse and enrich
and ennoble the minds of his readers.
The influence of the great German poets In
particular is easily discernible in his youthful
of U bland,
rhymes, but more especially that
whom he emulated and finally surpasses.
But he lived to hav»a manner all his own,
for which he was indebted to no one, a manner and a style which, in inferior hands,
giving
quickly degenerated into mannerism,
his
us “the contortions of the prophet without
own

inspiration.”
The genius of Longfellew

liko that of

,.

his

friend and contemporary, Tennyson, is lyrical
rather than dramatic or epic, and this lyrical
the asgenius has entered into the emotions,
pirations, the thoughts, the life of English
speaking people all over the world.
And if, as Pericles sayB, that “of good and
great men the whole earth is the sepulinchure,” because their memory is a precious
heritance which should be guarded and pretheir
served by all men, and also because
thoughts and lives become at death the common property of the world, then of Longfellow, whose happiness it was in life to be personally loved, and in death universally lamented, we may truly say:
“He in our wonder and astonishment,
Has built himself a lifelong monument,
And there sepulchred, In such pomp doth lie,
That kings, for such a tomb, might wish to die.
of the Supreme Court of

Judge Symonds,

Maine, and a member of the Bowdoin Association, then followed:
JUDGE SYMONDS

ADDBESS.

It lias fallen to me somewhat suddenly to
take a brief part in this memorial service;
of Bowdoin.
speaking for the resident Alumnithe
Alumni of
It would perhaps be strange, if
the college in which the intellectual life of
Longfellow began, “and to which his name
imparts charm and illustration,” were to sit in
willing silence among those who are met to
revere his memory; standing as it were j ust
within tbe sudden darkness which has followed
And yet, wbat is there
the sunset of his life.
the
there for
for them to do, what is
rcollege to do now, with a heart brimming
with proud and grateful emotions, better than
to sit down in her sorrow for the dead, and to
offer the golden tribute of silence, of gratitude
and thanks for the life that bas closed, for the
peerless and priceless legacy his genius and
fame have left to her.
To the graduates of Bowdoin (as of other colleges) who sometimes go back in a sort of enchantment of memory and the imagination to
the pleasant years passed there, to some of
them at least, many a halo floats over it.
There are, too, cttier associations connected with
But that
it of more or less interest to all.
Longfellow and Hawthorne—Hawthorne,
whose genius Longfellow was among the first to
recognize, sending a ray of joy and sunlight
into the darkness of his long seclusion by that
kindly and appreciative notice of the “Twice
Told Tales,” in the North American Rev iew
in 1837—that the footsteps of these two men, in
youth and early manhood, were accustomed to
loiter there, these are associations which will
linger imperishably, growing richer and stronger as something of the interest and charm of
antiquity shall gather about the college. It is
scarcely necessary for me to speak of Longfellow’s poetry, of its manifold and exceeding
beauty, in spirit, in substance and form; or of
His poems
the marvels of his achievement.
seem to me to be the best life, the highest and
purest aspiration, the graceful and strong exread
pression of a serene ana noble mind. inWe
a finer
them, and all common things appear
a
human
in
new
life,
is
a
There
beauty
light.
the earth and in the heavens.
new glory on
The round of daily duties is no longer sordid
or dull.
The opportunity, the possibility for
ourselves whatever it may be, we learn to set a
new value upon it, to prize it above gold.
One of tbe fragments which remain of the
Twelve Tables of the Roman law provides,
that those qualities by which the heroes were
deified, virtue, piety, fidelity, shall be ranked
among the divinities. Temples shall be erected
But let no worship ever he paid to
to them.
and purany vice. Tbe pristine Roman vigor
ity are in that law. But the altars to virtue,
in
Longfellow’s
piety, fidelity, are sacred still
verse, and a holier fire burns upon them forever.

What an assured immortality of fame is hit!
His works are already the inheritance of the
whole earth. Transcending the boundaries of
nations, they have become the common property of mankind; common as the light of day,
the glory of the sunset, or the stars of night.
His is the life of books-the long life of the
best books; and that is immortality.
"How instantly the air will close on this arrowy path,” once Rufus Choat eexelaimed, alluding to his own professional career, brilliant
as it was. And in his beautiful journal of travel he writes, “Some memorial I would leave
yet, rescued from tbe grave of a mere professional man, some wise, or beautiful,or interest*
*
After all, a book is tbe
ing page. • *

only immortality.”
“It is only letters,” said Lord Bacon, “which
as ships, pass through the vast sea of time.”
Something of the subtle equality of eloquence

is born of the moment and expires with it.
Part of the great occasion, it cannot be reproduced. Of those arts imperial, by which in
great crises the emotions of the hour and the
judgments of men are swayed by public spe aking, only the greatjmyth can be transmitted to

posterity.

striving

I am reminded of the language of an author,
by whom this contrast has been strikingly painted. He says; “Tbe written outlives and outdazzles the spoken word. The life of rhetoric
*****
perishes with the rhetorician.
The bows of eloquence are buried with the
archers. Where is the splendid declamation of
Bolingbroke? It has vanished, like his own
image from the grass-plots ef Trickenham.
*
*
*
*
*
Literature is the immortality
of speech. It embalms for all ages the departed kings of learning, and watches over their
repose in the eternal pyramids of fame. The
sumptuous cities which have lighted the world
since the beginning of time, are now beheld
only in the pictures of the historian or the poet.
Homer rebuilds Troy, and Thucydides renews
tbe war of Peloponnesus. The dart that pierced
the Persian breastplate moulders in tbe dust of
Marathon; but the arrow of Pindar quivers, at
this hour, with the life of his bow.”
Twenty-four centuries passed, and the arrow
of Pindar still quivers with the life of his bow.
It will be well for the world, for the happiness and nobility of mankind, if the costly
grace and spiritual beauty of Longfellow’s poetry shall continue to be familiar as household
words, two thousand years to come.
The services closed with the chanting of the
Lord’s Prayer by the choir, and the benedic-

occasion of our meeting to0aAn(f such is the memorial
service. Portland

tion. The music by tbe choir was magnifiaently rendered, as was to be expected .from Miss

follows:

The Marine Railway.
Matters around the marine railway at Cape
Elizabeth appear to be somewhat mixed up

whole man lifted to a higher plane of feeling,
thinking and being.
And now what we claim for our Longieuow
or imis, that he belongs to this glorious band
mortal bards whose procession as seen by
we
whom,
Dante, he has gone to join and by
doubt not, he lias been recognized, ana received into their select society as one of themselves, “a brother beloved.”
Intanto voce fu udita,
“Onorate l’altissimo poeta.”
If you ask us for the grounds of this belief,
our reply is that
made to those who in at.
Paul’s ask for the monument of Sir Christopher
Wren. Circumspice, “Look around you; and
the
on every side all over the world wherever
English tongue is spoken you will hnd ample
to the
proof that Portland gave a true poet
world in the person of Henry Wadsworth

A little son of Samuel H. Davis accidentally
ohopped two of his toes noarl? off.. Dr. Spear
was called, who dressed the wounds, and we
are glad to learn the little fellow is doing fine-

BEV. ME.

DALTOX’8

ADDRESS.

The ancieDts regarded the city of a man’8
birth as his mother, whom he was bound to
love, serve and obey by his life and his works.
As such, the city claimed the right to award
him suitable honors while he lived, and to pronounce his final eulogy immediately after
death. This custom was honored by carefal
observance, and was believed to be due equally
to the departed and to his surviving friends
and follow citizens. To the departed it was a
tribute of love and gratitude, merited by the
services he had rendered his native city in its
corporate capacity, as well as to the individual
citizens. To his fellow citizens it was also an
indirect, but efficient call to follow in his steps,
at least in interest and spirit, so far as possible,
and
by emulating his example of well-doing and
to excel in their several conditions

night, and of this
as
claims the great poet whom we have lost,
the brightest and best of all her sons. The
while he
city was proud of him and loved him
lived, and now that he is dead, she is, after
at
mourner
his immediate family, the chief
his grave, and most deeply feels of how great a
His name and lame are
son she is bereaved.
indissolubly connected with this city by the sea.
And Portland’s mother-heart will not rest sat-

isfied until she erect in “The Oaks” an endurthe
ing monument to his memory—a statue of be
poet—by which his form and features may
familiar to future generations.
three
Longfellow’s life divides itself into till
he
parts: His youth and early manhood
was thirty yeass of age, a period of preparation
His
manhood,
ripe
and constant improvement.
from thirty to sixty, a period of active labor,
when his beBt work was done; and from sixty
to seventy-five, a period of calm repose and advancing old age, when he was the object of his
countrymen 8 warm aumirauuu »uu nuowwu.
He was, about forty, in the prime of manhood,
when the speaker knew him in college, where
he was at the head of the department of Modthe
ern Languages and Literature, directing
teachers of French, German,Italian and Spanthese
all
himself
teaching
ish, and occasionally
of the stuclasses, to the great gratification
dents.
James Bussell Lowell, the,successor ofLongthat for
fellow at Harvard once said to Dr. Hill
his part he still held to the Ptolemaic system,
inasmuc.has it makes the earth the centre^u the
a
universe, and man the chief of God 8 works, as
sentiment which science goes far to confirm,
Lowell meant it. Our little planet seems to
offer the most favorable conditions for the highbeest forms of life, and the highest typo of
ings. And as man is the chief end of creation,
rarer in
so the poet is the highest typo of man,
his appearance amoDg men, and essaying a
his
fellows.
than
higher flight
Literature in general must be preferred even
to BCience, for the same reasons, viz: because
its province is human life with its possibilities.
Literature is the sum and substance of human
life in all its aspects expressed and perpetuated
in‘‘thoughts that breathe and words that burn.”
It includes all that is thrilling in eloquence,
profound in philosophy, permanent in moralino less than the
ty, and instructive in history,
charms of poetry, the strange in romance, the
in trageterrible
the
and
mirthful in comedy,
dy. Great and noble thoughts clearly enunciated and adorned by graceful and| varied imof literal are, Mid
agery, are the highest stylo
Philconstitute true and permanent poetry.
have
osophers, divines historians and orators
made mankind their debtors by master pieces
the
as
of eloquence, but not in the same degree
at
great poets, ancient and modern. The form
least of philosphy, theology, history, and oraa
is
tory, changes from age to age. But poetry
perreaial spring whose waters never fail to
quench the thirst of the soul. Homer, Sophocles, Virgil, Horace, Dante, Shakespeare, Milto
ton, Wadsworth, are as freeh and refreshing
the
day, as in the ages which first listened- to
To hold communion
music of their verse.
with these greut singers through their masterpieces is the privilege of all, and is possible
to all.
By doing so the taste is refined, the
_

heart

purified, the imagination exalted and the

Milliken, Mrs. Morrison, Messrs. Thurston
and Shaw, with Kotzschmar as organist.
Rev. Dr. Seward preached a very interesting
at Plymouth church yesterday morning, on the lives of eminent men, as suggested
by the death of the poet Longfellow.

sermon

Children’s Ball.
Mr. Gilbert's dancing Bchool exhibition was
given at City Hall Saturday afternoon, and,
as is always the case, the parents, friends and
public occupied every inch of space. There
on the floor and, owing to
were

seventy couples
the large number of dancers, they

Th^e

rather

The spectacle was charmthan the usual number

crowded for room.

ing.

were

was more

of little tots and they were
ning. All were elegantly
ability of Mr. Gilbert as a
of
emphasized by the

inexpressiDiy cuncostumed and the

teacher was again
and their
gaap his pupils
One of the dances was
attention to time.
omitted owing to the length of the programme.
The numbers which received the greatest apLa Petite, by eight very young
plause
misses, the Morris dance, by sixteen masters
and misses, the Tarletan dance, by sixteen
were

misses, and the Lone Fishermen, by Barry
King.
_

Base Ball.
The official Base Ball Guide has just come
to hand from the publishers, Messrs. A. G.
Spalding & Bros, of Chicago. In his review
of the League season of 1881, Mr. Spalding
says that the general play of the clubs showed
in
a decided step toward perfection, especially
the arts of pitching and catching, and also
raised the first baseman's position to an imwhich it has never before held. The

portance
tendency to hit to right field has 'had much
to do in this regard.
Batting has not, howin the same ratio as base-running and other departments of the game,
neither legislation nor the adoption of the

ever,

improved

lively ball having produced the result aimed

Spalding declares have been
proved impracticable. Better base-running,
he predicts, will result from the appeal of the
rule allowing players to be put out in returnat.

Flat bats Mr.

ing to bases

run on

foul bounds.

Accident to a Portland Man.
Saturday the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul train jumped the track eight miles east of
Two ooaohes and two sleepers
RedWing.
went over, striking a level, sandy, soft ground.
P. E. Simonton of this city, jumped from the

platform and

was

considerably shaken.

Preparations of Boss In this City.
The Sunday Herald says: The oarsmen of
Portland, more especially Ross, Kennedy and
Davis, are waiting with much interest the result of

Monday’s

race

between Hanlan

and

Boyd on the Tyne river, England. Kennedy
giving Ross the best of attention, and accompanies him in nearly all his practice pulls,
so that he knows j ust how rapidly Wallace is
improving. He expresses himself as well

is

pleased with Ross, and is not advising severe
work at present, as two months remain for the
St. John soullor to get in proper condition for
bis race with Hanlan. In conversation to-day
Ross said: “I have not been able to get off
much flesh yet, because the weather has been
cold, but that is all the better, as I have plenty
of time ahead, and I don’t believe in ^>eing
down to my rowing weight a month before the
day of the race, as some oarsmen do, taking
chances of being stale and unfit to do proper
work when it is most needed.” Some doubt is
expressed in certain quarters as to the “inside”

of the Boyd-Hanlan race, and one of the Portland admirers of Ross, by whom he is advised
to a considerable extent says: “If Hanlan beats
and Trickett you will see a good .race be-

Boyd

Ross and Hanlan.” As the gentleman
believes that Hanlan is a better oarsman than
either Boyd or Trickett, the remark would
seem to
that Hanlan may not care to
tween

imply

win. And that, probably, is why the result of
to-morrow is awaited with bo much interest by
Ross and others. While practising jn the harbor one day this week, and rowing very
fast, Ross ran his boat upon a piece of ice and
He
broke a hole.in the bottom of the craft.

ly-

Through the exertions of Stanwood T. Soule
of Portland, a lodge of Knights of Pythias
will be organized here Wednesday evening
next, April 5th, with 47 charter members.
The following a>e the names of the parish
officers elected forthe ensuing year:

Congregational Parish—Everard Ross, mod"
erator; James H. Banks, clerk; Wm. A-Davis, Josiah P. Merrill, Robert S. Soule, assessors; James H. Banks, treasurer.
Baptist Parish—Harlan P Dennison, moderH. B. Means,
ator W. A. Mitchell, clerk;
treasurer and collector; H. P. Dennison,James
E. Frank, assessors; H. B. Means, Charles
Cushing, R. S. S. Randall, Chas. A. Littlefield,
John G. Pierce, H. P. Dennison and W. A.
Mitchell, trustees of fund.
The Durham brass band, assisted by the dramatic club of that place, and also by Mrs. Ada
Cary Sturgis, sister of Annie Louise Cary,
Hall
gave an entertainment at our Town
Yarmouth.
It is reported that on Thursday about an acre
of land on the back of Royal rivey, in Yarmouth, started, and, with a rumbling noise,
precipitated itself into tho channel of the rivor

Trees,
were

bushes, etc., remained standing, and
carried down, and still maintain their

will pursue their programme of challenging
and matching regardless of what has been
said in the newspapers.
Irish Land League.
A large and enthusiastic meeting of the
Irish Land League was held yesterday afterThe following resolutions after an
noon.

animated discussion were unanimously adopted. It was voted to instruct the secretary to
send a copy to each of the Land League
branches in the State, with a request to adopt
similar resolutions:
Whereas, American citizens have been ar
rested without warrant and immured in British dungeons without trial by jury, or without
having a proper charge ^preferred against
them; and
Whereas, It is the duty of the Federal government not only to protect the humblest and
_

weakest citizen in the enjoyment of his civil
rights wherever the stars and stripes float, but
also in the words of section 2001 of the United
States revised statutes, “whenever it is known
that a citizen of the United States has been
shall be the
unjustly deprived of his liberty, it
the reason of
duty of the President to demand
such imprisonment, and if it appears to be
wrongful and in violation of American citidemand
zenship the President shall forthwith
the release of such citizen;” and
United
of
the
Whereas, The government
States through the disgraceful subserviency
and negligence of its representative at the
decourt of St. James, Minister Lowell, has
clined to interfere in behalf of American citiand
criminals
as
flung
treated
zens

unjustly

prisons; and
Whereas, This infamous conduct of James
Russell Lowell is not only opposed to the letter
and spirit of the law above quoted but deadly
hostile to the common law, international comity and especially to the principles of this govinto British

ernment as expressed in the popular approval
which the unanimous voice of the American
on
people accorded to Commander Ingraham
the occasion of the protection afforded Martin
his
in
Grant
S.
U.
Koszta, and expressed by
be it
message of 1869; therefore
Resolved, That we the members of the Portland (Me.) branch of the Irish National Land
of
League respectfully request the President
the United States to demand an immediate
trial or release of all American citizens now
confined in British dungeons.
Resolved, That in our opinion James Russell
Lowell should be promptly recalled from the
dishonposition which he has disgraced and
ored by his conduct towards imprisoned American citizens.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
to
sent to the Senators from this State; also
Hon T. B. Reed, Representative from this
district, and be published in the Portland

tains names of subscribers in Lewiston, Bath,
Brunswick, Augusta, Richmond,Gardiner and
Waterville. There are 1,038 names in the

Thirty-two new subscribers Have been
Portland alone during the month of
in
on
put
March, a larger number than in any previous
month. A new feature in the Portland exfor subscribchange is a corps of errand boys
ers.
They are sent atoali, each being supplied
book.

the ofwith a ticket containingitheftime he left
the
fice. The subscriber notes on this ticket
time the messenger is dismissed, and pays
The
him
according to the time consumed.
thirrates are for 15 minutes or less, 10 cento;
minutes, 15 cents; 1 hour, 25 cents.

ty

Palm Sunday.

Yesterday was Palm Sunday, and was apand Epispropriately observed at the Catholic
the Passion
copal churches. At the Cathedral
blessed and distributwas chanted palms were
deed among the audience, and Bishop Healy
livered

discourse.

similar to
At St. Dominio’s the services were
those at the Cathedral.
orAt the Episcopal churches the Lservices
dained for the day were gone through with.
sermon
At the First Parish Rev. Dr. Hill’s
and the music
was appropriate to the occasion,
with the day, and
was selected to correspond
the choir.
rendered
by
beautifully
was
Small Pox.
A case of small pox was reported yesterday
Hancock street. It originated from the
moved to this
family on Congress street, who
them
house, after the case that occurred among
house a fortnight ago.
was removed to the peBt
the whole
The health authorities yesterday had
house, to prevent furtaken to the

on

pest
family
ther trouble, and fumigated the premises.
Deerlng.

a
The Unity Club of Stever.s Plains spent
on Friday last at the
evening
most enjoyable
number were
home of Mrs. Record. Quite a
and the time was employed in making

present
the “Longfellow evening”
eral of the poet’s best

pleasant. Sevproductions were

very

A very pretty programme, ornamented
read.
Miss Record,
by pictures, very nicely done by
A
admired.
secretary of the club, was much
where
picture of Mr. Kimball’s of the spot
ero
“The dead captains lay in their graves
inlooking the tranquil bay," also gave muob
After the exercises
terest to the occasion.
conversation upon the life and goodness of the
Many pleasing and
poet was carried on.
touching incidents were related. Much pleasIt is to be.
ure was experienced by all present.
by
hoped that this evening may be followed
both
living
others among the American poets,
and dead.
_

Cape Elizabeth.
The

presented

is

Cape Elizabeth

Sentinel

Saturday,

of

says:
An orchestra has been
ville, composed of seven

Knight-

organized
pieces.
The mechanics employed at the dry dock,
struck last Saturday for higher pay.
Mr. Hanna, principal keeper of the lights,
while going to the fog signal the other night,
slipped on the icy hillside, spraining his ankle
at

twenty years ago, and the
occurred fifteen
one at Buxton a few years ago.
or

STATE NEWS.

East, No. 1, was organized at 'Ligonia village
with officers as fellows:

President—David D. Jones.
Vice President—Isaac Lewis.
R. S.—R. H. Dixon.
F. S.—Jos. A. Cary,
I. G.—R. Welch.
O. G.—S. Hunnewell.

the four-year-old son of Mr. S. F.
Haskell of Auburn, while playing with other
a
boys in his father’s stable, Friday, accepted
challenge to jump down a feed spout from the
bones
of
both
broke
He
loft to a horse crib.
The little fellow
one leg below the knee.
broke an arm not long ago.
Mr. Josiah W. Perkins of LewistoD, a few
evenings ago, had occasion to oall up a neighbor, whose Bleeping room is on the second
floor. As the window was raised a pair of
scissors that lay on the frame fell, sticking the
points in Mr. Perkins’ eye. An ugly wonnd
was inflicted, which may prove serious.

Harry,

Linscott—West

NWUta'

Auburn,

Shoe.

Bridgton,
Webb-North
Device-for connecting boots and shoes. No.

Joseph A. Green’s dwelling at Paris, was
Cause unknown.
burned Friday afternoon.
Loss $500; insured $250.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Commercial says Mr. S. B. Locke, a
prominent manufacturer of Snow’s Falls,Paris,
iL this State, was in Bangor, Friday, looking
for a water power in that vicinity, convenient
to a railroad, of from 100 to 400 horse power,
for the purpose of runniqg paper and pulp
The power he

mills.

requires

is

a

steady

one.

IN GENERAL.

Adjutant General Beal is in eastern Maine,
inspecting the armories of the 2d regiment.
The following change is announced in the
staff of the Commander-in-Chief of the Maine
Militia: Melville M. Folsom, Oldtown, Aid-decump, with the rank of Lieut-Colonel, vice
Strickland, commissioned Lieut-Colonel 2d
Regiment Infantry, M. V. M.
A citizen of the Quaker City, Mr. F. Freed,
living at 122 Vine street, recently spoke as follows:
“Being afflicted with a distressing

Syrup

Bull’s Cough
for relief.

cough,

Dr.

mended

to me

Ephraim Witham—Carritunk,

255,556.

Calk.

No.

___

Failures.
The Sunday Herald reports the following in
Maine:
The affairs of Ruel W. Norton, dealer in
fruits, etc., Konnebunk, are being adjusted in

insolvency.

T. Jewett, dealer in dry goods, etc.
Denmark, is adjusting his affairs in insolvency

Stephen

.2,817,101.83
jjntiso.9n
484,879.10
1,394,268.87

.....

....

Policy-holders,

Dividends to
All other

.....

Expenditures,..982,019

Total

32

$5,577,399,53

....

•

•

•

•

Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Valne,.$35,718,811.58
Liabilities, (Reserve at 4 per cent.;.f .J.,808,10...>_
■••“**

Surplus as regards Policy-holders,

Number of Policies in force, 46,652, Insuring,

$1.7,411,6,« 00

...

of
Policyr wlthtai Three
Company's
IIsEjCSTMATION. Policy No.
Monihg from date of Lapse, to the purchaee of a Paid-up Policy.
fix 49(1 was issued Oct 20
1871. for $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age J7, annual Premium
less Dividends, amounted to $l,072.o5. The Policy lapecd in
$138 80. Ten Premiums were paid,
Value of *889.70 to the purchase of Term Insurance for
$581, and the Company applied the
20 yearsof Insurance
for the period of 10 years and 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid for over
18
It was optional
1*
at the rate of but $10.71 per thousand.
which
coet
the average yearly
being $53.67,
or to surrender the original Policy lor a Paidwith the Assured to take the Extended lnsuranoe as above,
up Life Policy ol *1,390.

"“the

Published

orTlTicdVo^B"Sender

‘^O-ljrmal

whicii,

iuserve

Otk)

178 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.

For Massachusetts, Maine and New Hampshire.

AUG. H. FORD,

GILSON,

H. C.

SPECIAL AGENT.

AGENT,

OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND,JE.

apr3

Opening

OPENING

—

Carriage teon ’82

I,AIIIES'.OD HISSES'

ANNUAL SPRING EXHIBITION
DURING

WEEK COMMENCING APRIL 3,
—

GARMENTS
os

OF

—

-OF-

—

OF

—

and Pleasure Carriages
and Road Wagons

Elegant Family

of latest designs and unequaled finish, to which the
inspection of the riding public is respectfully so-

—

licited,

6.

Thursday, April

ZENAS THOMPSON,
32 & 38 Union

was

We shall exhibit a great
variety of Styles in Black
Cloth, Satin de Lyon, Rehadames and Silk Dolmans,
Talmas and Mantles, Light

Cloth Jackets, Dolmans and
Ulsters, and the most comline of

plete

Children’s Garments
we

have

shown.

ever

recom-

Prices reduced

PILES! PILES! PILES!
Cure Found at Last!

No

Need Suffer:

A sure cure for Blind, Bleeding, Itching, and
Ulcerated Piles has been discovered by Ur. William,
(an Indian remedy,) called Db. William’s Indian
w

orst
A single box bas cured tbe
chronic eases of 25 or 3Q years standing. No one
tbis
wonderafter
applying
need suffer five minutes
Lotions, instruments and
ful soothing medicine.
William’s
electuaries do more harm than good.
Ointment absorbs tbe tumors, allays the intense
after
at
getting warm in
night
itching, (particularly
bed ) acts as a poultice, gives instant and painless
for
Piles, itching of tbe
relief, and is prepared only
else.
private parts, and nothing M.
Coffinberry, of CleveRead what the Hon. J.
land says about Db. William’s Indian Pile
used
scores of pile cures, and
Ointment: “I have
it aff rds me pleasure to say that I have never found
immediate aud permasuch
anything which gave
nent relief as Db. William’s Indian Ointment."
For sale by
ointment.

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.
Wholesale Agents, Portland, Hnise.
mar30
_Th&M&wly

492 & 494 Congress St.
ap3_dtf

MILLINERY SALE
M. E. & C. A.

Would call the attention of the Ladies of

KENDALL&WHITNEY
Portland, April

l.t,_
FOR SALE.

THE SCYTHE SHOP
now occupied by tbe EmerEdge Tool Co. Possession given Sept. 1st,
particulars address A. O. DEWET,
ap3dlm
Quecbee, Vermont.

At

Taftsvllle, VL,

son

For

1382.

Wanted.
FEW good agent* to introduce the Household
and Farmer’s Cyclopedia through every town
btn
in Cumberland County. Such a work has long
needed by every farmer, and an extensive sale is
demand.
Apply
the
insured
spontaneous
fully
by
Office
„t once to JOHN RUSSELL, General Agent.
ap3al«
176 Middle street, Portland.

A

CLOSING OUT SALE
At cost for

prominent New York
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the ^Esthetic apostle,
in many positions which
characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
are

dis-

new

ciple. Among many of the
compositions which were
emblematic,

were

compositions

591 CONGRESS STREET,
Up

Stairs._

ap3eod2wis

does the
Aesthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photothe State of
er of

S*
feb20

JUST RECEIVED.
lot of very choice
designs for

STAMPING,
—

AT

—

FAIRWEATHER’S,
<ltf

_

EASTER CARDS

Spring- &
Rummer

DRESSGOODS
Just Received at

BAILEY & NOYES’,

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.

eodtl

mar20

INTERESTING

BOOTS and SHOES.
In order to reduce our Stock to make
for Hoods of our own manufacture.

room

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Bents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This Is a rare opportunity ns our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to coml)o not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying

Street,

to
FLETCHER « GO.

firm.

Potatoes,

Cor. Union St. Under Falmouth Hotel

lanl_'__

EASTER CAW
Just received, a large and
elegant assorti' ent of
PRANG’S and 1 h PORT-

EARLY.

CALL

FRANK B. CLARK,
_

THAXTER
will remain

lOOO Bl'8UEL8 IRISH

Shamrock Potatoes,
for sale by
W. best,

MARTIN

Portland, Me.

fitted

Portland, April 1st, 1882.

apjdlw^

SALES.

AUCTION

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Saleroom
W. O.

18 Exchange St.
o- W. ALLBB.

BAILEY,

_

Clothing!
making

Without

special opening

any
shall

we

the present

offer during
week

nXTES'OT'

GARMENTS,
Suits and Kilts,
FOR

Misses and Children.
Many of

styles

our

are

exclusive and will no doubt
sell quickly.
All invited to examine.

^

marSO

THE

lOOO BVIIIIELN SCOTCH

wVeet,

our

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO., Owen, Moore & Co.

mh23_POBTLAKD._d2w

39 Pre®

CO-PARTNERSHIP.
GEORGE H. FLETCHERis‘his day

_

JUST AZmiVmD

mbSOdlw

_

to those In want of

515 Congress Street.
marO

Champion

du

ap3

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED'8

ED EASTER CARDS.

AT

Exchange

THE
o

CHILDREN’S

axnEZW

elsewhere.

large

Portland Dispensary.

McrehanRegular sale of Furniture and General o clock a.
10
dice every Saturday, commencing at
solicited,
m.
oetoati^
Consignments

as

and ele, whose new
gant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.
eodtf

ap3eod2w

Annual Meeting of the Portland Dispensary*
will be held on Monday, April 3d, 1882, at o
clock 1.
CHARLES A. RING, Secretary.

Consisting of

Hats, Ribbons, Flowers, Laces, &c.

corner of Commer
1717, Portlmd, Me.,
Street.

Portland, April 3d, 1882.
^“Advertiser copy.

MILLINERY GOODS,

used,

were

then the artist was equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest

satisfaction,

StreeL Address box
48 Va Exchange

some,

with the dim and shadowy
patterns of sunflowers and
lilies on the walls, and used
as accessories in the interiwhen exterior
ors, and

A

the entire season, of

very

doctrines of this

clal
STORE
B. SHAW,

or

Portland

to their

OSCARWILDE
A

HAZEN,

on

“NOVELTY”
AND “EUREKA.”

“UNIVERSAL,”

To Let.

One

dlw

CLOTHES WRINGERS.

No. 2 Union Wharf,

a

A Sure

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

ap3

few doses not oDly gave me instant.relief, but effected a complete cure,”

that

ut"J

_1

I am happy to say

K.

255 480.

$5,813,228.33

......

COUNTY.

OXFORD

D. 0.:

Willard

Total,
EXPENDITURES IN 1881.
Claims by Death,
Endowments and Annuities,
Surrendered Policies,

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Journal understands that the Episcopal
sooiety of Augusta contemplate the erection at
of a
an early day (perhaps the coming summer)
new old ladies’ home. A considerable amount
of money lias already been pledged towards
the accomplishment of this object.
A kerosene lamp exploded in a student’s
room in one of the dormitories at Colby University Thursday evening, and fired the room,
damaging it to the amount of $50; but the
boys rallied promptly and extinguished the
flame3 without giving an outside alarm.
The Portland Packing Company have connecessary
tracted for the erection of the
buildings to carry on their canning operations
the
have
leased
necessary
in Winthrop. They
land for a term of five years, with the option
of having it an additional five years, of H.
Penniinan, on the shore of Lake Maranocook.

MO. 8 ELM STREET.

List of PatentsresiWeekly list of patents granted to
Redents of Maine, dated March 28th, 1882.
ported for the Press by C. E. Foster,
Patent Solicitor. 911 'F. street, Washington

Premiums,.
-.1,813.920,87
Interest,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

mh30

Guide—M. Miskell.

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS,

Matthew Rankins, the Lewiston invalid, who
has sat in one position in one chair, unable to
move or be moved for twenty-five years, as the
result of an injury in childhood, and whose
peculiar condition has excited attention in all
parts of the country, is in declining health,
and his condition is more critical than ever.

MISS

The lodge has a membership of 125 individuPortland.
als, and meets at Mystic Lodge room,

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

_

badly.

Some time since, a lodge of the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers
of the United States, known as Star of the

AMZI DODD, President.

a

__

The Telephone.
The new telephone list will be ready for distribution about Wednesday. The book con-

a

The scene

upright position.

novel one, and reminds one of the slide on
Bradley’s river,^n Stroudwater, about thirty
yeais ago, the one at Cumberland Mills which

getting ashore before the boat
filled, and Kennedy has since repaired it, so
that Ross continues practice without interruption.
Connelly and Hamm of Halifax are in training, and do not despair of meeting Davis and
Kennedy in doubles, notwithstanding Davis
has 'announced his withdrawal from active
boating. Halifax people are said to be very
confident of the superiority of their men, and

]V©warl5L, N. J.

Tuesday evening.

succeeded in

daily papers.

new advertisements

Freeport.

AQUATIC.

...

enness.

York this afternoon.

been

morning;

There were 15 deaths reported in the city the
past week.
Forty-seven arrests last week, 23 for drunk-

The steamer “Rapidan” has taken the piace
of the “Franconia” while she is being prepared
for the summer season, and will leave New

which I have

rain Sunday

cury 43° at noon, and sunBhine.
The schools at Saccarappa begin to-day.
The First Parish bell rings again, the cause
for its stoppage having been removed.
The usual newspaper sells were perpetrated
on

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Concert—Schubert Quartette.
New Portland Theatre—Rentz-Stanley.
FINANCIAL COLUMN.
Bonds—H. M. Payson A Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Steamer Ilapldan.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To let—B. Shaw.
Clothes Wrinzers—Kendall & Whitney.
Co-partnership—Fletcher & Co.
Wanted—John Russell.
Portland Dispensary—Annual meeting.
For sale—A. G. liewey,
Opening—Eastman Bros. £ Bancroft.
Millinery sale—M. E. A C. A. Hazen.
The Mutual Life Insurance Co—Statement.
Opening—Zenas Thompson.

LONGFELLOW.

Brief Jottings.
and raw cloudy weatner Satur

ii.

on

MARBLES

exhibition On© W©«U Longer at
the store of

a.

HEWES.

(Formerly Cyrus F. Davis.)
■VO.

mb27

,)»3 CONGRESS STREET.
eodtl

_

EASTER CARDS
--

AT

—

Stoekbridge’s Music

Store.

Birthday Cards. lOOO Fancy
Cards marked dow n.

Odd Cards 5 cts

a

dozen.

NO. 156 EXCHANGE ST.,
NEAR CITY HALL.

mar23__
SAMUEL LITTLE,

Pres.

WM.

J. BRIDE, Treaa

BOSTON LEAD MEG. CO.
Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
COBBODEBS ASD MASCFACIUBEK8.
‘‘BOSTON STAB BUANU”

PURE WHITE LEAD
RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE & SHEET LEAD.
& e
TIN & TIN LINE? PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in

1881’eod(,m

The Fatal Sisters.

THE PRESS.
A

[Educational Reporter ]
Spelling and Pronunciation
The following affecting tale is commended to
all who wish to attest their ability in spelling
aud pronunciation. It is the production of a
friend of ours. Some might think he was laboring under a spell, and pronounce him insane
but we assure tlitm that there is no ground for
any such

suspicion:
BOLAND AND DIANA.

Roland and Diana were lovers. Diana was
ephemeral bu» comely, hypochondriacal but
not lugubrious, didatic but not dishonest, nor
given to ribald or truculent grimaces. Her
extremities were, perhaps a trifle too
rge for playing organ pedals successfully, but
her heart was not at all adamantine, and her
address was peremptory without being diffuse.
Roland, on the other hand, was of a saturnine
countenance, at once splenetic and combative
in disposition, so tbat his wassails and orgies
He was
wore almost maniacal in their effects.
a telegrapher by
profession, having received a
but
from
Caius
college,
aggrandized
diploma
his stipend by dabbling in philology, orthoepy, aud zoology, during bis leisure hours, so
tbat he was accused of fetichism and tergiversation by his patrons. Still his acumeu and
precieuce were such that only a misogynist
would discern that he was an aspirant for the
gallows. His acetic, rather than bis asetic nature, naturally inclined him to visit a chemical
laboratory, well filled with apparatus, to which
he bad access, whence he often returned with
globules of iodine and albumen on his caoutchouc shoes which subjected him to the risk of
numerous altercations with his landlady, a virago and pythoness in one, aud with the servant
her accessory or ally. Roland had, however,
become acclimated to his place, received every
thing with equability, reclined upon the divan
where he contemplated the elysium where Di
ana dwelt, and addressed donative distichs to
her in the subsidence of railery.
There was a certain diocean who endeavored
to dispossess Roland in the affections of Diana.
He had sent Diana a ring with onyx, a cbalce
donic variety of stone, and once bung a placard
where he knew she would ree it from her casement, but she steadfastly rejected his overtures, aud ogled him as it he were a dromedary
The diocesan betook himself to absolutory
prayers, but continued his digressions and inquiries. Roland became cognizant of this
amour, and, armed with a withe, be inveighed
against thiB “gay Lothario,” who defended
liimseli with a falchion until Roland disarmed
him, houghing his palfry withal. After the
joust, the prependary abjectly apologized, albeit in a scarcely respirable condition, then
hastened to the pharmaceutic’s aerie for copaiba, morphine and quinine, and was not seen
again to the next Michaelmas. Roland returned on Thanksgiving day, took an inventory of
his possessions, which consisted of a large pack
age of almond cement, a package of envelopes,
a dish of anchovy sauce, a tame falcon, a book
acoustics, a miniature of amirage, a treatise cn
the epizootic, a stomacher liped with sarcenet,
a cerement of sepulture, a cadaver and a boom.
The next day the hymeneal rites were performed, and she became thenceforth Lis faithful coadjutant and housewife.

Kdal

Wit and Wisdom.
Sanitarian—“How

can you obtain the statisthis country?” Oh, that's
Find out how many persons
easy enough.
have paid twenty-five cents for Guiteau'B autograph.—Somerville Journal.

tics of idiocy

for

Don’t be Alarmed
at Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, 01 any disease of
the kidneys, liver or urinary organs, as Hop
Bitters will certainly and lastingly cure you,
and it is the only thing that t ill.
A young and enterprising reporter of a daily
paper was instantly discharged the other day.
He reported the fact of man being shot, and
failed to say “a bullet went crashing- into bis
brain.”—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

A medicine of real merit, prescribed by many
leading physicians, and universally recommended by those who have need it, as a tonic
is, Brown’s Iron Bitters.

A French surgeon has mortally offended the
duelling world of Paris by going to a recent
meeting on the field of honor with nothing but
a piece of court plaster in
his vest pocket.—
Cincinnati Commercial.

Miss

Sawyer’s

Salve as now
2d cents.

the world.

Writing poetry is

prepared beats

little tough for those not
born to it. A Louisvillian was invited to write
something nice for a lady’s album.
Aftqj
struggling for several hours without finding
"album”
for
bnt
"Sal
come,” he
any rhyme
obtained his hat and fled.—Louisville Courier
Journal.
a

"I feel so blue.”
Then you do net own the
"Domestic. 12 Elm street.
A turkey was hut up in a cellar in Clarke
and lived five weeks without food or
It is said that the turkey was forwater.

Virginia,

gotten ; but we are inclined to think that is really the way turkeys re fattened for the city
maraet.—Hawkeye.

Lydia

E.

Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound

doubtless ranks first as a curative agent in
alj
diseases of the procreative system, degeneration of the

kidneys,

irritation of the

bladder,

urinary calculi, &c., &c. Send to Mrs. Lydia
E. Pinkham, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn,
Mass., for pamphlets.
Mr. Speer of Georgia in his speech on the
Chinese bill, after giving a Latin quotation,
was kind enough to tell the house what it
This proves that this is not Mi. Speer's
meant.
first session in Congress.—Mobile Register.
A New Haven minister of the gospel told
of his deacons that he was constantly
bearing a loud sound, which kept him awake
one

Since using Dr. Benson’s Celery and
Chamomile Pills, his bearing has become normal, and his nerves are steady and true.

nights.

Mrs. Coddle went down to the kitchen, to
see if everything is going on right.
“Where is
Bridget?” she asked of Annie, the up stairgirl. “Gone out, mum.” Well, I declare;
the fire is out, too!” exclaimed Mrs. Coddle"Yes, mum,” said Annie; “it went out a few
minutes after
Bridget did.”—Philadelphia
Sunday Item.
Wheat Bitters have received the endorsements of medical men of the highest standng.
These can be shown.
A bear, wishing to rob a bee hive, laid himeelf down in front of it aud overturned it with
his paw. “Now,” said he, “I will lie perfectly
still and let the bees sting me until they are
exhausted and powerless; their honey may
then be obtained without opposition.” And it
was so obtained, but by a fresh bear, the other
being dead.—Detroit Freo Press.
From Emporium.
Geo. Dodge, Sr., a well known citizen of
Emporium, writes that one of his men (Sam
Lewis) whilst working in the woods, so severe-

ly sprained his ankle that he could scarcely
get home, but after one or two applications of
Thomas’ Electric Oil, he was able to go to
work next day.

Strange Story of a Voudoo Curse-

LSan Francisco Examiner.]
reporter on llie New Orleans Picayune when the story of this romantic affair wa9
first brought to my notice, I will now relate it
I

was

a

briefly:
THE

aud is universally known to
is an ancient
all old residents of Louisiana. It was one of
the wealthiest and most influential before the
of the famous
Magnolia Plantation, as well as two other almost as uotable and expensive plantations in
war.

De Courcy was the

owner

the Opelousas Parish. This affluent Creole,
while young and wild and sowing his wild
oats, took for his mistress the favorite grandchild of Marie Lavon, the famous Voudoo

Queen,

who died in Louisiana two years ago.
In her rage aud indignation the Voudoo Queen
uttered a terrible curse, and at the annual
Voudoo orgies and incantations held by the negroes on the banks < f 1 ake Poncliartraitj with
solemn rites aud diabelical ceremony, recorded
the anathemas against the white master, De
Courcy. He was cursed in true Voudoo fashion. He was to have no male heirs, aud his
line should die with his daughters. Of course
the curse of the old negreBS was laughed at
and ridiculed, but it Defame a familiar household story among the first families on the Gulf
coast. lie Courcy married and had three
daughters, who were afterward known as the
fatal sisters. The last of these ladies died here
in San Francisco, under an assumed name,
early last month, as the following brief announcement in the New Orleans Picayune of
February 1G indicates: “Died, in San Francisco, February 3, Madame Joan Maria Bienvenu, the last of the fatal sisters.”
“But why are they termed the ‘fatal sisters?’
THE FATAL

SISTERS.

“That I am about to explain. At the beginning of the war DeCouroy owned three of the
largest sugar plantations in Louisiana. His
three daughters, Louise, Celeste amt Joan,
belles of Mobile and New Orleans,
were the
and held undisputed sway over the hearts of
mauy of the gallant aud lordly yoang planters
of the delta. On the death of their father, who
left his three daughters immense wealth in
real estate, money > nd slaves, these three orphans became the rage, so to speak, of the Gulf
coast society.
Possessing unbounded wealth,
ravisbiugly beautiful, accomplished and gay,
these three girls reigned like a trio of queens
among the bon ton of New Orleans and Mobile.
Unrestrained and wild, these three Southorn
beauties enjoyed a license which would have
keen denied by society to others less wealthy
than they. Gossip was free with their names,
but no taint of impropriety was carried in the
comments and conversation, which were general. Their lives were free and bright, and the
world to them was a garden of pleasure,
through which they wandered, plucking the
brightest of flowers of flowers at will. The
tataiity which had already carried off their father, hung unseen over the lives of these three
innocent Creole girls. The Voudoo queen’s
curse was almost forgotten
when Louise, the
eldest, married Dr. Hunt of Alabama. While
the honeymoon was still bright, her husband,
excited by jealeusy at a ball in Mobile, challenged a gentleman who bad .been one of ber
old suitors. The duel came off and Dr. Hunt
This was tragedy number two.
was killed.
The year following this tragic episode the second daughter, Celeste DeCourcy, was married
to John Forsythe, Jr., son of the noted journalist and editor of the Mobile Begister. This
marriage proved to be even more unfortunate
than tbat of the elder sister. Young Forsythe
was proud, brave and rather exacting
His
wife, on the other hand, was a born coquette.
She was gay, beautiful and
.CARELESS OF PUBLIC CRITICISM.
What caied the proud young beauty for what
the world said? She defied public scandal, and
notwithstanding the protestations of her proud,
revengeful and even jealous husband, contiiued to furnish food for scandal. In his grief
and desperation, Colonel Forsythe, Jr., committed suicide in Mobile. His father, in the
grief and bitterness of a father bereft of a favorite son, beaded his editorial obituary in the
Mobile Register with the significant but bitter
title, “Killed by His Wife,” and denounced
the fashionable syrens through whose influence
two men had gone to untimely graves
In this
article the elder Forsyihe predicted the same
fatal destiny for the third sister. I was an eyewitness to the tragedy which consummated the
fearful curse of the Voudoo Queen. I beard
the challenge, saw the duel and remember
well the details of the sanguinary affair which
led to the flight of the third of the “fatal sisters” to San Francisco. The fairest of the
three sisters was Joan Maria, the youngest of
them all. She was one of those brilliant beauties wbo make men mad in their adoration.
Her eyes were like flashing stars, her hair
black as the night and luxuriant in its piofusion. She was one of those fascinating brnnettes so aptly described by Byron.
At last
she surrendered to the wooing of a rich young
Creole of Hew Orleans named Edouard Bieuvenu, who led the last of tbis fatal trio to the
altar. Like ber sisters, she cared nothing for
what Mrs. Grundy might say, and after ber
idairiage with Bienvenu contiuned her flirtations with her old time admirers. I was the
social editor of the Hew Orleans Picuyune at
the time this

_

in the De Courcy family history occurred.
It
was in the month of February, 1874, and
our
Mardi Gras festivities were in full blast. I was
standing in the conservatory of the ballroom of
the Mystic Krewe, one of our prominent social
organizations in Hew Orleans, and talKing with
a brother journalist, wh6n Madame
Bienvenu
entered the conservatory with a fine young
named
a
as
her
escort.
man,
lawyer
Phillips,
They took seats upon the tete-a-tete ill a corner,
and were enjoying a pleasant and almost loving flirtation together when Edouard Bienvenu entered the
place. As her husband approached, his eyes flashi ig with rage and jealousy, his wife half rose to her feet, and I heard
her say in a tone of alarm and dismay, mon
Dieu, and then she sank back in her seat in
confusion. Her husband, a tall, handsome
Creole, with black mustache and imperial, the
very beau ideal of a Frenchman, waved his
right hand deprecatingly as he smiled grimly
upon his wife, bade her keep her seat, that he
had no desire to disturb her; he had merely
Then turning
come out to smoke a cigarette.
to Phillips, said, as he lighted a cigarette:
“By the way, Phillips, I am going to-morrow
Louis (the faon a little excursion to Bay St.
I shall take a friend
mous duelling ground).
with me and I shall be happy to have your
company on the trip. Bring a friend with

you.”

“I shall take pleasure in joining your party,”
replied Phillips, gravely. “What train do you

go on?”
“On the 12 o’clock train.”
“I will meet yon on the train, then,” said
Phillips, as he accepted a cigarette from the
jealous husband, who, offering his arm to his
thoroughly frightened wife, walked out of the
conservatory and shortly afterward left the
ball. This was the only challenge exchanged.
It was given and accepted as carelessly as each
lighted a cigarette. We reporters understood
it as well as they. Both weic arrested next
day and the duel was postponed.
THE DUEL.

It was not until April 8, 1874, that Bienvenu
and Phillips were able to carry out their intentions. On that day I accompanied them, with
quite a number of friends of botli parties, to
the dueling ground at Bay St. Louis. Both
men fired simultaneously, and the hnsband fell
dead at the first shot. He never spoke a word
after he fell, Phillips turned from the field
and walked awav, after throwing his smoking
piBtol on the ground. He disappeared, and is
supposed to have come to San Francisco. Thus
was the curse of the old negress, Marie Lavon,
the Voudoo Queen, literally carried ont. All
three husbands of the fatal sisters died violent
deaths, leaving no children behind them to
keep up the De Courcy race. Madame Bienvenu brought her fashionable career to a sudden
close. Remorse and shame drove ber into retirement, from which she never emerged. In
the Summer of 1874 she took passage on a Panama steamer by the Isthmus and came to San
Francisco. Here she changed hor name, and
had lived on her wealth in the strictest retirement up to the day of her death. It is not
known definitely whether Phillips joined her
here, but gossippers in Hew Orleans reported
that she bad married the man who had shot
her husband. Whether she did or not I cannot
say, but I think it likely.
Lamb”

in

the

“English

Men of

Letters” Series.]
How Lamb Looked.
We have descriptions of Lamb, all possessing points of great interest, by Talfourd, Proctor, Hood, Patmore and others, and from these
it is possible to learn how their subject looked
and spoke and bore himself with a precision

and vividness that we arc seldom in each cases
I have the advantage of
allowed to enjoy.
al le to confirm their accounts by the
being
Excessive use of alcoholic drinks cured by
testimony of a living witness. James Orossley
Wheat Bitters, prepared by solution and not
of Manchester has related tome his recollections of more than one interview which he had
fermentation.
with Lamb, nearly 60 years ago, and has kindly
I
allowed me to make ubh of them.
The first train over an Iowa railroad bridge
Talfouru’s reminiscence, committed to wrltsmashed it in. This shows the folly of trying
sng shortly after Lamb’s death, if slightly idealto put bridges together with flour paste. They
ized by his own poetic temperament, is not for
should be gummed with bandoline.—PhiladelI0S3 satisfactory basis on which to
that reason
phia Chronicle.
foim a conception of Charles Lamb’s appear“Metbiuks I see him before mo now as
ance.
he appeared then, and as ho continued with
Lungs convulsed b; cough can be soothed
scarcely any preceptible alteration to me, durwith Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar.
ing the 20 years of intimacy which followed,
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
and were closed by his death. A light frame,
breath would
so fragile that it seemed as if a
overthrow it, clad in clerk-like black, waB surWill Tennyson kindly write us a poem on
mounted by a head of form and expression the
His black hair curled
most noble and sweet.
the charge of the gentleman who ba9 money to
crisply about an expanded forhead. His eyes,
loan?—Blmira Free Press.
soft brown, twinkled with varying expression,
though the prevalent feeling was sad; and the
delicately carved at
nose slightly curved, and
Presence of Mind.
A few Sundays ago a
the nostrils, with the lower outline of the face
Wee tern church was discovered to be on fire,
regularly oval, completed ahead which was
but the preacher, with great presence of mind,
finely placed ou the shoulders, and gave imsaid nothing about it.
portance and even dignity to a diminutive and
He merely remarked:
Who shall describe bis counshadowy stem.
"This building is heavily burdened with debt,
tenance. catch its quivering sweetness, and fix
and I wish some one would lock the doors un- it forever in words? There are none, alas, to
desire of friendship. Deep
til the amount is raised.”
Everybody volun- answer the vain with
h-imor; the lines of suffteered to do the locking, and as everybody forthought, striving
and a smile
got to come back there was no panic, and no ering wreathed into cordial mirth;
of painful sweetness present an image to the
one was hurt—Detroit Free Press.
mind it can as iittle describe as lose. His personal appearance and manner are not unfitly
Congress Yeast Powder contains no alum, characterized
by what he himself says in one of
ammonia, terra alba, or any other injurious
his letters to Manning of Braham, ‘a compound
of th< Jew, the gentleman, and the angel.’
ingredient, but is made from absolutely pure
From this tender and charming sketch it is
Cream Tartar. It has the largest sale of any
instructive to turn to the rnde etching on oopbaking powder in Portland.
per made by Brook Pulbam from life, in the

TRADE

CATARRH

I®“Partles not prepared to Tisit Port
land, maj order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will he promptly atSatisfaction guaranteed or
tended to.

of Maine.

CO.. 6, 7

Absolutely

This powder never varies. A marvel or purity,
strength and wholesoineness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
or

Powijkr Co.

Baking

febl8d&wly

New York.

AN farm

to work on a
H. J. LIBBY,

man

city. Address

the

near

apldtf

Bookkeeper*
experienced lady
book-keeper
saleswoman, to take charge
of an easy set of books, and sell, in a retail store on
Congress St. Only those having had experience
need apply; such may address Letter Carrier No. G,
mar27 eodlw
giving name and references.
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

60 novelties.
Jmltj Live men make from $16 to $30 a week.
or
address VAUGHN & CARTER, 46 ExCall
mar30 dlw*
change St.

Agents Wanted
the best selling book of the
of Mormomem". Address
A.STROUT, Woodford’s, Maine, General agent
for'Maiae aud part of N. H.
inar2i d2w*
for

Every Town,
“The Women
INage.
J.

Farmer Wanted*
a small farm.
Wife must be a
good butter maker. Address A. B., box 1983.
mar
dtf
18_

TO

CARRY

on

VIT ANTED—A gents to sell our elegant pictures
v v
of the Garfield Family, published under the
directions of Mrs. Garfield; the only authorized picture: samples free to agents that work. For <urtber
particulars, address J. H. BUEFORD’S SONS, art
publishers, 39 Federal St., Boston; established
1830.
mar8-dicu

REAL

Change of Life.

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
an early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes feint ness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of ths stomach.
It cures Bloatlog, Headaches, Nervso* Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

gestion.
That feeling of bearlDg down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its us*.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PIN K1I AM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and £35 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price ft Bix bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also lu the form of lozenge*, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mr*. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of Inquiry. 8end for pamphAddress a* above. Mention this Taper.
let.
No family should be without LYDIA E. FINKHA1PS
LT’~2R PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousn#csf
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
Bold by all Druggist*. “®*
M

oct!7

DR

THE

Station, will be so*d at a bargain. Sm-.ll
p«ym**nt required, balance can stand with mortgage

time. S'dd farm contains about 90 acres land,
divided into Wood, Timber, Pasturing and Mowing
lanes; the buildings are a good two story house wiib
ell, wood and carriage house with large bam, all in
Will be sold with farm, a good
good condition.
For further particulars,
stock of Farming Tools.
inquire of JOHN M. ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.
dtf
aprl
on

corner

St;

on

Middle
feet

on

by steam,

Farm For Sale.
Staples place, very pleasantly located, cn
the New Gloucester road, in the town of North
Yarmouth, will be so id at a bargain for cash. It
contains about 100 acres of good land, divided into
wood, pasture and mowing lands, witn an orchard.
The buildings are a good two story house with an
ell. and a barn. The buildings and pasture are supplied with never failing water. It is distant from
the

depot, church and school house about

mile,
and from tbe store and Post Office
half
mile. This place will be offered at tie lowest fig-’
ures to parties d siring to purchase.
For information inquire of G. M. SEIDERS, 93 Exchange
Street, Portland, or of JOHN S. BARSTOW, near

the

one
about one

place.

mh29eod&wtf

House For Sale!
the

pleasantest locality in the city. 9 finished
bath
and cellar. House in perfect
INrooms,
with modern
room

repair,
improvement*, new furnace,
Address
water, heating apparatus &c.
mar31dtfA. B., Press Office.

FARM FOR HALE.
undersigned offers his farm for sale, pleasantly situated in Deering on the Gray road,
about 41/* miles or thirty minutes ride from Port-

THE

The farm is supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The building* consist of a good farmhouse, three barns, one stable, a new hen house,
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Curs about
tons
of hay and has a good pasture. A fine orchard newThe
8
il
is
loam
with
grafted.
clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cult vation. it
also has a valuable lot of pine timber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to ELBRIDGE GERRY, JOHN C. GERRY, 157 High St.
Portland, March 14tu, 1882. marl5 d&wtfll
land.

fifty

ly

/has
<

opened

an

and can

Portland

office in
be found

Farm for Sale.
Cape Elizabeth,

on the Hannaford
road, y%
mile from the town house, consisting of twentyfive acres of land, good huildirgs. well watered aud
cuts from twenty to twenty-five tons hay, and under
a good state of cultivation.
Enquire on the premises.
HIRAM LIBBY.

IN

mar26
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of all

kind*, in the

mh31

eod3t»

R. STANLEY & SON,
IIW FORE AT

REASONS

Importers,

of house No 2
Kent

part
in good repair.
LOWER
at 000

Congress St.

quire

^

CELLULOID
EYE

St Lawrence Place
$10 per month. Inm»r30dtf

Let.
building corner of High and
A

STORY of
desirable place for light
vj Commercial Sts.
Power
manufacturing business.
lurnished if
wanted. A. A. MITCHELL.
March 17, 1882
TTFPER

ISdim*
TO LET.

HOUSE to let on Cumberland St., 341, in firstclass repair. Inquire at 31 Pine St.
feb9
dtf

A

POBTLASBUIK.

WHY THE

Q

CLASSEp

CLOTHING and

J.

BURLEIGH & Co.
184 Middle Street.

riLOTHING, Men’* Boy*’ and Childdren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 266 Middle.
Youth’* A

C. J. & F. R. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St
in fall variety and at Specialy Bnti*factory Price*.
•10S. H. POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.
and Casket Manufacturer*.
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange St

COAL

CVVIN

Rid Gloves. Ribbon*,
C10B8ET8,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, Stc
E.

S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St
China and Glax* tt'are.
R. S. RAND,
569 Congress St.

COOD8, Silk., (Shawl.,
DBY
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &c.

FISTULA AND PILES.
READ, (M.

WILLIAM
D., Harvard 1H42 ) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D„ Harvard 1H70 ) have
asso dated themselves together at 41 Somerset
street,
Boston, and give e-pecial a.tentlon to the treatment
of VINTCi.A. PIIj H, AN® ALL UlgEAMAS OF TBE RfcCTUJll, without detention from business.
Abundant references given.
Correspondence
^

answered.

Office hours—13 to 6 o’clock r. M.

Drc.

MLLLETT & LITTLE. 516 CongressSt.
Goods, Fancy Good*, milks, Fine
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, &c,
R1NES BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.
Goods,
Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &o.
A. B BUTLER, 247 Middle 8t.

DRY

CleanMing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE 13Preble
St, op., Preble House.

Wedding
Fine Stationery.

and

Cards and
ENGRAVING.
WILLIAM S.

Calling

LOWELL, 613 Congress St,
NINE Custom and Ready Made Clothing
Gents' Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN A OOMPAN Y, 229 Middle St

BKOOU

or ttoan

liOUTfc.

a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kenncbunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at t.16 p m.
At 1.10 p in. for Cape Elizabeth, scarboro, Saco,
Bit)deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Uockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern and West-

{ g“0^, *J-jK

Washington Street, Boaton
Paw*.

<i en.

h28dtf

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent O. B. H. of N. J.

Design*and Choice

Flowers
FLOBISTB,Funeral
specialty.
W. E. MOR ON &
a

Foreign

CO., 615 Congress Si

Domestic, Candies,
Children’s Christmas Toys.
GEO. H. CUSHMAN, 486 Congress St
Range* an<l Stove*. Hole
ageuts for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. & D. W. NASH. No. 6 Exchange St

FRUIT,

and

FURNACE*,

cohoutery.
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Go., 40 Exchange St.
an«t

Furniture

CO.,
Exchange St
Keroxene Fixtures, Lamp* Ac.
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
CLEVELAND St MARSTON, 128 Exchange Si

GAS

fsblO eod3m

Until further notice passenger train*
will run as follows:

___

(ClOE--ES—

Kerosene

Lamp* A good*
Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
GAB Fixture*,
LEVI S.
28
Market Square

ENTB’ Furuixbing Goodx, Neckwear,
Underwear Ac. Fine Shirts to order.
CHARI JCS CUSTIS & CO., 493 Congress St

tions.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND.
11.00 a. ns.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
tt.OO p. m.—From Burlington and »wanton.
J. HAMILTON. SupT,
decSdtt
Portland, I)eo. 3, 1881._^

__On

and

18 ‘J»

^ -^will

LEAVE

P

GROCERIES,
S.T.

SOULE St CO.,

47 Free

Auburn, 8.30

Montreal

HAIR

Tool*,

Cutlery,
Glass and Builders* Supplies.
HARDWARE,
No. 9 Market
T. L. MERRILL St
CO.,
Manufr*. and

Squar a
dealer* in

Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
HARNEBB
153 & 166 Middle St
CHAS. J. WALKER &

CO.,

A

New

FURB. Special Fine,
York Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes specialty
HATB
the
237 Middle St
a

Hatter,
MERRY,
Caps and Fur*. Manufacturer
and Dealer in Furs, Robes, &c.

HATS.

G. A.

SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.
pharmacy.

Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
Homeopathic*
M. D. 410
S. E.

SYLVESTER,
Congress
Watche*, Chronometer*,
and
Silverware.
Clocks, Charts,
WM. SENTKR & CO., 51 Exchange St

St

JEWELRY.

Watche*, Diamonds,
JEWELRY,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
521
CARTER
Casco

BRQ8.,

Congress,

cor.

St

Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St

JEWELRY,

Watchex, Clock*,
Plated Ware, Fine VVateh Repairing.
JE iYELBY,
ROBERT B. .SWIFT. 613

Silffi A

Congress
Watche*, Clock* and Mire.
of
Masonic
Goods, &c.
Ware, Manufacturers
J. A. MERRILL St CO., 239 Middle Si

JEWELRY.

GLOYEB, Lace*, Mmnllware* and
Ladles’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
OWEN, MOORE St CO., 507 & 509 Congress

KID

TaUor.

ment of Imported Goods.
MERCHANT
F. A.

A

Fine

MRS. E.
MILLINERY.

R.

FOWLE,

No. 4

Elm St

«oods,
Millinery'*"fancy
Velvets,
MRS.
DRYDEN. Clapp’s Block, Congress St
Flowers aud Real Lacos.

J.

"and

Good*

Millinery
MILLINERY
Velvets, batins, rtibbons, flowers St Laces.
444
A. £.
Si
BARNES,

Congress

EASTMAN A CUTIS,
United States Hotel Building

*

Nos. 1 A 2

Music Books, Strings, Musical
Instruments and Merchandise.
rKA 0. STOCK BRIDGE, 166 Exchange St

MUSIC,

Ac music

BOOKS, Pianos,
Organs, Musical Instruments, Ac.
C. K. HAWES. 177 Middle St

MUSIC

AT Good*.
Gla*a
Variety of Shape and Color,
0. H. FARLEY, No. 4

OPTIC

Byes in Great
The best make.
Exchange Street.

HANGINGS, Interior Decora*
Lions, DrauesPWork, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
G. M. BOS WORTH, 691 Congress St
ANON; Chickering A* Hon*, Liuilcruian

PAPER
FI

A Son
Pianos.

Ed McCameron A Maiuo Piano Co.'*
BAILEY & NOYES, 72 Exchange St
Hud

Organ*. Weber,
Pianos and Smith Am. organs.
PI Bach
W. M. FURBUSH A
436

Kranich A
Oongross St

SC>N,
TUBE Frame Mf’y. All kinds Frame*
to order.
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty.
R. H. KNIGHT. 37 Temple Street.
MADE TO ORDER, Fine

Fit.

Hardware,
Wholesale
SADDLERY
GEORGE
NELSON

Harness l eather
and Retail.
A CO. 119 Exchange St

Range*,
STOVEN,
Supplies. Agents fc%the
KNIGHT
HOWARD.

Furnace*

A

&

Kitchen

“Crawford Range.”

233 A 236

Federal St.

Range*
STOVEN,
Agent
Bishop
AMES,

and Furnace*.
for Wood.
A Oo.s’ Goods.
W. D.
29 Market Square.

Range*, and Furnace*.
Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A, N. NOTOS A SON, 12 Exchange St
Furnace*, and Range*.
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”

STOVEN,

STOVEN,

NASH, 172 A 174 Fore St
Always on hand the bent
German, French and English Goods.
W. H. KOHLING, 89 Exchange St
and Draper.
Fine Good* and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E CORNISH, 249 Middle St.
F. AO. B.

TAILOR.
TAILOR

and

draper.
on hand. Satisfaction
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St

Fine Goods always
TAILOR

guaranteed.

and Clock Maker,
Oliver Gerrish, at

WATCH
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 61

Exchange Stre©

Winter

public

unsolicited endorsement by

the medical facnlty and

a

sale

unequaied

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity

claimed for It. For sale by aP Druggists
and Grocers.

a.

m., and

TKIP PER WEEK.

ONE

The Steamer LEWISTON
MasCHARLES DEERINQ.
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
j-i *Ti ■■■— —Portland.
Friday
every
evening,ai 11.13o’clock,for Rockland, Contine, Beer Isle, Itedgwicb- Ms. Weal Harbor, Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Joueaport
and Maehiasport.
Returning, leaves Maehiasport. every Monday Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
at
Rockland with Sanford 8. 8.
Connects
Co. steamers for Belfast, Bancor and River
with
steamer for Green’s Landing,
also
Landings;
Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
Blue Hill and
steamer for Lamolne and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.
mm m-

ATT

»

Coming West,
onnects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings tor Portland.
GEOROE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23. 1881.

General Ocean Steamer
18 BEATER STREET,
MEW YORK.

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.

,
air

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Ste-rage, outward and prepaid. Kith choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

ing

the lane routes free from

on

ice and

icebergs,

the White Star, Anchor, Canard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hambnrg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
ste-mer and port. Return tickets very low.
gierlini anil C.uiineainl exchange lx
Also agent Morris European and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages and freight to'all
of
the
globe. Also agent for the celebrate
parts
Actdia Coal by the cargo. Apply to
viz:

30

a. m

12.30

iUa~,

uehec,

and

Arrangements.

Commencing November 231b.

FOR MAN AND BEAST.

THE BEST
EXTERNAL

UJ REMEDY

L,. FA It ME It,

J.

No.

Agent,

22 Exchange Street

dtf

mchlO

bibbiaiim,
9

all points in the

==

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. SPICER Superintendent.

N

occl7dtf

& Uuckfielcl

_Leave Canton for Portland
"HSlLewiaton, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.

*

NEURALGIA,
CRAMPS,

Sprains, Bruises,

,

Burns and Scalds,

b^JI Mafic®, Baekek,
""

and

Frosted Feet and
Ears, and all other

Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixdold,
Peru, Livermore, West Stunner and Turner.

Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

OTIS HAYFOBD. Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 5tb, 1881.

MIME mmi RAILROAD,

_

Sails, Strains, Scratches,
Sores, &e., on
One trial will prove its
Its effects are in
merits.
most cases

INSTANTANEOUS.
Every bottle warranted to

Send address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions for the
treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 cts. and 50 cts. per
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietor!,
Burlington, Yt.
give satisfaction.

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltlmors.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of

CAKOL1NAS,

TENNESSEE,

VIRGINIA,
GEORGIA,

ALABAMA.
FLORIDA,
and ARKANSAS^
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Tran dr tin. Air I.iur. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washst.

Washington

St.

Fare to Norfolk

or

Baltimore

ti

Mcv

STEAMSHIP EINE
Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weakcf
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
and
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia
General Debility. Directions in devenlanguagcs.
Face

A course of Burdock Blood Bitters wilt satisfy the most
earth.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier an
TRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SITE, 10 Ceata.

a. m.

FOSTER. MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale A*ts.
M.W&Fly

morning.

9"w'■

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
5th, 1881.

•&JHBU
■
■

dec2_dtf

Portland and Worcester Line,
R9CHF8TEK B. B,

ing healthy secretions,

1 »II»yo
U

I

I

w«A8ALPACBAofcsjjJ/^3^ j®

ABBANGEMENT.
On and after llondiiy, Dec. 3,
E’assenger Trains will leave
.!**>*tlami at 7.30 n. in., itu<—s-3-*“*"1-03 pm, arriving at Worceetei
m.
at 2.15 p, m. and 1\30 p.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
at
1.25
at
Portland
and 5.46 p
arriving
p.m.
m.,
VVINTEK

/

y

v,

_

Mm
fmm

.aV^v'wSp
x£|
*r

1I

inflammation:

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
°f
taste
and
®«n8®
smell;beueticial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorougb treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever,Ac. Uuequaledfo

col,ts

*u

head

Agreeable to use. AppftSga*
P*y by,the Uttle finger
U
v rrwr D
H As rCvCKa into the nostrils. On

m.

Ayer Jane.,
Clinton,
Fitchburg,
and KpNashua, l.owell, Windhntn, m.

receipt of 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
noy24
d&wly48

Far

piujf at 7.30 a. m. and I 03 p.
For I*,,inches ter, Concord and points North, at
1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Hprlngrale, Alfred, IVsterboro and Saco River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
ut., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
*ve Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. mu 11.24
a. m.. and 3.36 p. m.; arrlTing at Portland
(mixed) 3.36 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
For tiorban, Mnecarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
,nill»,
at 7.30 a. tst.,
1.03, (i.70 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. n.
*in from Portland oonneots at
The 1.03 p. ut.
Ayer Jose. wit), itoosne Tunnel Route for
the West, and at A nion Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via r orwich cine, and all rail,
via Nprinicflel.’. also with N. V. A N. E. H,
R, (“Steamer A aryland Ronte”) for Philadelphia, Haltiiuore, Washington, and the
Kontb and with Boston & Albany R. It. for
West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. K., and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
train** of Grand Trunk K. R.
to all points South and West, at
tickets
Through
Depot offices and at llollms St Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

Bill

PliiJ

adolpliia.

tnere with
Ujde Steam Lines to
Charleston, M. C., Washington, V.C., and
n>:
itWatei Lines
*!
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and information apply to

Connecting

C. MI'K, Agent,
15 State Street, Boston, Mas

feb20dtf

uMjjf——mm Effectually
the

cleanses
nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, caus-

OLD COLONY
BOAD#

ozmectlcn with

Freight received arid forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER there connertire with the Clyde W learner*, failing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

rates.

SOSTON

FROM
Iq

I). D.

Limited Tickets firat and second clnsn for
•»*. John nnd Halifax on **ale at reduced

\

PACIFIC HAIL S. S. CO

CFQR

CALIFORNIA,'

J1PA.1, CHINA,

Haadwich
The
York

Inland*, tN'ew
Australian

Zealand

aad

splendid steamers fail from New
28th and 30th of each month
paesengeis and freight for San Franctaco

new as
on tbo 10th,

carrying

below.
S. City of Para, Mar. 21 | 8. 8. Colon,... Mar. 30
S. Acapulco, for Isihmue of Panama only
April 10.
For freight oi passage iatc« and the fu'loat Inf
mation, apply to the (General Eastern Agcuta,
I'.lt. RABTLETT A CO.,
115 ftMnte Street, caix flroml Hi., iloHiau.
or to W. D. LITTLE £ CO.,
31 Exchange 8L, Fwtlar d.
jeSSdtf

w

S.
S.

oiyen. that
is hereby
the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator with
the Will annexed, of the estate of

Notice

5.

change Street.
* Does
notstopat Woodford’s.
J.W. PETERS, Gen. Tiokt„ Agent.
decadtf
GEO. P. W1SC0XT, Supt.

Steamship Line,

PhUadciph::)

Sleeping Cars attached, rnn daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.
only.
Runs
through to Bangor every morning. andSkowt
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Doe^
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Buckaport, Sundaj

(JUTLAND

Washington

CLYDE’S

(Mondays only) Augusta,

10.10 a. m., 2.46 p m., flO.66 p. m.;
f-ardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. in., 11.48 a. m.,
Rockland.
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.)
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiaton, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. in., 4.16 p. m. Phillip**, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.j Wiuthrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.40.
Tho day trains
8.35 a. in. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
at
1.00
1.06
roads
and
p.
connecting
trains
from
Tho afternoon
m.
Vvaterville,
Rockland
and
Lewiston
at 6.40
Augusta, Bath,
The Night Pullman Fxpross train at 1.60
m.

Dec.

&

will sail one of their first-class
steamships
I_
WM CHASE,
JOHN HOPKINS,
I). H. MILLER,
WM. LAWRENCE,
BERKSHIRE.
ALLEGHAN *■ Y,

300

a. m

Portland,

Wharf,

$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, Including meals
and berths.
k. H4.TIPNON, lien. Agent, 33 Crntral
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Boston

а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: tiuckaport,
5.30 a. m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., f7.45
7.05 a. in., 4.40 p. m.; Belfaat,
Dexter,
p. in.;
б. 35 a. m., 2.6U p. m., Skew began, 8 20 a. m..
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66, tlO.UO
a. m

Will until further notice leave Franklin

Po-tland, every MONDAY aad THURSDAY, at 6
F.M., and leave Pier 87, East Elver, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted np with fine accommo*lations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. Daring the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, lncludixj
State Room, $5; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38, K. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms caa be obtained at 3k
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasdecSdtl
sengers will be taken by this lino

By Atlantic Coast I.iur and Hrabsard Air
Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 22S Washington st.
By Inland A' Slraboard I 'ousting Co and
Potomac iw. M. Co to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKET!* to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through I ickcta to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND ami BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 ft. m.t 2.45 p. in., Hi.
John, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houltou, 9.00

and 5.10

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

I.ine.

Range!*? Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop.
Read field, Weal Waterville and North
insou. 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington vi»
Brunswick, 7.00 a. in.

m.;
g..00

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

ington

dm.wSf&wl,46

novl7

Maine

Baltimore, Norfolk

HORSES.

On and after Monday, Dec. 3th, Pa****enger
Train** will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Province**,
and all stations on E. Sc IV. A. Railway,
12.55, and tll.15 pm.; St. Andrews,St.SteCounty,
phen, Fredericton, Aroontook
illoohchead Lake, and all stations on 13. &
Piscataqui* K R.. t11.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain ia Bangor over nlglit); for
Bangor, Buckaport, Dexter, Belfast and
Sliowkcgan, 12.45 p.m., 12.55 p.m., tll.15p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m,, 12.55
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hellowell, Oardiner, Richuiond.nud Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.15 p.m., tll.15 P m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m., 5.15 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
Sc Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m.. 12.55 p.
Auburn and Lewiaton, 12.45 p. m.,
m.:
5,06 p. m. Lewiaton via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillip**,

of bc*l make*.

Organ*
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
PIANOS
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free St Block

and Horse Goods.
M.

§ehnnpps, its

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

Assort-

SMITH, 231 Federal St.
tailor, a Fine
for Gentlemen’* Wear.
of
Cloths
assortment
AUG. S. FERNALD, 237 Middle S

A

preparation.

section of our country of Cdolpbo Wolfe’s

-AND-

and
St.

Hair Jeweiry and Human
Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BLOCKLINGER, 424 Congress St.

STEAMBOAT I O.

to every

superior

trial of over 80 years duration in every

RAISjHOAP.

Store.

Hair

other alcoholic

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Street

Middle

BAILEY,

Aromatic (Schnapps is

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Congress

ROCK. G.

Portland, Bangor & Machias

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

PASSENGER OFFICES

Fine

and fishing tackle.
Gunn
Agent for Dn Font’s POWDER,
BEND
L.
221

a-;

m.

Frost Chicago,
12.3o p. m.

Tea*, ned
GROCERIES,
Kumford Falls
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, &c., &c.
WILLIAM MIL LIKEN & CO., 582
St
Hour

apply

or other causes,

ARRIVAL*.

W.

_

vegetable decomposition

m.

9.40

WEEK.

received up to 4 p. m. and any ing^*Freigbl
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circnlais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
at
State Rooms and further information
T. C. HKBCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St..
nov24dtf
8EY. President, and Manager

corrective of water rendered Impure by

I7th,

For Gorham. 4 (K» p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec ana Chicago, 1.

and

Flour.

general beverage and necessary

a

follows:
DEPARTURES
For Aubnrn and Lewi»ton, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. m.
rnn as

Northwest, West and Southwest.

and

As

CHAKGE0F TIME.
alter MONDAY, OCT.

Lewiston and
12.30. 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30,

PER

TRIPS

AFTER JION.
DAl.NOV.Mk. Miraa.of
tbi» Line will
era
Leave Bail road Wharf,
of
State
eve™
foot
Monday,
street,
for
at 6 p. m.,
and Thurgday,
fcastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbins ton,
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand Menan, Digby,
Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairtield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.

Railway of Canada.

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocer*.
W. L. WILSON &
Tea*

SCHNAPPS.

Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runing between
Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer StaJen.
All trams stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. PURSER, Gen. Sunt.
8. H. STEVENS. Gan. Agent. Portland.
dec 2dtf

p.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
~

iSciiiedam Aromatic

on

From

Si.

Ea«tport, IHe., A’alnls, Mf..
John, N. B., Halifax, N.

dtf

WOLFE’S

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Neats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
aSFTho 1.10 p. in. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Nteamern for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
-rain connects with all Rail Lines for New
York and the Nontb and West.
NUN DAY TRAINN Leave Portland for
SoHiou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
lioxtes
for Portland at 0.00 p. m.

p.

usual.

as

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO-

General Passenger and T 'cket Agent
8a N BORN, Master Transportation.

RTLAND

a. m.

ON f 8NI, trains will

taken

J. B. FOYLE, Jr., CSeseral Agent.
dtf

OSf AN»

Boston.

anti

Freight

TWO

Portland for Scarborough Reach
p. m.
and Pine Point, at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30
p. in. (See Note.) F«r Old Orchard Reach,
Saco. Hiddeford and Kenaeltuak, at 8.45
a. m. 1.10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Welle, at 8.45
a. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North Harwich, Salmon Foil*, Great Fall*, Dover,
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m.. 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For
Rochester, and Farmington, N. II., at 8.46
For Alton Bay,
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
a. ra.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in. For Manchester
N.
U..
and Concord,
(via Lawrence.) at 3.46
a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p, m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebnnk for
Portland at 7.25.
HT“NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will not stop at Scarborough Bench, Pine
Point or Weils, except to take passengers for

Grand Trunk

FARE $1.00.
The *avonte steamers Forest City and Joan
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.rn. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid tbs expense
and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night
ffp'" Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,

D. W.
dec5

-2-JO-i-ok BOSTON at 8.46 a. m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m..
arriving at Portland at 12.30 6.00, and 8.00

Trains

/Steamers!

Charlottetown, P. E. I.

after Monday, April
Train*
Pasaenger

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago,Millwankce
C*n« ina».ti, Nl. Loui*,Oinuba, Naginhw, Nl. Paul, Salt Labe City,
Denver, Nan Franciaco,

Federal St.

aad

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.

/'GROCERIES, Wholexale and Retail.
Ur GEO. 0. SHAW & CO., 686 St 587 Cong. & 235
Middl?. Send for price list.
&

40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Scats
Berth* w?- at Depot Ticket Office.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

C'lW

CO., Exchange

Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. anu trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket** to all point* West and
Mouth may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

LEAVING PORTLAND

8.93 a. m.—For all itatlons, through to Bur.
lingtou, hwnntoa, ITIonirenl anil Ogden.*
burg.
3.43 p. m.—For Fabyau’a and Intermediate sta-

A

BROWN,

points.

Train** leave Boston.
At 8..‘fO a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
At
m.
12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

CHANGE OF TIME.
aft**r Tlovuday, December 5lh, IftSI.

On and

PASSAGE.

$50.00 Gold.
Cabin.
$90.00 Gold.
Cabin ret urn.....
For passage &c., apply to DAVID TORKANCH
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

p. in.
At 8.45

NSW ENOLA1VD IOENl'1,
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I

SH1RTN
Furnishings Underwear ami Neckwear.
MERRILL A CO.. Under Preble House

TO LEI.

mar

BY—

Exchange and Middle St.
Farnivbing Good-,

cor.

ANON A

FARM TO LET.
A small, reliable family wanted. Inquire at 226 Spiiug St., Portland, He.

PACKAGES,

—FOB BAIJt

LET.

to

LIQUORS

<

ings,

IMPOBTED

ORIGINAL

FOR SALE.

I have a farm situated in the
‘‘"Y Town of Varmouth on the Freoport Road-about Va mile from the
Falls containing 50 acres of land,
'w**11 divided into 1
illage, Pasture
muu WooalaiMi with 2 acres iff Marsh,
'here is a
orchard upon the place centaiuand
thrifty
young
ing 11" trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildwith a never failing supply of water.
Good
soil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly low
cated and handy to a good market.
This is one of
the b^st tarms in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. 1 will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on fav-»rabie
terms. If not sold on or before April 8th, I will be
prepared to “J-ease” for a term of
Reason
lor selling—I have other business andyears.
cannot attend
to it. Fur terms «c., ad tress or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St, Portland Me.
February 20th, 1882.
feb21 dtf

oyer

WINES &

d3w*

FARM

No. 276 Middle St.,
Edwards b Walker's
from
Biore.
Hardware
April Mb to '44Ut.
dtf

Manufacturer and Importer
of Havana dgars, Wholesale and Retail.
CIGARS.
ERNESTO

Merchant

WfcFly

F. H. KEHISOA

CABINET

Carpet-, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
FURNITURE,
123
HOOPER. EATON St

ESTATE.

FARtl FOR NALE.
Farm belonging to the late D. O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road leading from South
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Gambo

I^PoBltlVMjTnre

for all those Pelnftil Complaints end Weaknesses
so common to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulosra
tion, Falling and Displacement*, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the

/TANDIES and Vine Confection*,
L F. LORD, successor to
Allen Gow, 666 Congress Street
Makers and Upholxtererx
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 & 186 Middle St

DRY

Wanted.
6} K SMART reliable Agents, over

hot

E

Boot*

WAITED.

&
o

t

Shoe*: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL & CO..
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.

__

THE

c
(8

to

and

FERNALD’S,

JULIAN HOTEL

E-PINKHAM, OF LYHH, MASS.,

Measure.
GAITER SHOE Cov 222 Middle St.

U

mch29dlw

St.,

MRS. LYDIA

for Ladies and Gents,
BOOTB
WHITNEY

flBOCHERY,

at

A. S.

AATES OF

FAIFUES,

BOOK**.

/

property,
ST.and Plum166Sts., plum
Portland, Maine. 62
Hotel heated
Middle

W.FJklt •Sw*weowly8

DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St
Btauouery & Rlamk Rook*.
Clark’s Circulating Library.
FRANK B. CLARK, 516 Congress St.
and Shoe*, Eiae Cum torn Work,

PLUMMER. Cor. Congress and Brown Sts

has two large counting rooms, now leased printing
office un lerneatb under lease. Large dining rooms
and 61 rooms for guests. Apply to .JOHN C. PROCTOR, or C. P. MATTOCKS, Portland. Me.
March 15th. 1882.
marl7eod2w

feb22

MATERIAL**,Architect*’ A
ABT1BTB’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F.

Howiery, Kid Ulorr., I.ace.,
COB8ETS
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E.

WANTED.

FOR SALE.

The Great Healing Remedy.

a

Specialty.

a

Boy*’
St Gents’ Furnishing Goods.

P O. R. R.

mch22

The Careful l'ri pa

Prescriptions

Men’s,
flLOTBlNG.
V/ Flue Goods

First Class Flour and Grocery Salesman.
An active Man particularly acquainted with flour aud having an established trade may address Box 3137,
Bo*tou F. 0.

A Blood Food for

rvELICATE Woken, Nttrsino Mothers,
Usickly Children, the Aged, Convalescent, Overworked, Careworn, Emaciated,
Nervous and Sleepless.
(0 Thaos Sore Nourishing than any Halt Liquor, while
free from it* injurious proportion.

POTHECAKY;
tion

A

PONCE,

governors.

Three Custom Coat Makers im-

g*DK Bb«unninn. Neural
eia ai d S ainia Faiie in
COLL IKS’ VOLTAIC EI.ECTRIC
PLASTERS.
Only
SOld

—_

nr gas

WANTED

is the only complete external and internal treatment. One bottle Radical Cure, odb box Catarrhal
Solvent and Sanford’s Improved Inhaler, with Treatise, in one package, of all druggists for $1. Ask for
Sanfobd’s Radical Cdbe for Catarrh.

er.

sale of

for

Al.DEN, 473 Congress

Art

Wanted.

catarrh towards consumption.

Belief fr<m eveiy Pain, rnd
V eaki tn cl tbt Lvnt e Liv-

APOTHECARIES;
Imported Perfumes, Soaps. Toilet Artloles Sm
KINSMAN &

,JR., 589 Congress St
photography
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.

A

Cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, restores
the senses of rmeli,taste and hearing when affected
frees the head, throat and bronobiaT tubes of offensive choking n atter, sweetens and purifies the.
breath, stops the cougn and arrests the progress of

Instantaneous

Market Square
CO.,
Chemical.,

E. DANA

WIDE AWAKE agent, to travel with two Doctors and sell medicine on the street or from
house to house. From $3.00 to $6.00 a day made.
Salary and commission Address at once,
DRS. JONES & COLE,
Maine Hotel, Damariscotta, Maine.
apld3t*

EXPERIENCED single

to buy ticket, tat any railroad
boat office In New England) rla

New Tort and Philadelphia

T"7
m
Liverpool. The vessels are
buiit. ful* powered and have superior accommodation for cat>in and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing ont their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

Train** leave Portland.
At
i a. at.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddo/ord, Kenuebuuk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, 8Atom, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 0.30 a. m.
A special Sleeping (Jar will be
ready for occnpancy in Portland station, at 9.00
m.
and
ia
attached to this train for Boston,
p.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill li

ern

APOTHECARIES;
Arts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE &
21

of

WANTED!!

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

sure

* run

DERRS STS.

St.

LAMSON,
Drug., Paiul., Oil.,

GUPPY,

~

Ac.
Preble

watches, r»r
American
Jewelry Silverware, Cloche, Ac.
CHAS. H.
201 Middio street

WANTS.

AN

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

Re

[ITT
r^Jirr-

TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March
ONTARIO, Capt \yilliams.30th March.
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.13th April.
DOMINION... 27th April.

Express Trains, Double Track. Stone Balias

ro

Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilize™,
AGBICITI.TCBAL
WM. O. SAWYER A
A 9

—

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5tb, 1881

TOOLS. HARDEN

Machines
Small
of superior and acknowledged merit.
LEES
GAS
GOVERNcapital required. Address,
OR 00., Providence, R. I.
mar3idlw

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

AND THIRD AND

BOUND

The following Trade Circular is respectfully presented by the undersigned lietail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people

phosphate powders.
Soldonly in cans. Koyal

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

ON

ftost Central Station In Philadelphia
Philadelphia <fc Readiujr K. R.
NINTH AND OUEEN 81'BEITI,

money refunded.

alum

—

STA1I0N IN NEW YflfiK .MiSSi.

OF PORTLAND, ME.,

Wanted.

The great bataunlc distillation of Witch Hazel,
American Pine, Canada
Fir, Marigold, Clover
Blossums. etc., for the immediate relief and permanent cure of every form of Catarrh from a simple Head Cold to Incipient Consumption.

-BETWEEN-

The steamers of this Line will
during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and

,_

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

Bound Brook Route.
New

STKAMKK-l._
DOM INTO N 1_ IN E.

Eastern Jtailroad.

CIRCULAR.

RETAIL TRADE

POWDER
Pure.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

GUIDE.

THE BUYERS'

MISCELLANEOUS.

Portland, Me.

Li ST TRAGIC EPISODE

[From “Charles
In China a man who makes or sells adulters
ated food is imprisoned or hanged.
In this
•onntry it is the man who bays the adulterated
food who has to suffer. The other fellow acquires five inches of fat on his ribs, and is elec,
ted to positions of honor and trust.
The Chinese must go.
Some of tbeir customs are
subversive of our most cherished institutions.
—Tekas Siftings.

DE COURCY FAMILY

one

year 1825, which, in the opinion oFLamb's biographers (ana Mr. Crossiey confirms their
Judgmenti gives a better idea than all other
existing portraits of Charles Lamb's outward
man.
The small stature—he was very noticeably below tbe middle height—the head apparently out of proportion to the slender frame,
the Jewish cast of nose, the long black hair,
the figure dwindling away down to “almost
immaterial legs," the tight-fitting clerklike
suit of black, terminating in gaiters and straps,
all these appear in Mr. Fulham's etching in
such bold realism that the portrait might easily
pass for a caricature, were it not confirmed in
all its details by other authorities. Mr. Crossley recalls with perfect distinctness the aspect
of Lamb as be sat at his desk in his room at tbe
India house, lookiBg the more diminutive for
being perched upon a very high stool. His
hair and complexion were so dark that when
looked at in combination with the complete
suit of solemn black, they suggested old Fuller’s description of the negro, of which Lamb
was so fond—aa
image “cut in ebony.” He
mighthave passed, Hood tells us, for a “Quaker
in black.” “He had a long, melancholy face,”
says Mr. Procter, “with keen penetrating eyes.”
“There was altogether,” Mr. Patmore says, “a
rabbinical look about Lamb’s head which was
But the
at once striking and impressive.”
feature of his expression that all his friends
dwell on with most loving emphasis is, “the
bland sweet smile, with the touch of sadness in
it”: and Mr. Patmore’s description of the general impression 'produced by this countenance
well sums up and confirms the testimony of all
other friends: “In point of intellectual character and expression, a finer face was never
seen, nor one more fully, however vaguely corresponding with the mind whose features it interpreted. There was the gravity usually engendered by a life passed in book learning,
without the slightest tinge of that assumption
and affectation which almost always attend the
gravity so engendered; tbe intensity and elevation of general expression that mark high
genius, without any of its pretension and fruitless thoughts and baffled aspirations, but no
evidence of that sptrit of scorning and contempt which these are apt to engender. Above
all there was a prevaiding sweetness and gentlenrss which went straight to the heart of
every one who laoked on It; and not the less
so, perhaps, that it bore about it an air, a
something, seeming to tell that it was—not put
on_for nothing would be more unjust than to
tax Lamb, with assuming anything, even a
virtue, which he did not possess—but preserved
and persevered in, spite of opposing and contradictory feelings within that struggled in
vain for mastery. It was a thing to remind you
of ihat painful smile which bodily disease and
agony will sometimes put on, to conoeal their
sufferings from the observation of those they
love."

CHARLES J. BARBOUR, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE MILL1KEN, Administrator,

with the Will annexed.

Portland, March 16,1882.
im

mh20dlaw3wM*

—JdfD—

PHILADELPim
Direct Stenmship Lint'.

Leaves each Fort Every Wednesday
Saturday.

upon
tate of
in the
bonds

as

the law directs.

All persons

having

de

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons inebted to said estate are called upon to make

aulred

payment to

I

From Long Wharf tt.etoa, S p
From Pine 8-^t Wit

es-

SIMON COLE, late of Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and give

SALLY COLE, Administratrix.
mh20dlaw3wM*
Portland, March 14,1882.

J

WharfaffF.

Mo

hereby oivew, that the

subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
Notice
herself the trust of Administratrix of the

a*

m.

at If a. m
luaarance one-half the rate of
mmnwv—'sailing vessel.
Freight for the West bv the Penn. It. 14., amt South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pavsnge Bight D.llnr*. Hwun.1 Trip 813,
Meals and ltooB Ineluded,
rot Freight or
B. B. » AMP
Agent,

Philadelphia,

^

dtBlt

Passage.
JON,
10 U«

Wharf,

Be.i.«

>

